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TO LEI.

WAITED !

To Le*.

At 109 Exchange St. Pobtlakd.
Dollar"
Year in advance.
-.n12S"iJHGt
Seven Dollars Year if paid in

au-

a

CLAB8 Cniivnawr, for Apple*
< rclopcdin (new revised
a l.ftd]r funrnucr fir the Al*

American
2FIR8T
jvnition). Also

Tc

»

mail subscribers
vanee.

Appeal

dtue.

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at f2 00 a year.

fcl3 3t

a

9 A. M

$7000 to $10000—Partner Want-

Rates of Advertising ; One inch of space,
of column, constitutes a “square.**
50 per square dai.y first week; 75 cents par
w^ek after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.

com mu ideations

a

paying well. To a young man wdio can command the
above cash capital, this is one of the best business
chances to te offered. A sm rt energetic young man
wanted, as much as the money, must have good reference as to character;
satisfactory reference given
in return. For more particulars address
C. G. D. & CO Box 913,
fel2d&w2w7
Portland, Me.
SITUATION to work in
who understands the
A Man,
and Mill

|

Manufacturers,

fe3tf

housework

fel2

of Church.

corner

lw

Situation Wanted

WHITE & SONS.

D.

Address
J. P. MORRISON,
West Cumberland, Me.

Wanted.
SMART, capable Girl to do general
Apply at No. 25 Atlantic Street.

A

removed to

127 Middle Street,

a young
of Circular Saws

BUSHKLERS

WHITE"& SONS,
have

use

Wanted.
to work on ready-made Clothing.
To good help we will give extra pay and con
I slant employment. For particulars address W. C
STAPLES & CO., No. Windham, Me.
fe!2d2w*

REMOVAL.
D.

machinery.

fel2d2w*

BUSINESS CARDS.

Brush

Mill, by

a

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

RELIABLE Man is desirous of

A

used to

work,

Reference given.
fell

J. H. HOOPER,

U P U O LSTEEEE

and

situation. Is
of doing business.

capable

a

Address F. C. J., Press Office,

2w*

AGENTS

WANTED.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St.,

Parlor

fe7d2w*

En-

a

ol

City Building.

THE

day

Lost.

d&wlm

tile Eastern Railroad Depot and Middle St., Wednesday, the 24th Dec., a wallet
containing from eighly to ninety dollars. The Und-

BETWEEN

GEO. E. COLONS,

will be

er

office.

ARTIST,

liberally

rewarded

HOUSEKEEPER,

IN

mavl4tf

BUSINESS

50. 383 C05GRES8 STREET,

Portland

W. C

STREET.

Me.

Street*
On direct route between New Custom
House and Pont Office, near the market.

tf

Booksellers and Stationers.
BOYT, FOG« * ■KEED,N..«l Middle

REMOVED TO

HAVE

No.

42

Portland,

jal6d*w3m

15,1874.

JAMES

Book Binders.
WM. A* QUINCY, Boom II, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchnnge St.
IUALL & SIIACKFOBD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

Street.

Exchange

1-2
Jan.

Street.

Lav,

at

Cabinet maker.
F. CAR8LEV, Silver St., opposite the
market. Office and Ship Furniture Redel*3m
pairing promptly attended to.

G.

O’DONNEU,

Confectionery.

has removed to

J. PERKINS manufacturer of plain
nnd fanev Candies, 287 Congress St,
Me.

Ij.

_Portland

NO. 84 1-3 MIDDLE STREET,

WHITHEl A

posite Park.

MBAItfl, Pearl «tw«t, op.

PORTLAND, MAIN K.

Dye-House.

Commissioner of deeds for the several States,

FOSTER’S

febio

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Street.

era

Copying and enlarging done to order.
Ail the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
fee Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
of freckles
card, by which new process we get rid

moles,wrinkles ana all imperfections of tne skin.
and judge for yourselves.
work

rp'Motlo—Looii
Aim

Prices.

to

Call

Moderate

at

may 20

Please.

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENI. ADAM!,, cor. Exchange and Fed*

ME.

PORTLAND,

Rye House, 34 Union Street.*

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail*

J. II. LAMSON,

I Streets.

HOOPER A EATON, Old Post Office,
Exchange Street.
L. F. HOYT, No. II Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

Furniture and Upholstering.
DAVID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal 8t.
All kinds of IJphols eringand Repairing

ANDREWS,

C.

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
's.

practice in Androscoggin and Oxford Countde9eod&wtf

ROSS &

STURDIVANT,

WHOLESALE COAL

J. F. SDEICBY, No. 9 Clapp’. Block
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall,

Horse Shoeing and Carriage repairing
Done in the best possible manner by S.

(in Canal Bank Building,)

Will

D3.iI.ERS

YOUNG A CO.. No. 193 Fore St.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silrer Ware.
J. A. HEBBILL A CO., 139 Middle St.
A. KEITH.

at lowest

market

price,

Wffltesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pitbiton
York. \ eaCoals, shipped from the vicinity of New
from
sels procured for the tranportation of coals
ttapr27
any point desired.
rt of shipment

MACHINEWORKS
Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

CFACTCRERS OF

PORTLAND, MAINE.

WATER
tf

BUTLER & LIBBY,
& Counsellors at

Pattern and Model Maker.
J. I. BABBOIB, 330 Fore Street, Cor. ol
Cron. Portland.

Law,

Plumbers.

Cumberland and Frank-

C. F. Libby.

law,

WILLIAM IIOBSON,

Street.

,m

REMOVAL.

pettengill,
DEALER

IN

Hew and Second Hand Furniture, Crocker,, Glass Ware, He.
Washer.
fi^f’Agent. for the Davis
to order and repairing
Furniture
Slaking
promptly

*tjStfed

t0’

COSOBEtW STREET.

REMOVAL.
N.

D.

CURTIS,
Has taken the

Store So. 370 Congress, near the head of
Green Street,
and Grocery
Where be will continue the Provision
business, to which he invites the attention ofhis
friends and the public.

_Iel0d/w^

PKINTIKG promptly and neatly executed at this Office.

JOR

Street, occupied by
THE
dersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
honse

Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

Students will furnish their own quilts, sheets, pillow-cases, towels and toilet soap. All articles needed to be washed should be plainly marked with the

We otter for sale

Per term qffourteen weeks.
English,.$5.50
Higher English,. b.50
Highest English. 7.50
Common

1

Use of Piano
Church Organ, 20 lessons
Penmanship, 24 lessons

Lectures in each Term during the year by Rev. Mr.
Leonard, Mr. Bodge and others.
For the Sp ing Term the names of Rev. Dr. Hill,
Hou. Israel Washburn, Hon. S. Perham, Mr, Percival Bonney and W. W. Thomas, have been secured.
June 1, 2, 3, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday—Examition of Classes.
3, Wednesday afternoon—Annual meeting
Trustees.

3, Wednesday evening—Annual Exhibition.

Exer-

Desirable Property for Sale
Free Street.

cises.

4, Thursday, 1 o’clock P. M.—Commencement Dinner.
4, Thursday, 3 o’clock P. M.—Oration and

June

gain if applied
C

Secretary.

School is

now

at

to

YOUNG LADIES’ SEMINARY,
13 PINE STREET.

THE PORTLAND

large quantity of inferior and
marhet, at a ch ap price—many
™ f
bl
hetterthan Naptha itself—and the
r(,Kar 1 to the PORTLAND
KEB08ENB OIL, renders it a ,„atter (pf
justice to muselves, as well as safety to consumers w some no
tice should be taken of these facts.1 Therefore we
an
e

of

Bo*t and Shoe Jabbing bnainem at IVa.
54 & 56 Middle Mtreet.

advertisement, and would call atten-

Oils”'TMaiSS

tion to the high standard o .our
Petroleum, the fire test of which \* 122; Tnv Port
fire tent of which i’*
land Kerosene, the
125 degrees
Fahrenheit, and often reaches
considerably higher
are determined
biy.
would
we
to maiualso,
thatjje
tain their long established reputation.
PORTLAND KEROSENE

OIL

COMPANY.

'lie title of gai<l
We quote from chap. 39 It. S. 1871,
and sale of Manufactured
chapter being “Inspection
Articles.”
Sect. 31. Every person and corporation engaged
in manufacturing petroleum, coal oil or burning fluid
to be
shall cause every cask or other vessel thereof
And
so inspected ami marked, by a sworn inspector,
burnor
oil
such
if any person manufactures or sells
ing fluid not so inspected and marked in this State,
or that has not. been so inspected and marked as unsafe for illuminating purposes, be shall pay a Jinc
not exceeding Five Hundred dollars or be imprisoned six montlis in tbe county jail, upon indictments

therefor.

Portland, Me., April 21

1873.

The firm name wrll be used in closing up
afiairs.
FENDERSON & PLUMMER.

NO. 3 EXCHANGE STREET.
where may he found at all times

sep20dtf

in

Portland, Feb. 7, 1874.

&

Co.,

46 & 48 MIDDLE ST.

_lvTT&S

Hard Pine Timber
hand and sawed to dimen„,uns.

Hard Pine Plank, hard pine Flooring

Feb.

WM.

2,1874.

REITER.
fe9d3w

CLIFFORD & CLIFFORD.

e-

Wharf and Dock, First,
State street.

corner

undersigned have formed
copartnership
THEunder
the above style for the practice of law.

Boston._my3eodly

Blaine Savings Bank.
Wo. loo middle
wired, Portland.

month'!begins
'"ithi’
M°oTanv
any month
oi

1

on

on tbe flrst day
Pank
interest the
dav
name

on any other
deposited
day, begin.!™inSJUS-tiJi
day of the following month 8 on lnterest the

flrst

junl7<lSwtf

A. M. BURTON.
Treasurer.

to

or

will

Why

374

Tremont

you hare

CO.,

\

80 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
CHARLES

EDW.

CLIFFORD.

WM. HENRY

CLFIFORD-

ja30

3m

Old Age, not Disease, should end

our

WATCH
American &

SALE.

Imported Watches,

LIQUID EXTRACT

OPERA
a

GLASSES,
general line ot

JEWELRY.
C. H. LAHSON,-TT middle St.,
(NEAR P. 0.)

ONE

lor Alaine.
by all respectable Druggists.

Janl3tf

DA. BROWN’S COmPOUND

BLOOD

PURIFIER.

3m*

FOR SLEIGHING
in Town

PARTIES,

out, by day or evening,

or

with good horses and careful driver. All who may
favor us with theiir patronage will he sure of the
best possible attention.
In fact, we h ve anything in the Livery line, from
a nice single hitch to six in hand.
Good Hacks furnished tor all occasions in any num-

ber.

FEBNALO & RAVTEB.

and 10

cents to

ets'

€)• H. BAE6 Sc GO., Box 1589, Bangor, Me.
eodt

J. W. PERKINS &c CO., Wholesale Acts.
Retailed by F. Sweetssr, 17 Market Square; C. L.
Gilson, 14 Market Square; H. H. Hay. Middle St.;
Sargent Coe, Cor. ot Congress and Temple. del3*5m
BUY

ny.

wili be a meeting of the stockholders of
T^HERE
jl the Peak’s
Island Steamboat Company in the
House, Peak’s Island on Wednesday,
wIk
~®D*
at

loth,

pose of

half past

considering

o’clock P. M. for the purfeasibility of increasing the

one

the

Best for the Eyes yet Invented.

LAMSON,
Jeweler, 77 Middle Street,

C. H.

NEW BOOK STORE.

he st eamer
Express will make an extra trip at
clook for the accommodation of those wishing
attend.
J. W. BRACKETT, Clerk.
Portland, Feb. 10,1874.felidtd

120 MIDDLE

one o

M.

Book, Card
109

MARKS

Printer

& Job

Francis

Ship Timber

for

LYMAN MITCHEL,
Kennebank

Orp.t, Me.

Sebago Dye House,
HO. 17 PLUM STREET.
Pinm

tion

Foster Dye
?*CVEY late of
the

House of this

Sebago Dye House No. 17
«;y’ ¥s reopened
5N wheFe Be is ready to do all kinds of dye-

guaranteed'^

nii07,n

®en^emer8 gwmentib. Satisfac-

H. McVEY, (Fosters Scotch Dyer),

au.7d1y_No. 17 Plum street.
Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three points of excellence which I claim, are,
constant and thorough circulation of puie air;
nor taint; 3td; no
"J*; ryness, noofdampness mouldand
active air, the
odors; purity
nte:mingling
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, beCross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt Bnmham
® Go.8 Ice House. Portland, Me.
Jefidtf

Coffin,
eodtf

Furnished Boarding House.
LEASE FOR SALE,
Low
rent, central location, now lull.
For particulars address,

By party leaving the city.

S„ 84 Charlestown St., Boston.

Sale!

3®° *•■«'superior White
and Red
Oak Ship Tinber
ready for immediate delivery on board
the cars at this Station.
Apply to

H.

jao

EXCHANGE ST.,

tc

STREET,

UNDER FAUmOUTH HOTEL.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)
ap22

tf

A CENT FOB POBTLAND.

jal3

capitai stock of the Company.
I
to

THE

Arundel Pebble Spectacles,

Peak’s Island Steamboat Compa-

of

10

Now being introduced into this State by L. BARTLETT. It comes w611 recommended by the Doctors
and those that have used it, have no hesitation in
saying that it will prove to be the best blood purifier
ever used in this State.

Forest City Stable, 451 Congress Street.

isc:

$100Stamp

It is so cold in some parts of Vermont that

whiskey has to be chopped out of the barrels
with a hatchet, but purchasers don’t complain so long as hatchets are plenty.
The cobbler could not paint the
picture,
but he could tell
Appelles that the shoe
latchet was not quite right; and the
painter
thought it well to take his hint.
A

has been airested in Baltimore
common scold.
All she
asks of the District
Attorney is an opportunity to be heard.
woman

charge

on

of

being a

work is
as

country and Europe; but to those who have
had the puience to wait for it in its
completed form, the treat so rare in these
of an

days,
interesting, profitable and first-rate novel
presented.

hog-merchant.—

Amonu

per

man or woman was ever

cured of love

“A\a finD,” tellingly remarks an Indianapolis editor, “tyAl siacex Get oxt owr pepar withant thn aid of af ony ef thase besky
Onium oombysuiors.” There is nothing better in this world than self-reliance, if a fellow
has money and things to back it.

standard of the works of this
sensatioual

as new

styles.

Henry

II. of France, the hair
was tortured
up on the top of the head and
allowed to fall in short curls or in one
plait

behind.

quick, earnest prayer from a heart that
feels the need of present help,
though expressed in hut few words, brings an answer,
whatever the posture may be; while a formal

eo»l2w*

fell
_

Cheapest

*“e

in

Store
BooU
United States.

st\./'YnTof
Books
All ktols ot Bw.ks
the city and lowest prices.
At
»«*
wholesale prices
COLBYS’, 119 Exchange

™

or

»;
March turn tor ten
man”) will return to Portland
days only.
ALBERT COLBYS’ SONS,
Publishers and Booksellers.
de4t[
at

ask your grocer for

fleisciimai

Compressed

& CO.

Yeast!
*lw

feO
_

American Printers’ Warehouse,
C.

LANE.

19

SPRING

C.

KIMBALL, Boston.

Printing Material on hand or made
the art of printing
to
Every thingused in
furnished at short notice, and at the lowest cash
feldd6m
o.prv

kind of

S

prices.

threw

a man

Second,

Locomotion in Constantinople is accompanied by a pleasing excitement beyond that
caused by the actual journey. All
persons
using the Tramway Company’s cabs receive
from the driver a printed slip bearing a number, and every two months a lottery is drawn,
the winning numbers gaining various
prizes.
At tbe last drawing the prize of £20 fell to
the lot of the lucky owner of No. 51, 547.
This lottery is, says the Levant Herald, not
only an dmusement to the public, but it encompany to exercise

a

control over

the pecuniary honesty of their drivers, as
tbe books from which these numbers are
drawn have counterfoils with corresponding
numhers, and persons who use the cabs have
an interest iu preserving the tickets
given to
them.

The New Chemistry. By Joslah P. Cooke Jr
Prof, of Chemistry In Harvrd University. New
York; D. Appleton St Co. Portland: Bailey St

j

Noyes.
Tbis volume contains a seiies of lectures
on Chemistiy delivered by the author before
the Lowell Institute in Boston. They aim
to present the theories of modern chemistry
in a manner suited to the comprehension of

intelligent

unprofessional readers. The
it an object to point out
the differences existing between the new
chemistry and the old. The book is well and
copiously illustrated and the explanations are
clear, concise, and full. It will be found to
be a work of incalculable value to the student
of this deeply Interestiog subject.

Books Received.
The Dead Alive. By Wilkie ColUoe. Cloth. Illustrated. IS’ pp. Boston: Shepard A Gill•
Portland: Loring, Short and Harmon.
Central Asia. Travels In Cashmere, Little Tibet
and Central Ada. By Bayard Taylor. Cloth. 3*3
1 Hostrtled,
pp.
*1.30. Mew York, Scribner,
Armstrong A Co. Porlland: Loring, Short and
Harmon.

Beaaie Wilaaertaa t or money and what came of
It. A Novel. By Margaret Weateett. Cloth. 384
pp.
Cream-laid, red-lined paper. $2.00 New
York: G. W. Carleton A Co. Portland:
Bailey
A Noyes.

tfenesia Disclosod, being the discovery of a stupendous

error which changes the nature of
the acof mankind. Cloth 322 pp. $1.00 New
York: G. W. Carleton A ICo. Portland:

count

Valentines.
tell the extent to which fancy stationery now includes these emblems of fun
and admiration, these formidable additions to
the delivery work, of the postman? The
manufacture is enormous, giving employment
can

to large bodies of persons in the latter months
of the year, and in January. Long before the
Christian era, there was a festival held at

Home in the middle of February, especially
interesting to the young men and maidens;
the written names of young women were put
into a box, aud drawn out by the young men

present,

as

a

preliminary

When the Papal Chuach

to

was

love-making.

established in

the same city, the priesthood sought to give a
new tone to the custom by substituting the
names of saints for those of young women,
but the people, not relishing this change, refused to adopt it.
The practice crystallized into a usuage of
young persons selecting their loves by a sort
of lot, on or about the natal day of St. Valentine; this gradually led to the transmission
of love verses on the auspicious day, and finwhich
ally developed into the present custom,
mixes up the sentimental, elegant and the
vulgar in a heterogenous manner. They are
not made in large factories; small masters undertake the work, a portion of which is done
at the humble homes of the workers, through
middlemen
o!
and suothe medium
The better kinds are wellmiddlemen.
with
love
verses written In
printed, inscribed
a neat, small hand by women, and
adorned
lace
colored
with
sheet gelatine,
paper, satin,
and other elegances. Much neatness and
cleverness are shown in putting together the
various
pieces which compose the more
costly specimens. Besides the lace paper and
the colored gelatine, there ara color-printed
sheets of dainty devices, to be cut out with
scissors; small pieces of silk, satin, velvet
and cambric, often painted by hand; embossed paper and card; gilt and silvered
other delicate materials.
paper; and many
The nead artist or manager must have some
taste, or at least inventive faculty, to lay the
plan for building up the valeutine out of its
numerous

pieces.

Some of these novelties happening to hit
the taste of the buyers, the sale is large and
the profits ample; while others, fully equal

perhaps superio* In artistic merrit, fall dead
upon the market, and are a source of considerable loss. Considerable success, during the
last few years, has attended a stylo of valentine comprising a little mechanism, such as a
de or door revealing a second picture besides the principal one, and involving a bit of

or

Some of the most costly valor sarcasm.
entines sell for ten or twenty guineas each.
The truth is,that many of these have become

fun

a mere

pretext for making

a

but

writer also makes

_

Who

the extension of the students re-

of expression, Third, the application
of the principles already learned to
composition. Fourth, style and Fifth, the composition of themes and essays.

out of

if

preserved throughout.

sources

a

to death

is

construction and combination of sentences,

prayer on bending knees, in the closet, in the
social circle, or in the sanctuary, may fail to
reach the ear of our Father and attract his
notice.
woman

style

well.
With this view the present manual
has been divided Into five parts.
First, the

A

policeman took him to the lockup, when he proved to be a burglar. The
next morning the citizens made her a
present
for her “heroic repulse of a burglar,” when
she said she thought it was her
husband, who
had come home drunk, that she threw out

author.

It is exactly suited to that class of persons
who merely read for the purpose of killing
time withont the desire for profit or instruction.
School Compositions.
By Prof. Wm. Swlnton
A. M.
New York: Harper Broe. For sale by Loring Short St Harmon.
From tL« Preface.
This little book is
strictly a manual tor school work, and has
been made with special reference to the rational remodeling now in the course of being
accomplished in our public schools—A remodeling in which Language-training for the
first time receives the attention which is its
due. Pupils must be first taught how to write
at all, before they can be taught how to write

Three hundred years ago the hair was
combed as it is to-day. So wheu ladies talk
of new styles they are ignorant of the fact

things

popular

It abounds in startling situations and its

A certain up-town grocer informs the public by placard that “handsome maple sugar”
may be obtained within. No doubt he has
for sale dignified bar soap, elegant mackerel,

such

and Broe, Portland, Lorlng, Short and Har-

This is a well written book dealing with
facts which have come under the personal
observation of the writer relative to tlie treatment of American seamen. Mr. Jewels
statements have been made with sufficient
explicitness, to enable the reader to investigate them and satisfy himself in regard to
their truth. We know one of the cases of
brutal treatment which the author relates to
be a fact, as we have a personal acquaintance
with the parties implicated. Mr. Jewell has
done a great public service in publishing this
work and we trust that he will be rewarded
for his humane labors by seeing a radical
reformation effected in the laws relative to
our marine service.
This exhaustive treatise
is supplemented by reference to laws upon
the subject of master and seaman.
Publicans and Sinners, By Miss M. E. Braddon, New York; Harper and Bros. For sale by
Lorlng, Sbort and Harmon.
This is an interesting novel fully up to the

Boston Globe: “They say that when Bloss,
of the Cincinnati
Enquirer, goes
away from home and writes to his wife, the
poor woman has to send tor one of the compositors who is used to his cony, before sb*
can read his letters.”

no

Sailor*. Bv J. Grey Jewell, M. D.,
Consul At Singapore, New York, Har-

mon.

committed.—Helps,

that there are
In the time of

is

our

late U. 8.

by discovering the falseness of his or her lover.
The living together for three
long, rainy
days in the country has done more to dispel
love than all tbe perfidies in love that have
been

ably sustained to its close. It is not
to many, having already been published
a serial in many of the
magazines of this

new

day.”

ables tbe

ache. Female Weaknesw, Static aad
Chronic Rhea mat a am and
Acrofaloae Affections.

City Belle.

THIS

A SUPERIOR CORDIAL !

Recommended by the. faculty in all cases ol weakness. Dyspepsia, and nervous maladies.
Especially
recomended for Ladies.
See that you get the
LIQUID Extract. For Sale by Druggist, Grocers,
and Wine Merchants. Wholesale Depot 32 Broadway New York City.
G. GORDON & CO.
dc3d6m

fringe off filly-two shawls per year
expression of remorse in Lady Isabel
Vine.—Brooklyn Argus.

aud Mine.

She’d “a bin scared
she’d knowed it was a burglar.”

CiLL AND EXAMINE.

favorite craft (formerly Enterprise) having
been remodelled and greatly improved, ana
fittea up in the best possible siyle, is now ready at
short notice, and on reasonabie terms,

_fe9d2w

OF BEEF !

the

an

of doors.

Selling cheaper than ever, and every watch
warranted. Also,

(Copy right secnred April 30,1872.)

Days

LIEBIG’S

It is calculated that Miss Lucille Western

pulls
as

A Louisville

Portland Me.

Street,

jal6

generally

SS Spring Street.

DOLLAR,
F. SWEETSIER, Wholesale Agent
For rale

you

codfish.

No. 80 Middle St.,

J. NT. McCOY &

Directions accompany each bottle.

FRICE

“No, sir,

-etty molasses, lovely ham, delightful saleratus, charming turnips, and bewitching

when with a box ol onr Elastic
Cement yen can yourself stop all
leaks around your Cbimnies, Skyj lights, Gutters, etc. Ten lbs. box
es 50 cts*, fifteen lbs. 75 cfs.
Every
box is warranted andbas on it
directions for using.

And

BOSTON-.

you can't say that I ever ccn

p

4RENT FOB MAINE,

—

a

Composed

of E Street

BY

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.

BEEF BRANDY & TONICS.

u<

RIGHTS, &c., apply

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

C. K. TODD, M. D„

E.

WM.

WBI. ShNTER, Jr., becomes a partner in
my business, under the above name, from this date.
Business to be continued as heretofore.

BOARDS.

for sale by STETSON & POPE.

IT

JOHN O. BUZZELL
—

WILLIAM SENTER & CO.

we

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

AND STEP

goods wanted

J. M. PLt irrUEB.

Our Pure White Lead, b oth dry and ground in oil"
we warrant to be strictly pure, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not surpassed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or

On

full line of

the Fancy Grocery trade.
The patronage which the firm has so long enjoyed
is respectfully solicited.

DR T AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE. TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
and FITTINGS, PUMPS, dkc > Ac.

Iabl8

a

Foreign Fruits, Nuts, Relishes,

Lead!

Phillips

Invigorating, Strengthening

_den__WF&Mtf

Thi undersigned will continue business at

Bry and Ground in Oil,

?iS£1sgxRfO?T“r™,r0rt,.hl
again present

copartnership heretofore existing between
THE
the subscribers is thL
day dissolved by mutual
consent.

BOSTON

W. F.

CHARLES CLARK
W. T. EMERSON.

lelldlw*

our

a

tbe market.
is indispensable to Batchers, Provision dealers.
Hotel Keepers, Grocers and Restaurants. Will
save more than its cost every Summer.
Butchers
who use it, hi its best form, will soon tind their meats
recommended by their customers. The internal arlangement is such that a current ot cold air is kept
constantly moving over tbe contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
the U. S. Courts and its validity established in eigh-

FOR LADIES EXCLUSIVELY,
Prepared from the original formula gj the late

will contiune the

J. II.Chadw ick & Co., Ag’ts

Manufacture

Portland Kerosene Oil.

EMERSON,

CLARK &

NOTICE.

have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red afar, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every packge of our Pare Fend. None genuine wltuout it.

The best and Only Reliable One in

“RESERGAM,”
An

Forest

WE,

1829.1

American.
UCJ^In order to protect ourselves,

Patent Pure JOry Air Refrigerator

No. 2 Park Street

lady jumped into the Ohio river
muff-just to keep her hand in.

traded bad habits.”
expand them.

doors, and

COPARTNERS HIP.

BOSTON LEAD CO.,

White

A. S. JLYJHAIT8

Kidaey ft Liver Cenplainti, flick Head-

tlie underpinned, having formed a copartnership under the firm name and style of

45 Danlortli Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
O. L.
Billings Principal. Send for Circular.
oclOtf

Pure

w4w3

Jn21deowlvrBo,Ion Wm».

COPARTN ERSHIP.

fe9eod2w

in

Opposite Preble House, Portland,

J<AlrZlL

Publications!-

The Parisians is the last and by many acto be the best of Bulwers numerous works.
It is a novel founded upon recent French history; it vividly describes the
different phases of Parisian life during the
last days of the Empire when Paris by Its
brilliant gayety, its lavish display of apparently unbounded wealth, and its seemingly
unprecedented prosperity was the cynosure cf
th; eyes of the
world, and during the dark
days following; when disaster and misfortune
succeeding each other repid order reduced
the light-hearted and
reckless inhabitants of
the once gay
capital to misery and starvation.
The Parisians is a novel
designed to illustrate
the effect of modem
revolutionary ideas upon
a community; hence the exhibition
of an unusual variety and number dramatis
personae;
to
none
of whom is
however vouch
sated exclusive prominence;
they are represented but as tbe component
parts of on#
great Form—that of the Parisian Society of
Imperial and Democratic France. The story
Is powerfully written, and the study of French
society life as minute and detailed as only
long familiarity with such life could have affected. The interest excited early lu the

formerly

290 & 292 CONGRESS ST.,

—FOR—

session of the Misses Symonds’ School
THEwillSpring
open THURSDAY, February 19th. Apmay be made to the Principals at their resience.

44 Broad Street,

Cordial

with fane shade trees. This is one ol the finest residences in the county. Terms
easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis
Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

fe'kWw

Slication

t. H- WORK, Agent,

A

EXCHANGE STJBKKT.

by Captain

_Tuition

jal4dtf

FINE residence one-lialf mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles fr«*m Portland; House and Ell two stories*
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor.' with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear
trees, i acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the
cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented

97 Fionklin Street.

E- Breen.

v

WRINGER

DB.

SCHOOL !
or

Hawke* &, Co.,

teen cases.
For LICENSE,

A young

ever

LEAKY ROOFS

THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES

of JOHN

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.

feiu-eod&wtf

THEFor terms apply at the School

immediately. Inquire

No. 42 Pleasant Street.

particulars address the Principal or
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Sec’y.

NAVIGATION

lery.

Work.

onr own

no!4tf

Inquire at the
House from 2 to 5 o’clock P. M.
HOUSE
Portland, Oct. 13th.
ocl3dtf

commence

t

Argus and Transcript copy.

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST.

Orin

a

to recover her

No

Wear.

X

Thk Pabisiaks. By Edward
Bulwor, Lord Lytton
with illustrations by Sydney Hall. New
York, Harper and Brother*. For sale by Luring, Short &
Harmon.

A misanthropic editor of a paper announces :— ‘The clock of our court
house,
emulating the example of some of our ladies,
had a nice coat of paint on its face yester-

Boy’s

the

knowledged

Brooklyn Aryus.

Business Suits.

Every Garment

pictures, aie heller tor
light.—Seneca.

7yade

Recent

The story that the Grand Duke Alexis recommends Russians to adopt the American
ish of pork and beaus, is said to have
originated with a Cincinnati

CLOTHING

Overcoats,
Reefers,

Supplies.

I

For Sale

charge of
e head o* the NorWIM5UN,
mal Department at Kent’s Hill, with a competent
Prof CHOATE will
corps of assist mt teachers.
continue in charge of the € iamiral Depn rtmeut.
now at

For further

for

PROCTER, 93 Exchangr Street.

STEVENS PLAINS, Me.

eleven weeks will
Spring Term of
THE
TUESDAY, March 3d, under the
Proi. JOEL

CLOTHING!

For Hens’ and

slow horse fast—Don’t feed.

An ugly fashion has been
recently revived,
that of cutting the front hair so that it
bangs
like a fringe across the forehead. It
will, of
course, be universally lollowed.

—

A

WESTBROOK SEMINARY,

fel2eod3w_

on

and Rail-

Marine Hardware & Ship Chand;

THREE-STORY Brick House (No. 36 Free
Street.) containing 16rooms, well finished, with
and soft water, with a two-story
plenty finhard
the rear. This property was formerly
building
occupied by Mr. A. D. Reeves, For sale at a bar-

4, Thursday evening—Reunion of Graduates,
further information address the Principal,

For

road

AND

to whem
oppllefttioM should b* made, and who
has full oower to settle infringements,
mchleodtf

of

Heavy Hardware

J

place

June

June

Manufacturers

This property will be sold for half
of its value on account of the ill
health or the owner. The farm contains 120 acres of the best of farmI
_ing land, likewise a large orchard, a
splendid large two-story house, large stable and outbuildings in perfect order. One of the best farms in
this State. The fences and everything about tbe
in perfect order. Loi ated six miles from Portland. The farm is a splendid stock larun and one of
the finest residences tor a gentleman of means. Fifty
acres of the ttnest timber land in the State on the
place. Apply to JOSEPH REED. Real Estate and
Insurance Agent, No. 80 Middle Street. Apply from
10 to 12 morning.
ja23dlf

LECTURES.

W. GIFFOBD & Co,

A

HA L K.

The WeU-known Marr Farm

Co.

BEADING BOLT AND NET WORKS,

tt

FOR

6.00
5.00
with less than half

dim

OVERCOATS

Wm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nat Co

CHURCHILL
HELCHER,
91 Commercial Street, Portland.

.j»26

49 Wall Si., New Yerk.

Dress and

LEWIS OLIVES Or PHILLIPS.

invest. This property is entirely free of encumbrance and will be sold o.i liberal terms.
For particulars rnd terms inquire of us, at our
place of business.

6.00

4, Thursday forenoon—Graduating

Providence Tool

are

ro

No student will be charged
a
term’s tuition.
term’s expenses required in advance, and
the balance at the close of the term.
Text-books, Stationery, &c„ for sale at Seminary.

June
June

These houses

balances
at bank.

Consisting of

GEO, W. LORD.

dcRltf

and thoroughly and substantially built, and
fully occupied by prompt pa>ing tenants This is a
most desirable investment for any one having funds

3.00
35.00
2.00
2 00
4.00
5.00
8.oo
12.UO

double

therewith.

nected

our

new

Greek,. 8.50
French and German, each, (extra). 2 50
.12.00 to 24.00
Music, 24 lessons

P. O. Box, 4,002
kfl

WIN TER

—

Very respectfully yours,

property in
Ligonia Village, C. E., consisting of
two Houses, airanged for eight families, and land and outbuildings con-

TUITION.

as

H. C. WILLIAMS & CO.,
BANKERS,

SELDOM,

For Sale.

owner’s name,

Drawing, 20 lessons
•*
Crayoning
Painting In Oil, 20 lessons
Painting, water colors
Wax Work, Flowers, &c.
Applied Chemistry

SALE-

on

We shall close out tho balance of our

to this cause.
Now, permit me to say that I manufacture a Composition that will readily and thoroughly remove this
incrustation; ami while I am constantly sending it
over the United States, I exact no
pay for its use unless it gives i*erfect satisfaction and fulfils all
.he
claims I make for it.
My preparation will remove Scale from any Boiler,
no matter how deeo
may be the iccrusat on, and at
the same time it will prevent
injury to the Boiler
from anything which
may be held in solution by the
water contained .n it. This article will
absolutely
prevent the formation of Scale if timely introduced.
'Ihe powder which I manufacture has been carefully tested by some of the ablest chemists in the
countr;, and its fitness to keep iron clean and to
preserve it has been demonstrated by them in the
most satisfactory manner.
i f you will send for my circular,with
my terms and
full particulars, or give me a call, I think I will be
able to convince the most sceptical that this
composition will justify all I claim for it.

every convenience for a first-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl3dtf
Limerick. Me.

ness.

Accounts received and interest allowed
may be checked for at sight, same

WINTER

doubtedly due

The iuor-enber offers for sale his Hotel
proi' rty in Limerick Village, York County.
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
with shed and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, anu

alone,. 7.00
Library Fee,. 25
No deduction will be made for absence the first or
last week of the term, nor for absence during the
term, n auy case excepting that ot protracted sick-

Time.

which

—

Philadelphia, Dec. 24, 1873.
if ever, pick up a
newspaper without
seeing, among the first items that arrest my attention, the record of a terrible boiler explosion.
Very many causes are assigned for this loss of life
and property. A great dead is said as to what should
be done and what should not be done. But 1 scarcely ever hear it said that these explosions are due to
an accumulation of Scale in the
Boiler, and yet eight
out of ten instanc s that occur in our midst are unT
J.

The “Limerick House,”
F OR

Commission, for Cash,

EXPLOSIONS.

ALLEN HAINES.
sepl9-tl

A

BOARD, including Fuel and Light,
For full term, per we*>k,.$3.50
For less than a lull term, per week,.
4.00
Washiug, per dozen, average,. 60
Room rent, per term, with room mate,. 1 00

Government Securities, etc.,

check

un-

m

cor.

J. W. A H. H. MCDCFFEE, Cor. Middl
A Union Sts.

the

BARTLETT, Natural Sciences.
FOR SALE.
G. W. MARSTON, Professor of Music.
LOT of vacant land, situated on the west Bide
M. JOHNSON, Business Departmen &
Penmanship
of High, between Pleasant and Danforth, Sts.
Mis* HKIiEKT ». PRATT, I*. A., PrecepThis let has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
tress* Higher English and German.
feet deep, and plans have been drawn b How, for a
Miss M. A. PEASE, Normal Department and Math- j block of seven or nine genteel and convenient resiematics.
dences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
Mrs. S, P. CHOATE, Drawing, Painting and French
No. 4 Portland Pier,
Miss LIZZIE A. HOYT, Music.
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.
mar28
Miss J. E. BODGE, Composition and Rhetoric.
G. M, FILLEBROWN, Steward.

and all

Streets.

State

F. L.

BOSTON

Cross St., in Deleno’s Mill.
B. D. HOOPEB, Cor. York A Maple

on

buy and sell at the Stock
Exchange, Railway Stocks,
on

a

Some men, like
corner than a full

-Well, wife,

We also

SLSd

culiarkindTCin^’
missive—fgp<r

your enemies.

temporarily

Mass.

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen. Agent.
Portland, Jan. 29,1874.
ja29dlra

For Sale.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ABNEB DOYVEDD, 135 Middle Street.

—

which payment

check

Richmond,”

fe9d&wtf7

Portland, Maine,
BOARD OB" INSTRUCTION.
G, UK. BODGE, A. ML* Principal,
Professor of Mental and Moral Science.
C* B. YARNEYt A* HI , Tice Principal*
Professor of Latin and Grtelc.
REV, HENRY C. LEONARD, Professor ol Belles

JaMly

Would inform the public, that they continue to

HOUSB,

BOSTON.

c.

TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1874,
and continue fourtetn weeks.

Sign and Awning Hanging.

AT LAW,

anl__
J.

mence on

Roofers.

"jAMES^T PICKER1NG7 Kerosene Oil
Company
35 OLD STATK

com-

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

49 1-9 exchange street.
fe5tf
Office hours from S} till 121 and 2 till 5.

COUNSELLORS

STEVEN’S PM1NS, ME.

Street.

ore

140.
1 Black Valise, Str. “City of Richmond,’
No. 43.
1 Saiiors’ Bag, “Str. “City of
No. 92.
1 Sailors* Bag, marked Sam’l
Curtis, Lynn,
5 Sailors’ Bags, not marked.
1 Chest, not marked.
1 Russet Trunk, not marked.
2 Black Trunks, not marked.
7 Bik. Valises or Bags.
1 Russet Valise.
1 Black Valise.
1 Carpet Bag.
1 Band Box.
Band Basket.
ALSO
1 Hf. Bbl.
1 Box, marked
R.
Mary
Gnlle, Ellsworth.
2 Cases Glass Jars.
1 Mattress.
1 Package.

|»Iace.

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

THE

Macbias Steamboat Go., Railroad Wharf:
1 Chest marked Mrs. Daniel Cun is.
Lewiston, Me.
1 small Chest marked Henry E. Hilton, West Penbroke, Me.
1 Chest marked Matthew Glode, Tremont, Me.
1 small Cbest marked Geo. N. Marden.
1 Ety. Trunk, marked Wm. Graves.
1 Carpet Bag, Str. “City of Richmond,” check No.
&

7u tons oi hay per year, and with small outlay can be
made to cut 150 ions. Connected with it is one hundred acres of wood and timber land. There is an
orchard of 150 apple-tie*s, old and young on the
The buildings ire nearly new, the honse having been built in 1866. at a cost of nearly $4,006: it
is a large two story house with addition, in perfect
order and condition, with convenient outbuildings,
excellent cellar, a well of good water, and a spring
of living water near the house. Barn 40 x 60 far in
good repair. One side of the entire farm is fenced by
the Duck Pond and most of the remainder by permanent euce. Every rod of field can be mowed by
machine. This is one of the best and most desirable
farms in Cnmbeiland County, and thera is none more
valuable farm in Maine for stockraising purposes.
This farm will be sold for one half its value, about
the cost of the building will buy it.
For narticulars term of sale, &c., apply to COBB
& RAY, Attys. at Law, No. 42J Exchange Street,

comer

[Incorporated

Stair Builder.
B. F. DIBBV.Do. 353 Fore Street,

PORTLAND.

at

or

Room to Let with Board.

of this Institution will

following described Baggage remains
THEclaimed
Store House of the Portion* Bangor
un

front ROOM with hoard, at 38 State
FURNISHED
ot Gray.
Street,
no4dif

Terra

d&w3m

HE.

valentines are, all
thing*

A good rule—Back your friends, and face

calling

or on

well known McIntosh Farm,
situated in tha town of Windham,
near head of Dock Pond, and about
'-■'<&
Of
ra 1.
MJiJL ten miles from Portland. This farm
ipi-v
T'&qr? contains about one hundred acres
conveniently divided into mowing,tillage and pasturage; sixty acres under cultivation, cutting from 50 to

No. 4 Cotton Street.

Spring

POBThASP,

How to make

who wish to sell nr add to their
Investment, will do
well to consult with us. It would be
advantageous to
parties desiring to dispose of their .securities to leave
a complete de'Criptiou, <iuantitv and
price with us so
that investors
daily at our office may make
their selections iu this
way, insuring a more ready
sale. Quotations and information in all matters of
busiuess freely given.

Unclaimed Baggage.

The

^

To Let.
PARLOR and square room over it, with
a 1l without board;
also, smaller rooms.

no24eod

rn

BENJ. FOGG,
Fore & Exchange Streets.

*

FRED. T. MEAHER & CO.,
Deerlng Block, Congress, cor. Preble St.,

Valuable Farm for Sale !

St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

A. S. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Middle Street.
J. H. DAMSON, 133 Middle St.,cor. Cross.

ALDEJi I. BLETHEN,

attorney

de-titf_Corner

Silver and Plated Ware.

(Casco Bank Building)

del6dtf

ol

of Interest Is

chiklr'en^envobri|?ht
tuliar kind of

RAILWAY BONDS.

Bouds on

“*?and/oatoena.

Pressed for time—Egyptian mummies.

—

suspended,

B3?"*For sale by all Druggists and Apothecaries.

Con-

AND

The great financial difficulty Is causing a constant
inquiry for Quotations and values of Securities'not
actively dealt in at the New York Stock Exchange
To meet this growing demand we have increased our
f icllltiefi, and with many years’ experience, a
large
acquaintance aud correspondence throughout the
country, can give that prompt and careful attention
so essential in these times.

5 Beacon Street, Boston, Bass.

N. B. Also several other houses wanted in different parts of the city lor which cash customers are
Iel2dlw
waiting.

HOUSE

—

quite apart from the sentimentalism of
young
At tbe other end of tbs
ut'mes
at
a
and
a
penny
each
in
half-penny
disPla.ved is certainly ofa low
order
co,ors »re laid on b?

Gossip and Gleanings.

STATE, COUNTY, MUNICIPAL,

Holders of

PREPARED ONLY BY

JOSEPH REED,
Estato and Insurance Agent,
80 Middle Street.

Real

llouse to Let.
57 Park Street, containing ten rooms
Gas, Furnace, Sebago, Water Closet, Coal
House, &c. Ken; *580. Apply to

DOTH BOP,D EVENS A CO,, 61 Exhangc
Srect nnd 48 Market St,

8. YOUNO. No. 103 £

ST.,

LET 1

CENTS.

General Agents for the Slate of
llfaine,
on

INVESTORS

GEORGE T. BROWN A CO.,

the Premises.

on

Wanted to Purchase.
Any iwrson having a HOUSE to sell

fj=§v;j|!

Pleasant Rooms With Board,
nolOeodtf
At 30J High St., S. S. KNIoHT.

J. N. McCOY A CO., 38 Spring Street.

PIPING.

MIDDLE

TO

PRICK Sn

gress, Cumberland or any other central street,
Ul* with about 7 room*, modern improvements, Ac
will hear of a cash cnstomer on application to

€. H. FARLEY,

JOHN C. PBOCTEB, No. 93 Exchange

&p21

M. M. Butler.

kind. For particulars inquire ot
fol3d&w3w*
W. H. WILSON,

Large and Desirable Store to Lease
FTU1E large, commodious and light store No. 18 ExJL
change street, containing 5 floors 85 x 20 feet.
The cheapest rent on the street. Enquire of F. O.
BAILEY & CO., 15 Exchange Street.
Ie2tf

NO. 4

Real Estate Agents.

3 Doom Esil of Temple St.,

91

IN

large brick store in the Rackleff Block, corner
ol Middle and Ceurcli streets—basement and
first floor, eleganth finished and adapted to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES,
Apply to
septlldif

Masons and Builders.

P. FEENY, Cor.
lin Sts.

FEDERAL STREET,

Attorneys

from Portland,
wiik buildings
consisting ot 2 story House, Porch, Wood-house, and
Stable, all finished and painted, good Cellar with cemented floor, good well water, and a young and
thrifty Orchard of 60 apple, pear and plum trees, a
part of them in bearing. Also a Store, Work-shops
and Public Hall on the premises.
A good chance for a Trader or a Mechanic of any

LET^

SATURDAY MORNIKG, FEB. 14.1S7A.

and holders of

use

acknowledged

It may be need freely.
immediate relief.
[tt affords
■
will not mnke you sneeze.
It agrees with ever,
body.
It does not soil th”
handkerchief.
d"»s»lved by the secretion*
of the bead.
It» effect in magical.

For Sale.
West Cumberland, eleven miles
25 acres land in wood and tillage

jn24*lw then tf

STORE TO

N E. BEDLON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.

W. C. CL.A11K,

AND

Suitable

JAMES MIDDEB, No. 91 Federal Street.

apl4

,3AS

B. DURAN A CO., 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

Photographers.

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

103

Free Street.

At 52

Carpet-Bags.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

PORTLAND

MAS

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and
J.

Neill & Co., oi Philadelphia.
Bale

Let.

IMPORTANT
made,)

ever

MBtisns.vserjgr*cau,ed

or

on

ABNEB LOWE1L, 155 Middle Street.
Aaenta for Howard Waleli Company.

J. A. MERRlIiI.

Bole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. HamWe hate also for

To

THE PBESS.

S

for (he last twelve yean,
to be tbc best article
extaut, for the cure of Cold in the Head,
in the Throat
Allaying the pain
by <A

THE

oc7tf

GORHAM SEMINARY.

179 Commercial St., Portland.

mett

and board at 75 Free street.

rooms

BOARD, large pleasant rooms.
WITH
for families
single gentlemen.

June

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

STREET,

88 MIDDLE

pleasant

Poem.

Counsellor at Law,

Hai brrn in

aud is

stock, good will and fixtures of one of the
best grocery s ands in Portland with a business
of about $12,000 per year. Terms cash or 1 cash and
bankable paper. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 13
Fluent Block.
fe7d2w

ANNIVERSARY.

done to order.

s.

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on

Grocery Stand for Sale.

(ientlemen and their wives and two
three
TWOsingle
be accommodated with
gentlemen

Book-keeping, single entry

Carpenters and Builders*

(2nd door bclovr Canal Bank,)

No. 152 middle

dtf

Latin and

LAW,

AT

COUNSELLOR

COBB, Noi.28 and SOPearl

(The only White Catarrh Snuff

first

or

MISCELLANEOUS

WHITE CATARRH SNUFF TO

to Loan.

Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

EXPENSES.

Bakers.

COBB & BAT,

Attorneys

DIRECTORYT

B RO W N

Estate

Rooms To Let.

Lettres.

Rooms Wanted.
a
part of the city furnished or unftirpleasant
nisued, with or without board.
E. 6., 37 Brown St., Portland.
Address

FRESCO PAINTER,
MAY

de30

de!7dtfPost Office. Portland.

KEILER,

6

it at this

active Woman to take charge of housea boarding house.
Address

hold duties in
SMARTj

if* prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Pictures, Rrmbrant, Medallion, Ac., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process we
(Set rid of Freckles, Moles and other imFor all of which no
perfection** of the Nbin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
please. Call and examine for yourselves. mchlSdtf

RESIDENCE

by leaving

Wanted.

310 CONGRESS STREET,

L.

private

a

witbiu a tVw moments walk
Address
“L. H. I.,** Press Office.

Must be

subscriber has steam power and all the machinery for making Ships* Blocks; also a stock
in shop for manufacturing. Want a man to work by
the
or job or
buy out the business. Address
HENRY McUILVEKY, Belfast, Me.
jal6dlm

48-Exchange Street,

W.

oc20

Blocknmker Wanted.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

ON

wes-

EDUCATIONAL

Board Wanted.
young man of steady habits, in

ja29tf

MANASSEH SMITH,

PORTLAND. MI EL

on

near

Enquire of EMERY, WATERHOUSE & CO.

Portland, Maine.

BY
family.
the

B5T"All kltuls of repairing neatly done. Furniture
bored and matted.
oct5-’69TT<£Stf

PHOTOGRAPHIC

well

SMART

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, mattresses,

McDonough Patent Bed Lounge*,
ameled Chair*, Ac.

Ja23

situated
the
THEterly sidebuiltandBrick House
the loot of Pearl street.

no7dtf

active Agents can easily make from $5 to
$10 a day at work tor ur.
Send 25 cents for
Sample or Stamp for Circulars and information.
Address
QUINSY & CO.,
Boom 15 Flu nt Block.

MAKUFACTL'BEB OF

Money

To Let,

A

Wanted.

to

Street.__fe4dtf

can

manufacturing and wholesale business,
INwithlight
trade established through New England and

Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales”, $2 00 per square per week; three insertions
or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square ior first
insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each
subsequent inser-

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

or

ed

•ngth

tion.
Address all

A F. M.

or

CHABI.ES O. DYEB,
1A0 Middle (ilreel,
Under Falmouth Hotel.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

F.

tenement in House No. 114 Spring Street.
LOWER
Inquire of MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle

TERMS *8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADTANCE.

xo'*‘_

MISCELLANEOUS.

REAL ESTATE.

the
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IS7A

---

PORTLAND

THE

~

costly present,

A

Bailey

Noyee._

T*

.Uanufactaivn

the

mf

PanlaaS.

The Board of Manufacturtra
respectfully announce to the manufacturers of Portland that
an exhibition of all the goods and wares
manufactured in onr city, or
elsewhere, under the direction and control of our
citizens, will be held
in May next at our City Hall, to be called "The
Portland Induatrial Exhibition,” provided, sufficient encouragement is received to warrant so
important undertaking by the Board.
Few people in our city, and none out of
it,
have any adequate idea of the amount, variety
or value of Portland manufactures.
The object of this proposed exhibition is, to

gather together specimen products from all our
factories and work shops under a single roof;
advertise the wares of all who exhibit; increase

the sale of Portland manufactured goods; draw
the attention of capital and labor to our
city
and demonstrate the importance of Portland as
a

manufacturing center.

The Board have no doubt that steam
be procured for running

power

can

machinery, so that
nearly all kinds of manufacturing may be put
in operation in
City Hall before the eyes of
visitors.
There will be

no charge to exhibitors for
adfor space in the hall, nor will
prises
or diplomas be awarded.
The expenses of the exhibition are to be defrayed by a small admission fee to all visitors
other than exhibitors.
To determine the feasibility of
holding such
an exhibition as is
herein suggested, a public
meeting of the manufacturers of Portland is
hereby called to meet in the Common Council

mission,

or

Room, City Building on Wednesday evening,
Feb.llth,1874.All persons in the city interested

in manufacturing here or elsewhere, are earninvited to be present and
lend the aid of their personal counsel to an enterprise which it is believed, cannot but prove

estly and cordially
advantageous

to all interests represented, and
eubauce the business prosperity of all our citi-

zens.
1
c. P. KiKRALL,
W. S. Dana,
J. B. Brown,
I
C. E. Jose
Oeo. E. B. Jackson, I
\V illiam Curtis.
1
W. W. Thomas, Jr.

\

n-,*.

Manufact’s.

J

For 8ale on favorable
terms,
slate property,

valuable
with most
f'^ls. >o the eastern part of
Owners refer to 8. T. Pullen, Esq

?v?C<a»r^1D*V.
the Sta.e
Press office.

a

partially developed,

jeli-dtf

*

the peess.
SATURDAY MORRISG» FEB. 14, 1874*
Every regular attache of the Phess is
with a Card certificate countersignedIbJ h, tfotel
Pullen. Editor. All railway,
J demanding
e8ent our
managers w ill confer a favor uponu.
credentials of every person
several “bumjournal, as
of
*"
mers” are seeking courtesies
to fie, eveu pasPress, and we hare nodisnosltion
fraud
sively, a party to such

^T.ei£0^5«0m‘,the“ename "the
»

We do not read anonymous letters and communiand address of the writer are in
cations. The name
not necessarily for publication
all cases
oi
good faith.
but as » guaranty
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.

indispensable,

EMZtnt Weight publishes a letter in the I
Boston Advertiser, in which he gives the figures of tne report of the commission of the
Korthern Pacific Railroad, from which he
shows that the roed bed has cost $53,772 per
mile, which is more than twice as much
as
the Minnesota Railroad Commissioner thinks the part in that
State should
have cost. This comes from the policy of
Had
Government aid in building railroads.
a company built it with their own money, it
would have been different. It is a warning to
those people in and out of Congress who are
going crazy over canals, interior water lines,
and double track railways to be built by the
Government. Mr. Wright thinks the road
will be completed within ten years.

Not for Joseph.
The seedy politician and political gymnast
who have sniffed dinner in the Granger movement have been patiently watching the developments of the meeting of the National
Grange at St. Louis the past ten days. These
worthies have patiently waited while the members were inducted into the thirty-seventh degree of Ceres and Pomona,and talked ot co-op.
eration, of the means to oblain^eueral intelligence, etc., confidently expectiug that at the
of
proper hour, the national representatives

[Reported for the Press.]
Maine Board of Agriculture,
Wiscasset, Feb. 12, 1874.
was devoted
The afternoon of the second day
W. O. Atwater, of
to the lecture bv Professor
Middletown University, Ct., and the discussiou
that followed the subject was, “The Science of
Cattle

giving our farmers credit for
sessing more general information than
meu.

as
well as in education, politics,
and war. The proper feeding of animals contributes to success in carrying on a great war.
The Experiment Stations of Germany not
only serve the Government, but are relied upon
by farmers as full of promise for the future—

several of them are sustained by their private
contributions aud they arc well satisfied with
the returus which are received.
The farmers of Connecticut are now moving
with reference to the establishment of one or
more in their own State; and the suggestions
of Professor Atwater, the statement of some

pershavebeeu urgiug
farmers’ party and the place seekers of that
wondrous organization have been undergoing
a course of voluntary discipline to enable

Agricultural College,
gentlemen present
indicate the propriety aDd possibility of connecting something similar with the College.

of the Trustees of

Harris Lewis of Herkimer County,
New York, President of the State Agricultural
Society, occupied the evening session with a
lecture on Milk. Mr. Lewis is a self-made
practical man, full of information of the most
valuable kind, and an entire p: ge of the Press

published in our
issue of Wednesday. One can only imagine
the eagerness of the Nasbys and Pograms of
the political cross roads, after glancing at the
caption, with which they read one by one the
declaration of principles, by attempting to
for the order which were

might

be filled with notes from his lecture, or
the fruitful suggestions that fell from his lips
in private conversation. He commented on the
taints and odors, impurities and adulterations
of milk; the effects on keeping, and the modes
of detection. The particular design of the
speaker was to aid the different cheese associations now preparing to commence operations.
To succeed in these undertakings care and clen-

on

grocery alter a month
of enforced abstinence. His disgust and anger
after a slow perusal, can he best understood by
imagining his lowering passion on finding that
his extract of rye bad been generously watered, or that the miserly dispenser thereof
would not trust him for the price of an indulgence. That our readers may fully understand the excellence of the “declaration of
corner

purposes” that this organization
members puts forth to the world,

absolutely indispensable; the barns,
animals, milkers, pails, cans and all the equipments of the factory must be without reproach.
A private suggestion from Mr. Lewis to yonr
reporter is worth giving to the public: If practicable, he said, let your first floor be of stone
liness

of a million
we

other

Hon.

At length, at the close of their session, the
National Grange announced a set ot princi-

approaching the

our

and the remarks of

them to be grangers, if the movement should
take a political turn.

of this class

posthe

agriculture,

Other Democratic pa
the organization of a

one

While

class iu Germany, he regretted to say
that in scientific agriculture they were sadly
behind them. The Bismarck policy controls
iu the systematic pursuits and investigations of

the commerce between the
States with view to give the agricultural people cheaper and more prompt transportation

realize the emotions of

for

same

a

ples

was

respecting the method pursued by practical

regulate

—their greatest need.

Atwater

of our own State.
Having recently returned
from a visit to Germany and Kngland be was
able to present the results of scientific investigation, and also to give valuable information

the order would make a definite statement of
shelved
political faith which would give the
political hacks an opportunity to become the
leaders and particularly the beneficiaries of a
victorious national party. All the while the
World and other leading Democratic organs
have been telling this half million of voters
supposed to belong to the Granges of the
West, how fitting it would be for them to unite
with the three million (by the latest Democratic census) of Democratic voters to achieve
The World
a Democratic victory in 1876.
and journals of that sort have been repeating
day alter day: “Free trade and farmers’
rights,” while Democratic congressmen vote
that the General Government is not competent to

Feeding"—Professor

inerly oonnected with the Agricultural College

I

publish

it in this connection:
To develop a better and higher manhood and

are

laid in cement, and build the walls with an
air space. The State Association of Dairymen
soon to be organized will, it is hoped, act favorably upon the suggestion, that at their earliest
meeting they prepare a manual of directions
for those about to build cheese factories and

womanhood among ourselves. To enhance the
oomfurts and attractions of our homes, and
strengthen our attachments to our pursuits. also take measures to furnish at wholesale rates
To foster mutual understanding and co-operaall the supplies needed to pnt them in runniDg
tion. To maintain inviolate our laws, and to
emulate each other in labor. To hasten the I order.
good time coming. To reduce our expenses,
The morning paper of Thursday was from
both individual and corporate.
To buy less
Mr. Barrows of Fryeburg, on “The Import"
aud produce more, in order to make our farms
ance of a System of Practical Agriculture."
self-sustaining. To diversify our crops, and
The Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of
crop no more than we can cultivate. To condense the weight of our exports, selling less in
Agriculture, C. L. Flint, Esq., delivered a
the bushel, and more on hoof and in fleece. To
short lecture illustrated by diagrams, upon the
systematize our work; aud calculate intelligently on probabilities. To disoouDtenance the cred- “Milk secreting organs of the cow.” All the
it system, and every other system tending to
subsequent questions asked, and the answers
prodigalii) aud bankruptcy.
given, should certainly find place in our agriIn pur noble order there is no Communism, no
cultural journals.
agrarianism. We are opposed to such spirit
and management of any corporation or enterIodine was especially recommended by Mr.
prise as tends to oppress the people and rob
Flint for inflamed adders. Mr. Lewis had dethem of taeir just profits. We are not enemies
rived benefit from iodide of potassa.
He
of capital, but we oppose the tyranny of monopolies. tVe long to see the antagonism be- thonght it about as difficult to cure the disease
tween capital aud labor removed by common
called garget as consumption.
He would as
consent
aod by enlightened statesmanship
soon expect to cure a cow by putting a single
worthy of the nineteenth century.
We especially aud sincerely assert the oft-rehay seed in her mouth as by giving her the garpeated truth taught in our oreranio law that the
get root._
Orange, rvatronat, mate, or subordinate. Is not
A paper on “Farming as a profession,” by
a political or party organization
No Grange,
Mr. Lang of Waldo, contained many valuable
if true to its obligations, can discuss political or
religious questions, nor call political conven- ^ ideas, its general drift, howev. r. was more
tions, nor nominate candidates, nor even dissuitable for a political gathering or a legislacuss their merits in its meetings.
Yet the
tive assembly. The Patrons of husbandry were
principles we teach underlie all true politics, all true statesmanship, and it properly specially commended, and the public will probcarried out will tend to purify the whole poably receive the impression that the order has
litical atmosphere of our country. For we
received the endorsement of the Board.
seek the greatest good to the greatest number,
Hod. E. Wilder Farley followed with a brief
but we must always bear in mind that no one
by becoming a Patron of Husbandry gives up speech, referring to his former connection with
that inalienable right and duty which belongs
the Board, and tending a cordial welcome to
to every American citizen to take a proper
that body and the other gentlemen present
interest in the politics of this country. On the
ooutrary, it is right for every member to do from a distance. His allusions to oppressive
to
inall
in
liis
taxation and the prospects of its continuance,
power
legitimately
fluence for
good the action of any pothe burden upon real estate,and the melancholy
litical party to which he belongs. It Is his
fact that the farmers bore the brunt of it,
duty to do all hecau in bis own party to put
smacked slightly of the ancient politician, and
down bribery, corruption and trickery; to see
that none but competent, faithftl and honest
were hardly calculated to infuse great faith in
men, who will unflinchingly stand by our inthe future of agriculture.
dustrial interests, are nominated for all posiThe remarks of Hon. Isaac T. Hobson at the
tions. It should always characterize every Patron of Husbandry that the office should seek
close of the afternoon session, were largely sta
the man and not the man the office.
tistical, designed to refute the assertion so ofThere is nothing in this vigorous and nota- ten
made, that farming in Maine is unprofitable expression of purposes which commends ble and that our farmers as a class are deficient
it to that class of politicians who seek personin intelligence.
_

al agrandizement by ways that are dark and
tricks that are vain. He can have no more
interest in it than in the Sermon on the
Mount. He recognizes that so far as the general action of this national organization is
concerned, the Democratic or any other political party cannot expect its assistance. Local
grange leaders may attempt to use it for political purposes, but they do it in direct violation or the expressed principles of the order.
That the organization will have an influence upon political parties, there can be no
doubt. An organization of such extent, with
such high views of individual and public duty
must have a salutary influence upon the politics of the country.
The thousands of
granges will turn out into society thousands
of men whose perceptions of poli'ical duty
will be quickened and whose purpose will be
to secure a better

public

service.

In rare in-

stances, the schemer will flourish for a time,
but hs will be on his good behavior and will
be deposed when he shows his natural pro-

pensities.
There has been nothing in the record or
platforms of the Democratic party to commend it to the grangers, aud there is not a
single declaration of the National Grange
that commends itself to the average politician
of that party; and hereafter this class of
Micawbers will take less interest in this agricultural organization.
Political “hayseed”
will bs at a discount, and the politicians who
have heen joining granges, wearing uncouth
raiment, flourishing goad sticks and such,had
as well return to their old ways, wiser if not
better men. The whole million of grangers
are not for this particular Joseph.
Congressman Dawes speech on the fiof the Government has aroused the
fears of some of his timorous
party associates
very much as did his speech on the same subject in 1870. From the report seut to the
press we fail to see anything, except the fact
that he thinks the affairs of the
Government
have not been managed as
economically as
should
be.
It
is
said
that his figures of
they
the expenditures of the last year do not make
allowance for the sinking fund of $20,000,000
and that he admitted his mistake.
But the
fact remains that the expenditures of the
Government were largely in excess of the
year previous. It is a good time now to
check this tendency to lavish expenditure for
which Congress alone is responsible.
The
Appropriation Committee have already done
effective service in the direction of retrenchment, and the House has seconded their effort* by passing the largely reduced navy,
army and fortification appropriation bills.
These are to be followed by others, carefully
scrutinized, so that the appropriations will be
largely reduced. Mr. Dawes’ speech is designed to aid this work. Ilis figures may not
all be correct and it is
probable that in his
zeal to do good he
has over-colored the matter. But there can be
no doubt but tbat there
are evils to be
remedied, Mulletts to be snubbed, ambitious bureau officials to be restrained, leaks to be stopped, sinecures to be cut
off and a determined effort made
to do the
business of the Government with
something
of the regard for
economy that individuals
and corporations exercise iu their
private
nances

concerns.

The evening exercises coucluaed the public
sessions. The court room was crowded by an
attractive and appreciative audience, who listened for an hour and half to Mr. Flint’s story
of “A hundred year’s progress of American

agriculture.”
his early

The speaker pleasantly alluded
residence in Oxford county, his
connection with the public schools and the offer
of a farm which he almost accepted. Ho report
can do justice to the lecture, and your readers
must be referred to the next volnme of the
Massachusetts Board.
Mr. Lewis of Hew York, who was present,
was called to the stand, and after nine o’clock
he retained his eager listeners for half an hour
with his mingled wit and wisdom on the subIf the shade of Dr.
ject of “Adaptation.”
Franklin ever visits the earth, he must certainly recognize Yr. L. as his most worthy sucto

|

cessor.

After the usual complimentary resolves came
the final adjournment.
| The profit to be derived from this meeting
l cannot be actually estimated at
presentpt quite

certain, however, that

previous session has
the members more pleasure. From

,

I

|

no

afforded to
first to last the citizensj of Wiscasset were
mindful of every comfort and convenience that
could be provided.
The tasteful and elegant
supper given by them in honor of the Board at
the Hilton House, and the neat and spicy say-

ings of hosts and guests, deserve room even in
your crowded columns.
As this is an agricultural
report, it is quite
appropriate to mention, that the grapes upon
the table were considered marvels of freshness
even by the experts from Massachusetts
aud
Hew York.
Without spec al reference to the courtesies
and hospitalities of private
citizens, justice require that the attentions of Hon. H. Ingalls,
President of the Lincoln Agricultural Society,

and Geo. B. Sawyer, Esq., Secretary,
publicly acknowledged.

should be

Bridgton High School, on Saturday evening.
The attendance was large, and the speaker
held
close

the closest attention of the audience to tne
of his address.
Keciting briefly the most
events in the
history of the country

(51*5*

ffS
L^sir-.-.g-yaS,'
charactSSt£SIJikS’il?ea5 “i11*

happy,

which has
republic during the first
its
existence. He ilien spoke of the
*
opportunity that the close of our
will afford for displaying before the
evidences of our wonderful progress, vast
pro
ductions, boundless resources, national strength
and glorious future prospects, and
appealed to
his hearers to make an earnest, determined effort to secure for our beloved State and
people
a
‘he glory of an Exposition,
iHSf K,hare
which lie believed, would
surpass in grandeur
auything of the kind which the world has' yet
w|tuessed. Wc have no doubt the lecture will
stimulate our people to a
proper appreciation
of their duties in connection with the
Exposition, and that when the proper time comes,
Bridgton will be found readv to do her part towards making it a success
—ftridaton News.
The lecture of Mr. Kimball is
warmly commended where it has been
delivered, and is unbest
doubtedly the
plan yet devised to bring the
merits of the Centennial celebration before the

hund^yea^of

fiStSron£
worid* ttfe

Many of

schools and academies
will have courses of lectures during tbe spring
terms, and as Mr. Kimball geneionsly offers

people.

our

in behalf of the Centennial, to
ture by having his expenses

heartily commend it

to them.

deliver this lec-

paid,

recently given one of your readers
opportunity of expressing through your columns his dissatisfaction with the weeklysystem
of contributions lately adopted by tbe church
You have

an

If you will make
with which he worships.
is into-day for a communication which
tended to remove that dissatisfaction,your paper
will complete its kind office of restoring peace
The breadth
to your correspondent’s mind.
touched
and general interest of the principles
discussion of a matter
upon may prevent the
which directly concerns but a small portion of
out of
your readers, from seeming altogether

room

place.
If tlic spirit in wmcn your correspondent s
criticisms were made was not so evidently an
earnest and kindly one as to warrant the belief
that he would fairly admit their groundlesness.
should it be shown, this reply would not have
been written. His article embodies five objections to the system of which he complains. Ta
ken from the connection in which they are so
clearly joined, and stated separately, these arc,
(1) That the expense of supporting the worship of the church alluded to, is so heavy that
should not be laden with an ad-

church-goers

we

most

SPECIAL

Gen. .Tames B. Steadman has been elected in
Lucas county, Ohio, as a successor of Judge
Waite, to the Ohio Constitutional Convention.
Judge Wright escaped trial on the charge of
frads upon the Indians, forgeries and other fel
onies, on account of informalities in the indictments.
afternoon

his head and face badly mangled.
But in many instances, and with many officers, this
The following sweet dispatch passed over the does not seem sufficient, and they use the illogical
plea that “pnblic sentiment,*' although expressed in
wires to a Maine girl:—“To-: Your life Is ; the choice, will not sustain them in tue performance
sworn duty. Assuming to become expounders ina bouquet of
happiness, yourself the sweetest of
stead of executors of the law, duty is neglected, oblidower. If northern winds whisper southern gation to society disregarded, and the dramshop—the
ignorance, brutality,
wishes, how happy you must be. Good night. prolific source of “drunkenness,
waste, pauperism, crime, impaired health, shattered
Happy dreams, sweet love. Frank.”
intellect, premature decay and untimely death,” is
still allowed to do its evil work.
A new plan is to be tried with the Michigan
For the purpose of considering these facts, and for
The striped garments are to be
convicts.
mutual consultation upon the best methods to be
abolished. The prisoners are to be allowed to adopted to secure a constant expression ot public
sentiment upon this vital question, the Temperance
correspond with their friends. Those who are Men of Maine, without respect
to party, creed or prouneducated are to be taught; and, when liber- iession, are invited to meet in the City Hall, Porton Friday, February 27th, at 10 o'clock in the
land,
each
man
is
a
new
to receive
suit of
ated,
forenoon, the meeting to continue through the day
clutlies and $10, with whatever he has earned
and close in the evening, with a GRAND RALLY.
Arrangements with the Railroads will’be anby overwork.
nounced when completed.
Per order Executive Committee.

seen

“Systematic Beneficence.”
Your correspondent “Layman” notwithstanding his protest to the contrary gives a rather fractious expression to his oppositfon to weekly giving. I
suppose we must expect persons who don’t wish
to give will not like weekly giving, neither will
they like to see those who love to give, giving every week. Be this as it may, there can
be a good defense made, we think, for the sys'
tern ef giving weekly. The gold and silver are
—

the Lords,and the cattle upon a thousand hills,
and we are his stewards. There are many of
us who loVe to give, but unless we give
weekly
as we receive weekiy, find we have not the’
means
at
hand
when
the
cause we desire
ready
to aid is presented. Let us then consecrate to
the Lord weekly what we think is right for us,
though it be a small sum.
There is no disposition to compel any one to

give “lor the church machinery to disburse,”
for it is expressly requested that every one who
wishes to give to a particular object shall so
designate it, and the wish so expressed will be
faithfully carried out, If there are persons
who give simply because the box is presented
before them, there is just so much gained for
the cause of benevolence, which is the cause of
the Lord as well, for he has said “be that bath
pity on the poor lendeth to the Lord; and that
which he hath given will he pay him again.”
You may go through the church and the parish and you will find those who give the most
to promote the objects of the church do

really

most to relieve the “poor which ye
give
have always with you.”
It is a part of religion to give, and. then fore,
the injunction of holy writ “upon the first day
of the week let every one of you lay by him in
store as God hath prospered him, that there be
no gatherings when I come.”
It needs to be
constantly blazed before our minds that the
Lord has something (yes, all) to do with our

prosperity

and

adversity in

the

matters
connected with property, as well as in those
which concern our religion. Let us be careful
that we do not “withhold more than is meet,”
for it “tendeth to poverty,” while we remember
the “liberal soul shall be made fat, and he

(hat

cbat watereth

our

shall be watered himself.”

Weekly.
Mr Dawes’

Speech.—“Perley” says in the
Boston Journal of Friday evening, that “Republican Representatives who listened to him
1
r®8ret say that he will be
fully answered
en ien.
Garfield, now chairman of the ComreP°rts the Legislative Fvl,..PPr0priationg’
*
This w."
wnTah
?D<1 Jadicial Appropriation bill.
Tois
show large
reductions of expend!e*pen "
tures, especially in the
ae annr
aPPropriata-ions for ofhwioia
which Mr tv
Dawes might have
made bad
be been so disposed when he
was chairman of
the Committee on
Appropriations.

c.als^

It is hardlv
fair to censure the Executive
Department for
voted
disbursing money
by Congress for specific

purposes.”

Maine Medical School.—The opening lecture of the Maine Medical School at
Brunswick of the course of 1874 will be given on

Thursday,

the 19tb. The prospects are said to
be favorable to a
large class.

A, B.

STATE

THIRTY

am

OFFBBlD
a

A

STREET,

ANDERSON

Timothy Field.
BOSTON-Ar 12th, ship Western Chief, Hill, from

sntf

jr30
3NIARRIED.

In this city, Feb. 12, by Rev. Mr. Sooth worth, HorMclvenuey of Scarboro and Miss Ida S. Jackson

ace

of

Cape

Elizabeth.

Bridgtou, Feb. 8, Samuel Potter of Bethel and
Julia A. Smith.
Naples, Feb. 8, Ozias G. Blake and Miss Abbie
E. Whitney, both of Gray.
In Brownfield, Feb. 1, George Tripp and Miss Sarah Day.
In Bath. Jos. H. Ricker of Canaan and Miss Abby
F. Hoxie of Bath.
Also, George W. Clark and Miss
Georgie Rankin, both of Bath.
In
Miss
In

flock land.

In port llth, sch Abbie Pitman, Lombard, for
Portland, ready.
PORTSMOUTH-Ar llth, sell M P Reed, Davis
Mt Desert.
Ar 12th, sch

In this city, Feb. 11. Jeanie W., eldest daughter ol
John and Susan Dryden, aged 19 years.
[Funeral services this afternoon at 2 o'clock, at No.
7 Locust street.
Burial at the convenience of the
family.
In Scarboro, Feb. 12, Mr. Samuel Higgins, aged 81.
[Funeral services Saturday afternoon, at 1£ o’clock,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Marseilles 9th inst, barque Narragansett,
Hamlin, New York.
Slu fin Havre 10th inst, ship Mary E Riggs, Sampson, United States.
Sid fm Iqnique Dec 28, ship San Carlos, Johnson
Boston.
At Mayaguez 24th, brig Tula, Reed, from Newburyport, ldg: Clara Louise, Hcnraben, wtg; sch T S

McLellan, Farr, ldg.
Ar at Trinidad 3d inst, sch Mary Cobb, Humphrey,

New York.

Ar at Cienfuegns 27th ult, barque M B Stetson,
Seinier8, Boston, 12 days.
Ar at Havana 2d inst, sch Mary Helen, Sanborn,
New Orleans.
Cld 4th inst, brig M E Leighton, Gray, Baltimore;
sch A Rokes, Rhoades. Baltimore.
Sid 3d inst, barque G W Rosevelt, MeFadden, New
York; 5tb, brig Annie R Storer, Adams, Cardenas;
O.ean Belle, Dizer, New York.
Ar at Matanzas 30th alt. brig J H Lane, Shute,
Pensacola; 1st inst. Gazelle, Small, New York; sch
A L Butler, Cardenas; 2d, brig Lydia H Cole, Jones,
New York; scbsS B Hume. Diggins, Philadelphia;

4th,

Wm Wilson, Huston, New Ifork.
Ar at Cardenas 31st, sch Ada F Ames, Whittemore,
Havana; 4th, sch Ida M Eldridge, Eldridge, Philadelphia; 5th, brig Hiram A biff, Perkins, Havana.
Sid 30th ult, sch R L Hersey. Hersey, tor North of
Hatteras; 3lst, brig Renshaw, Sylvester, do.
Ar at Sagua 4th inst, sch Nellie Shaw. Shaw, from
St Thomas.

SPOKEN,
Jan 29, Key West N 16 miles, ship Zephyr, from
New Orleans for Havre.
Feb 2, lat 30, Ion 79 30, sch Keokuk, from Gibara
for New York.

at bis late residence.
In Naples, Jan. 22, Miss Emetine "B. Marston, aged
46 years.
In Harrison, Feb. 4, Mr. Phillip Caswell, aged 87
years 10 months.

Name.

81.00.

B.

STREET,

Canada.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 14
of New York.. New York Liverpool.
.Feb 14
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool.Feb 14
Australia.New York. .Glasgow.Feb 14
Hecla.Boston.Liverpool.Feb 14
Wilmington.New fork. .Havana.Feb 17
Etna.New York. .Jamaica.Feb 17
Moro Castle.New York. .Havana.Feb 17
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 13
Algeria.New York. Liverpool.
.Feb 18
Caledonia.. New York. .Glasgow.Feb 18
Corinth.New York. .Hayti, &c
Feb 20
Circassian.Portland.... Liverpool.Fob 21
York..
Republic.New
Liverpool.Feb 21
City of Antwerp... .New York Liverpool.Feb 21
Marathon.Boston
Liverpool.Feb 21
Europe.New York. .Havre.Feb 21
York.
Hav&
Mexico. Feb 21
Cleopatra.New
Hansa.New York. .Bremen.Feb 21
Crescent City. New York.. Havana. Feb 24
City of Merida.... New York Havana.Feb 26
Prussian.Portland.... Liverpool..
Feb 28

tf

...

....

..

STREET.
ffliaiainn Alaaaaac.February 14.
rises.5.50 AM
Sun sets..5.311 High water.9.00 AM

Sun rises.6.58 I Moon

MARINE

Charch by
DR.

REV.

HILL,

Friday, Feb. IN.
iRRIVED.
Steamer Chase, Bennett, St John, NB—passengers
and mdse to John Porteons.
Barque Brunswick, (of Portland) True, Bonaire,—
5004 bbls salt to Stevens & Co. Vessel to Cbas H
Chase Sc Co.
Sch Abble Pitman, Lombard, Salem, to load for
Cuba.
Sch P S Liudsey, Ricker, Boston—iron to A E Stevens Sc Co.
Scb Geo G Jewett, (Br) Finlay. Boston, to load for
St John. NB.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Johnson. Boston.
Sch Germ, (Br) Holmes, Boston, to load tor St
John, N B.
Sch Czar, Hammond. Boston for Kennebec.
Sch G W Reed, Reed, Grand Menan, NB,—frozen
herring tor a market.
CLEARED.
Scb Four Sisters, Blckmore, Savannah—Chas H
Chase Sc Co.
Sch .J W Scott, (Br) Rogers, St John, NB—Portland Co.
Sch Pointer, Tatton, Calais—Nathl Blake.

STATE OF MAINE.
In House of Representatives, Feb. 4, 1874.
ORDERED, That notice of a public hearing in regard to the discontinuance of the Cumberland and
Oxford Canal, to be held before the Judiciary Committee of the Legislature on Tuesday the 17th inst
at 2 o’clock P. M., be printed for six
days successively in the Portland Daily Press, and the Daily Eastern Argus, and that such
publication be deomed a

sufficient notice to all parties interested.
Bead and passed. Sent up tor concurrence.
S. J, CHADBOURNE. Clerk.

In Senate. Feb. 5, 1874.
Read and concurred.
feTsntd
SAMUEL W. LANE, Sec’y.

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DTE.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the teorld
The only Trne and Perfect
Dye. Harmlese Reliable
ana
instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill
fleets of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
clack or Natural
Brown, and leaves the nair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. F.
f.
Ivrs

MEMORANDA
Brig Chlmborazoo, Coombs, from Baltimore for
Boston, encountered a heavy easterly gale 7th inst,
during which the deck load was shifted, and a hole
opened in the vessel, causing her to All in a few hours
The foremast was cut away to keep her up, but she

went to pieces in the morning and the crew took to
the boat and went on board sebr Eben Fisher. Capt
Reynolds, who remained by during the night for the
purpose of rendering assistance. They were brought
to Boston. The brig registered 181 tons, was about
20 years, bulilt at Sullivan and owned in Boston. She
had a cargo of oak timber

n

_

CHOICE

VERMONT
Jnst Received,

BUTTER!

Also

FINE FACTORS' CHEESE,
—

A<

YORK COUNTY.

R.

AT

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 7th, s.iip Pactolus, Tobey,
Baltimore.
Sid 5th, barque Free Trade, Merriman. Portland.
GALVESTON—Cld 10th, ship Coronet, Bryan, for

—

ALDRICH

& CO.,

163 COMMERCIAL ST.

fc8

ISTEWS.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

the Suaday fallawiag the death of Agassis,
For Sale at the Principal Bookstores.
Jaltentf

snlw*

Vo the Public.

^NE^ORLEANS—Ar

8th, sch Eastern

Philadelphia.

T

MISS ANSA F.
Teacher of

SAVANNAH—Ar 7th, ach Lizzie Heyer. Poland,
New York.
Ar 8th, sch Geo W Andrews, from Belfast.
Cld llth. schs Geo W Jewett. Jewett, for Portland;
Kenduskeag, Wyatt, New Bedford.
Ar at Tybee 7th inst, sch S L Burns, Crosby, from
Fernandlna for Philadelphia, (put in to repair bobstay bolt, and proceeded 9th.)
CHARLESTON—Cld llth, ship Richard III, Hubbard. Liverpool.
Ar 9th, sch Trott Ring, Bradford, New York.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 5th Inst, sch Ridgewood,
Johnson. New York.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed 9th. brig Ambrose
Light, Higgins, Pascagoula tor Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar llth, barque Ophelia M Hume,
Hume, Montevideo; sch Peerless, Patterson, from

'Per order.

_wtf
PITCHER,

Piano, Organ

and

Guitar.

Terms reasonable,

111 Congress,

feJ___lm*
MISS E. M. EVERETT.
-TEACHER OF—

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,
51 OXFORD STREET.
TKKMW Sta.
janl3dlm* Ile20
_

'french language.
JULES L.
OF-

HORAZAIN,

PARIS,

lustrtuctor In French at the High
*
School.
9 APPLETON BLOCK.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

PORTLAND, MAINE.
au£5

sntl

Music.
Old stock of Sheet Music for sale for a few days
live cents a piece. Also Books very cheap.
C. K. HAWKS,
77 Middle Street.
ic3sntf

only for

BAL

MAS QUE.

Demines for Mas«nerade Parties made
to Order at short notice, or to let at

A. S. FEBNALD,
MERCHANT TAILOR,
91 Middle St.
fcblOsn 2w (UpStairs.)

Sid llth. sch Jennie M Murphy, for BarbadocB.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld llth, sch David Ames,
Amss, Matanzas.
Ar 12th, barque Penang, Patten, fm Liverpool; sch
Geo Walker. Cole, Matanzas.
Ar lath, barque Sam Sheppard, Evans, Cienfuegos.
NEW YORK—Ar llth, brig Loch l,omond, Gilchrist. Cardenas 14 days; schs Annie R Lewis, Lewis,
Mobile 16 days; Catawamteak, Babb, Rockland; N
Holmes. Smith, Providence.
Ar 12th. brig A J Pettengill, Hall, Zaza; schs Addle Todd, Corson, Jacksonville; Grace Bradley, Turner. Chinchas.
Ar 13tb, ship Blue Jacket, Grozier, from Liverpool;
barques J A Borland, Baker, Leghorn; Acacia, Audersnn, Cuba; G W Rosevelt, Herriman, Havana;
brigs Elizabeth Winslow, White, Cardenas; Virgiuia,
Johnston, Mi'>atitlan; Manlius, Nichols, Sagua; sch
Lamolne, King, Rio Janeiro; A P Emerson, Emerson. Tuscan; Light of the East, Harper, Aux Cayes;
Ada F Whitney. Marsters, Cardenas; F M Crowley,

Crowley, Cienfuegos.

Cld 12th, ship Helen Clinton, Blanchard, tor New
Orleans.
CM llth, ship Industry, Reed, Antwerp; sch H S
Bridges, Laud rick. Baltimore.
h~!?i 1, 'Arias F I Henderson, for Malaga; Walter
John W Hunt, lor Clenluo,ror,Mon*eyI<le°;
Ma y E Douglass, lor Para.
gos; sch
tiiroaK.n »e'* Gate 17th, schs Abel W Park-

StePnrtSmd.

Providence; HMeans,Dyer,

12th> b"’",e
Nlch^l®b«NCE~Sld
In port llth, schs

f.

Providence tor do.
At

Eva

H

Ft8k>

L Holway, Bryant,
“°n’aDd MaJe8,lc'Dodge-

East Greenwich 12th inst, sch Mary E Gage,
Calais.

Church, from

Sale.

A

and wm be

Feb™LJBlie*t„bWder'

Uthdav ef
the westerly side

on

n’r

„id County, the follow,

sold bv public

Saturday,

on

Union Wharf in

the

"Portland

foe

Schooner Mary D. Wl!w„, of Sal,m M
with ail her tackle,
apparel and furniture. Said Schooner is 97 25-100 tons burden and
is in good condition.
Sale subject to all lien claims on nahl
Terms cash.
vessel if any.
Dated at said Portland, the 5th dav of Feb. 1874.

(rebuilt in 1873)

MATT. ADAMS, Dep’y Sheriff.

felidlt

CO.,

F. O. BAILEY &

AUCTIONEERS
—ABB—

Commission

Merchants !

O. BAILEY.

F.

c.

ALLEN.

W.

Furniture and General Merchandise
Regular
every Saturday at salesroom, 18 Exchange street,
at
9
o’clock
... M.
commencing
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtt
salo or

Next Saturday.
1

Parlor suit,

new and second hand Carpets, Parlor, Dining room and Kitchen Furniture, fine Mirmarble
rors,
top Table, cook and parlor Stoves,
Crockery, Glass Ware, &c.
V. O. BAILEY Jk CO., Aadi.aeera.

fel2

3t

Valuable New Milch Cow and Calf
at Auction.
SATURDAY, Feb. 14th at 12 M. at our Salesroom, 18 Exchange Street.
fit. O. BAILEY 4fc CO., Aaeli.aeen.

ON

tel2

td

Steam Bakery, Tools,Carts,
at Auction.

&c.,

ON SATURDAY, Feb. 21st,
AT 11 O’CLOCK,

x

was

in

or

sea

one

one

a

as

cove*

reserve

owner

retail only.
All FIRST CLASS WAR-OFand
RANTED rubbers,
these prices were never be- FURNITURE IN MAINE
fore known in this market
CAN
and may never be again, so
it
is
too
rush before
late.
Geo. A. Whitney & Co.’s,
Also, men’s heavy rubber
boots, made by Woonsocket Mo. 46
Exchange St.
Rubber Co., $3.00 per pair
at

HALL’S RUBBER STORE,

BE FOUND AT

eodtf

fel4

& Harmon’s

DAYS OF MY YOUTH. By Amelia B. Edwards.
Cloth, *1.50. Paper, *1.00.
PROSPER. By V. Cherbulie*. Cloth, *1.25.
PUBLICANS AND SINNERS. By Miss M. E.

Braddon.

BEBEE;

Paper, 75
or.

cents.
Two Little

Cloth. *1.50.
PRINCESS OF THULE.

•■Oiilda.”
75 cents.
NEW

*

Wooden Shoes.

By

By Wm. Black.

Paper

CHEMISTRY. By J. P. Cooke, Jr.

Cloth,

AFFAIR. By J. W, DeForeet,
Cloth, *1.5<k Paper, *1.00.
AMONG OUR SAILORS.
By J. G. Jewell
Cloth, *1.50.
ByEdward »• Taylor.

2VolIflMIClo7hR*C5PMTURE'

DUCTION
Prices.

By Mre Ale“nder-

By Edward Pulwer, Lord Lytton.
Globe Edition, cloth, $1.60. Lytton Edition.'$1.50.
Paper. $1.00.
AND APES. By St. George Mivart. Cloth,
TWELVE JULES FROM A LEMON.
By Gail
Hamilton. Cloth, *1.50.
Cloth, *t.25.
Sir ^ilkle Collins.
By E. H. Clarke, M. D.
COMMON SENSE IN RELIGION.
By
y James
Freeman Clarke. Cloth. *2.00

GREAT RE-

a

from

Regular

oar

We do not want to Dis-

charge any ol

RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

—

For the next Sixty Days we shall
self for CASH at

under Falmouth Hotel.

Ren If

oar

help it, and prefer to sell

we

can

oar

FURNITURE CHEAP
and give

ben-

customers the

oar

efit.
Please remember that
NOT

BE

We sell

we

shall

UNDERSOLD by

DEALER

IN

NEW

FIRST-CLASS

TURE, nearly all

any

ENGLAND.

of

FURNI-

Oar Own

manufacture, and will

Warrant

every piece.

?xtAvJ,Yto

CloG^^NgEDUCATION.

By
th^o¥„o“EATp“^fc«nFt,GANGOILBy
Ad0,pb“

An-

T^0NcCSU,T.2^AMUNDBy
Broughton.
NANCY.

Paper, 75

Rhoda

cents.

T‘

GEO.
!N

o.

A. WHITNEY &

46

fed

Cloth, *1.50

THE OLD FAITH AND THE NEW.
By3 David
F. Strauss. Cloth, *2.00.
Jot" Stuart
By
Mill. Cloth, *2.25.
NCME NOOK. By Amanda M.
Douglass. Cloth,
*
STORM WARRIORS: or, The Lite Boat Work.
By Rev. John Gilmore. Cloth, *1.75.
PERSONAL RECOLLECTIONS
OF
MARY
SOMERVILLE. Cloth, *2.50.
THE HUGUENOTS IN FRANCE.
By
3 Samuel
Smiles. Cloth. *2.00.
THE CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.
By3 Balfour Stewart. Cloth, *1.50.
THE UNITED SPATES DIGEST. First Series.
To be completed In 12 volumes.
By Benj. V. Abbott.
Vol. 1 now ready. Sheep $7.50.

Mo,IL^,S.kAi'oT„0.BI0tiKAPHY-

feM____u_

Over 100,000 Conies of this work
have been sold in French.

CO.,
St.

Exchange

d2m

BOOTS.
Slate of Maine
...
e's
Portland
.....
es
Bath
......
6’$
Lewiston
.....
«•*

Rockland
Cincinnati
Cleveland

•

•<,
rt
f’s
g’(
T»
r»
S’s
N’s

•

.....

Dayton, Ohio,
.....
Chicago
Cook County
Scioto County, Ohio,
Toledo, Ohio
FOB SALE BY

GUIZOT’S

Popular History of France
auya—“Should
1ICh*rI®»
who are not indifferent to historical

be
stud-

read Dy all
ies

Hwbert C.
Wisthr.p, .ays—“I have
groat interest and gratification. The vethistorian, philosopher and statesman has renewed the vigor of his youth in its
composition, and
has rendered a great service to bis
country and to
the world of letters.”
Weadell Phillip*. Eag., .ays—“Everything
trom the pen of Guizot is remarkable for
thoroughread with

eran

of investigation and exact statement. I should
select the work you offer as by for the best for one
who wishes to understand Frunce
past and
ness

present.’*

SOLD ONLY TO SUBSCRIBERS.
For further particulars addtess as below.

FRANCIS H. COFFIN,

H. M. PAYSOJV & CO.,
83 EXCHANGE STREET

190

MIDDLE

STREET,

(Under Falmenth Helel.)

^Aieuta

warned

la

canvas*

work la all sections of Ike Slate.

United States
FIRST
A

for

$30,000
To loan on llrst class Mortgages In
Portland and Yicinily In
sums to suit.
Real Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, inetrest free of Taxes. Investments in Real
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if
Judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. First class securities always on hand. Interest
and
collected without charge. Guarantees
perfect title and ample security m a 1 its Real Estate loans.
Real Estate investuenIs and
improvements made on commission and on shares.
Bankable paper bought and sold.

piineipal

G. R. DAVIS,
Real

this

fe!4d2w

Digest.

SERIES.

Digest of Decision of the Various
Courts within the United States, from
the Earliest Feriod to the Tear 1870;
to be completed in about 12 volumes;
Comprising nil

the American Deei.ien.
In Thirty-eae V.lame. ef
United State. Digest; with carefal
Deriai.n and Important Additions.

Digested
the

*16

1

NOW

-fel4

BEADY.

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
___<!2t&wlt

AGENTS
and reliable, and all who
out of
PROMPT
ployment, will do well to Inquire about the Da*
are

em-

terminal.r, a standard article, new, and a necessity in every household. Will furnish a pleasant
and profitable business during the spring and summer months.
Address
LOBIENT CHEMICAL CO.,
iel-idlwSole Proprietors, Bristol. K. I.

1. O. O. Fi
Monthly Meeting of the Mutnal Relief Association of the i. O. 0. F., will be bolden at Odd
Fellows Hall on TUESDAY EVENING, Feb. ITtb,
o’clock.

Per Order,

fel4sn3tJOSHUA DAVIS, Seo’y.

Mass. Institute of Technology T
Entrance Examinations June 1 and 2, and Sept. 23
and 24. For New Catalogue aud late entrance examination papers, apply to Prot. SAMUEL KNKELfe!4dlm
AND, Sec’y, Boston, Maas.

SMALL

2d p

W

Dog Lost.
King Charles Spaniel, long curly hair of

dark brown color, answ ers to name of “Nick.’’
The finder will be suitably rewarded. C. P. MATfel4d2w
TOCKS, 83 Middle Street.

Balt Wanted.
onn BARRELS Fresh Dug Slack Salted Clam
ijllll Bait for early shipment bv
A. D. WHIDDEN,
No, 12 Union wharf.
Feb.
Portland,
10,1874,
Iel0d4w*la

eodly

JST T E 33 !

A

jal2d2m_Halifax,
FOR

SAIjE.

LUMBERMEN.

to the above advertisement the
subscribers would sell the whole or a
part of
the above valuable Mills and Lumber lsuas to a
practical Lumberman who would be wil'ing to take
the superlntendeuee of the whole business.
The mil; is new and called one of the best in Nova
Scotia, and with the mill there is about 25,00o acres
of the best Pine lands in Nova Scotia. These lands
are known as the Cushing Lands, and are well worth
the attention of Lumbermen. Apply to

REFERRING

DUFFUS & CO.,
Halifax. N. S.

jal2d2mis

!ck
CARGOES

OF

PURE

I C E

THE
at 71

Brown’s Block.

TO

Dresser, McLellan & Co.,
47

Estate and Loan Agency

THOROUGHLY competent person to take
charge ot a Mill on La Hare River, N. S.
One
who has a practical knowledge of Manufacturing
Pice and Spruce Boards and Spruce Deals, Paling
Clapboards, <£c. The Mill Is driven by a Leftel
wheel and runs two Gangs, one large Bingle saw
with circular edges, Ac., 4c.
For a first class man good wages will be paid.
Apply by letter, with reference* to
DUFFUS & CO.,
N. S.

BY BENJAMIN VAUGHAN ABBOTT.
VOL.

dtt

ocl_PORTLAND.

GE1IBBAL AGENT FOR MAINE,

MCldLUh,
brig Edith Hall, Oliver, St Pierre.
Ar 12th. sch Chimo, Lansll, Wilmington.

^iw8®1

.■c..™AdJoarm*d Sheriff’s

STATE OF
MAINE, 1
Cumberland,as.
j

as a

_

corner of Lafayette Street.

rel2_

as a

Queen,Con-

Augustine Kobbe, Ames, Genoa.
Sid. ship Reunion, and Guardian.
PENSACOLA—Cld 7th inst, schs Mary A Harmon,
Mahlmau. Providence; Eveline, Sawyer, Havana.
FERNANDINA—Sid 2d, sch S L Burns, Crosby.

JUS'
ap29

lfcBCBD**

as

nors, Ruatan.
Ola llth, barque

:

goods.

ABRAHN Ac BKO Pawnbrokers,
195 Federal Ml., under U, M. Hotel*
STBIHTO, Feb. 14th, at 7
St
•'clock.

the property situated at East end of
Don’t go with cold, wet WETukey’ssellBridge,
known
the Steam Bakery.
The building is built of wood, 2} stories high, the
feet nor let your neighbors first story is fitted and has been used
Steam
and is finished in hard wood: the second
suffer, as I will—-for the Bakery
story
large hall. The building is 50 75 feet, 25
feet
it
built of the best material, by the
purpose of introducing my day, poet;
the best manner; it is well calculated for any
of manufacturing purposes
machiae shop; la
rubber store to theENTIRE kind
breeze in summer;
light and airy, with good
there ia plenty of hard and soft water in the buildcommunity—sell for TEN ing; also
12-horse power Engine, Boiler and
Heater in perfect running order, with Pumps. PulDATS rubbers of FIRST leys,
Dough
Pipes, Shifting Belting, &c.; also
Mixer, Cracker Machi ’e, Preparatory Hollers, six
and BEST quality, fresh sets
of Cutters, likewise all the Tools used in first
Bread and Cake Pans, JumBakery, such
from Hall’s GOODWEAR class
bles and Meat Cutting Machine*, Troughs, Brakes,
Platform and Counter Scales, Marble Top Counters,
Rubber
Works, Boston. Desks. Stoves, second hand Express Wagon,
ed
Wagon, Ac. The personal property will be
Men’s Imitation Sandals 80 Bread
sold first, the building afterwards.
The above will be sold without
to the
any
cents.
Ladies’ Imitation highest
is leaving the State.
bidder, the
F.
O.
BAILEY
Me
Auctioneer*.
CO.,
Sandals 55 cts. Misses and fel3
fit
Children’s Imitation Sandals 45 cents per pair: at

..

..

preached ia the First Parish

of nousehold

ment

shall

From

City

BUTLER’S,

OF

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

OCEAN STEAMERS
For
Date
I Polynesian.Portland... Liverpool.Feb 14
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall_Feb 14

Gloves

Ida Lewis, Huestis, Brashear City.

Loring, Short

_DIED.

|

Cld 13th, ship Sooloo, Snatswell. Cape Town, CGH;
barque Orchil'a. Havener, Matanzas.
Ar 13th, barque Albert, Hubbard. Malaga; Kate
Williams, Hale, Fayal; Sami B Hale. Matthews, tm
br,g Novelty. Havener, Pascagoula;
®n«n™Ayres»
M E Thompson, Hooper, Brunswick, Ga; schs Eben
Fisher, Reynolds. Cienfuegos; Tim Field, Leland,
Santa Cruz: E Arcularius, Lord, Hoboken; Oliver
Ames, Higby, New York.
Cld 13th, brig Quaco. (Br) Dakin, for Portland; sch
Msrtha May, Hinds, Eastport.
SALEM—Ar llth, sch Hume, Farr, Boston for

Pawnbrokers’ Sale
unredeemed Watches, Jewelry, Plated Ware,
Clothing, Boots, Shoes, Hat*, Caps, a large assortment of Gents’ Furnishing Goods, Ladies’ Dresa
Good*, Crockery and Glass Ware, and a large assort-

—

RICE & CALDERWOOD.

sntf

sermon

$11,000.

Ja31sn3w
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“THE LIFE IS MOBE THAN MEAT.”

At the annual meeting of the Somerset Central Agricultural Society, held on Saturday,
Feb. 7th, the following officers were chosen for
the ensuing year: Hon. Abner Coburn, President; H. 0. Burleigh, W. D. Hayden, Vice
Presidents; W. B. Snow. Treasurer: W. T.
Symons, Secretary; David Horn, John Weston,
Warren Russell, Trustees.
Mr. Isaac Rowell of Madisou, while at work
in his wood lot Saturday, Jan. 31st, got
badly
hurt by a limb striking him on the head, knocking him down and breaking his skull. He lived a few days in an insensible state, but died
on Wednesday, Feb. 4th.

City Hall.

BREAD!

been tried aud is said to be fully equal to the
Best Heme made Bread. Ask your Grocer
for it. For sale from our Carts and from Bakery,
Has

Residence Pretie
eeltsnfim

AT

Carrie L Hix, Monticello^Baltic. E
Bird. Oliver Ames, Trade Wind, and

AUCTION SALES.

The Largest Stock

EUREKA

FAMILY

large lot of

MIDDLE

Jonl3

SOMERSET COUNTY.

New and second hand, for sale low at the Plano
Rooms of ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle St., oppo"

THE

CHARLES in. HAWSES,

Lewiston.
The Legislative Committee, with other members, visited the State College at Orono on Friday.
The total loss by the fire in Bangor, which
destroyed the E. & N. A. Railway block, was

ORGANS AMD MELODEOIVS.

ORGAN

January 14,1874.

All carefully selected in the west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

plodding along on foot.

remarkable reme-

AND

St. Stephens’ Church.

Communications left at residence, 166 Spring street,
at Stockbridge’s Music Store will receive prompt
attention.
gy Refers to Mr. H. Kotzschmar, Rev. Asa Dalton.
sntf

COCNTY BONDS.
CITY. BONDS.
SCHOOL DISTRICT BONDS.
REAL ESTATE MORTGAGES.

The third trial of Elbridge W. Reed, for the
murder of John Ray at Medway, will be deferred till the last of the present term of the 8. J.
Court, owing to the engagement of Attorney
General Plaisted in the Lowed murder case at

New and

at

or

OCR

154 MIDDLE
ja28

The Bangor Whig says that a young bankrupt of that city, who numbers among his victims nearly every printer and hotel proprietor
between St. John and Boston, mauages to dash
around with a fast horse every pleasant afternoon, tfhile the parties whom he has swindled

method ot treatment.

FORTE

Organist

OCULIST.

A.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

dies. Books and Circulars sent free, in sealed envelopes. Address HOWARD ASSOCIATION No
2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.,—an Institution
having a high reputation for honorable conduct and
professional skill.
fetisn3m

an26sntl

Teacher of the

PIANO

Kids at 73 els. Fresh aad desirable Celers
Alsa a small let at 33 cts.

consumed by fire
Wednesday forenoon, Feb. 11th. The house
was owned by Daniel ifoung of West Paris.
The Register says two horses died in the vicinity of Buckfield last week. One of them
died of lung fever; the other of a distemper resembling the epizootic in its most malignant
form.

OBSTACLES TO MARRIAGE.
Happy Relief far Young Hen from tlie effects ol Eriors aed Abuses In early life
Manhood
Restored. Impediments to Marriage removed. New

door above Brown. Portland, Me.

E. C- FARNSWORTH

cheap at 81.33.

was

to breath unwholesome air, to expose
themselves to
violent alternations of heat and cold, and to brave
other evils inimical to health and life
utterly neglect
to fortify themselvs against the
dangers which surround them by a proper course of tonic treatment.
For many years it has been a public fact, undented
even by the martinets of the medicial
profession,
that Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters is ths best antidote
to malaria and the finest
acclimating medicine in existence In lever and ague districts, in tropical and
other regions visited by epidemics, anil indeed in all
localities where the condditions are unfavorable to
health, this famous vegetable invigorent and alterative has been found a potent safeguard even to feeble constitutions and fragile frames; while as a cure
for indigestion, biliousness and all kindred complaints it is confessedly without a rival.

one

DB. JAMES A. SPALDING,

ARE

Register says the house occupied by Cbas.

recklessly as if it were of no valne at all. Thousands
who are compelled by their
occupations arid pursuits

Prepared only by A. G. SCHLOTTERRECK &
CO., Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,

—

96

jeoparded

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

whose patronage these medical works have been published. Meantime it is gratifyng to know tbit several
of the impudent charlatans,who have stolen its name
to cover their nefarious practices, are getting their
deserts in the penal institutions of the Commonweath.
Boston Herald
Jal7dlawS&w4w4?n

CLOSE

timore.
Sid llth, schs
Arculaiius. H G

DEPARTURE OF

COUNTY.

Health’* Shield and Protection.
Health is universally admitted to be the most desirable of earthly blessings, yet it is
as

Eruptions

MEDICAL

Also

The Postmaster General has appointed David
Chick to be Postmaster at Wells Beach.
Burleigh Taylor and Mrs. Susan Littlefield of
North Berwick, have oeen bound over to
the
May term of court on a charge of adultery.
The number of arrests made in Biddeford
for
eleven mouths, up to Jan. 31st, was 335
0f
which 141 was for intoxication and 110 for
violation of the liquor law.
Col. William Thompson has in his vard in
Kennebunkport a ship of 2250 tons burthen
ready to launch. She is the largest vessel ever
burlt tn this county, aud by some claimed to
be
the largest in the State.

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan. Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and
from ^he
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and Imparting to it
a MARBLE PURITY.

quite recently a work ou Diseases of the Nervous
System, which have had almost a world-wide circulation and popularity. These publications sufficentlv attest the high character of the institution under

OXFORD COUNTY

insurance

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

When a thing is counterfeited, it Is a proof of its
excellence and popularity. The Peabody Medical Institute is a case in point. Pounded in good faitb many
years ago, and the only establishment of the kind
in the country, its success and ever-increasing popularity finally caused the name (Medical Institute) to
be pirated and adopted by a lot of infamous quacks,
empirics and pretenders, who have been endeavoring
to cheat the public by sailing under a stolen flag. The
founder of the Peabody Medical Institute can in no
way be held responsible for this misuse of the name
of a reputable and well-known curative establishment
and legitimate medical institution, which has been
from the start specially devoted to the treatment of
nervous derangements and affections, from whatever
causes proceeding.
During its existence there have
been issued from it several medioal publications;

nesday.

$14,900;

and other affections of the

system, has been truly wonderful, and has won for it
a name among medical preparations that can never
be forgotten. Its success in removing pain, as an ex
ternal remedy, in cases of Bums, Bruises, Sores and
Sprains,Cuts, Stings of Insects, &c., and other causes
of suffering has secured forit the most prominent position among the medicines of the day. Beware of
counterfeits and worthless imitations. Call for Perry
Davis' Vegetable Pai.i-Killer, and take no other.
8^* Sold by Druggists and Grocers. fe3eod&w1m

EdwinSprague,
J E Verilll,
J P Oilly.

Trefousia and Frederic Kid

Two inmates of the Augusta Jail—John
Stevens of Portland, committed for stealing
money in Gardiner, and one Samuel Holtonescaped from the institution a few nights since.
Mr. E. F. Hunt, one of the most respected
citizens of Hallowell, died suddenly last Wed-

are

plaint,Cholera, Dysenteiy,

E S Hale,
Wm N Hyde,

TO

A lodge of the Knights of Pythias is soon to
be organized in Bridgton.
The News states that Mrs. D. M. Herrick of
Bridgton, was badly injured by being thrown
oat of a sleigh last Wednesday.
Capt. Enoch Knight is to deliver his lecture,
“The Story of the State of Maine,” at Gijrbs’
Hall, in Bridgton, next Wednesday evening.

The

it has at-

ply proved by the un paralled popularity

tained. It is a sure and effective remedy. It is sold
in almost every country in the world, and it needs only
to be known to be prized, and its reputation as a medcine of Great Virtue is fully and permanently established. It is the great Family Medicine of the age.
Taken internally, it cures Dysentery, Cholera, Diarr
rhoea, Cramp and pain in the Stomach, Bowel Complaint, Painter's Colic, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia,
or Indigestion, Sudden Colds, Sore Throat and Coughs
Taken externally, it cures Bruises, Boils, Felons,
Cuts, Burns, Scalds,Old Sores and Sprains. Swellings
ol the Joints, T< othache, Pain in the Face, Neuralgia
and Rheumatism,Chapped Hands, Frost Bitten Feet
&c.
Paiu is supposed to be the lot of us poor mortals as
inevitable as death, and liable at any time to come
upon us. Therefore, it is important that remedial
agents should be at hand to be used on emergency,
when we are made to feel tbe excruciating agony of
pain, or the depressing influences of disease. Such a
remedial exists in Perry Davis' “Pain-Killer,” the
fame of which has extended over all the earth.
Amid the eternal ices of the Polar Regions, or beneath
the intolerable and burning suns of the tropics its
virtues are known and appreciated. And by it suffering humanity has found relief from many of its ills
The effect of the Pain-Killer upon the patient, when
taken internally in cases of Cough, Cold, Bowel Com-

Cochrane,
S Gould,
R Anderson,
S A Estes,
B N Hemenway,

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Thomas, in Greenwood,

YEARS Is certainly long enough time to

prove the efficacy of any medicine, and that the PainKiller is deserving of all its proprietors claim for it is

INSTITUTE,
No. 4 Bulfioch Street, Boston,

Mr. E. C. Pray of Houlton, had nine sheep
killed and two others badly mangled by dogs a
few nights sinee.
Mr. L. B. Smart of Whitney Ridge, recently
caught three Canadian lynxes in one trap, and
all in oue day.

KENNEBEC

1874.

Time Tests The Merits Of All Things.

E H

Office Hours 8 A. M. to 1 P. M.
House.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

ton; Mary, tor Belfkst.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 9th, ach Ella Pressey,
Preaeev, Portland for New York.
Ar loth, acha Oliver Arnea. Babbitt, Hoboken lor
Boston; Comet, Tracy, from Eastport lor New York;
Florida, Jordan. Portland for PiovUience.
Sid 10th, schs Ella Pressey, Jo: Carlton. Comet.
Georgia D Load, Mary E Gage, Florence Mayo. Kobt
Rowe.
Ripley, City of Chelsea. Empress, and H S New
York
Ar llth, schs G M Wentworth, Colima.
for Calais; L A Burnham, Harris. Searaport for Bal-

Singapore.

301 1-3 CONGRESS ST., Hus Ne. O.

NEWS.

r,

kille

1840.

Samuel P Kaler.
John Richards,
Rockland.

PEABODY

tf

Tain

Henry Farrington,
Augustine Kennedy,

Farwell,
Cushman,

BUTLER.

ja28

Waldobobo,

W S
O B

DAY

At trom 10 vents to $1.00 per yard.

The undersigned cordially endorse the foregoing
call for a Temperance Mass Meeting.
Eben Corey,
Bev C Munger, Alfred
W S Dai a,
HeuryA Jones,
J W Munger,
John Yeaton,
James E Haseltine,
Charles H Baker,
Chas J Morris,
H M Payson,
F A Smith,
James G Tukey,
M B Coolidge,
A Little,
L W Fobes,
Thomas R Hayes,
Chas L Jack,
Rev G W Bicknell,
James M Palmer,
Cyrus Sturdivant,
James Noyes,
Wm E Gould,
Thomas Quinby, Deering A L Gilkey,
H M Mating,
S W Larrabee,
Jam.B H Baker,
H M Hart,
Rev Z Thompson, Me FallsH A Hart,
Rev C B Pitblado,
Chs Holden,
Rev AH Wright,
A A Lane,
Wm Hammond,
George Burgess,
Geo M Stevens, Deering
Rev A K P Small,
D B Ricker,
J J Gerrlsh,
RevW E Gibbs,
Rufus Dunham,
Rev W T Phelan,
Rev Chas W Buck,
Rev C C Vlnal.KennebunkRev C E Tucker,Biddeford
Rev W R French, BrunsRev J W Johnston,
wick
M G Palmer,
H C Leonard, Deering
Chas A Lord,
H J Libby,
W W Thomas,
W H Neal, Westbrook
Aug E Stevens,
G M Stevens,
Rev B P Snow, Deering
Portland,
Geo F Foster,
Wm G Hnnt.
E P Chase,
P F Harmon,
A S Perkins,
John B Reed,
John W Deering,
Rev S S Hutchins,
Daniel Choate,
Washington Ryan,
Alvin Deering,
Benja Adams,
Jacob PearsonB,
G W Johnson,
J S Campbell,
Jos Reed,
A Brunell,
Wm Hayes,
J C Woodill,
Rev F Sonthworth,
R S Smart, Cape Elizabeth.
Damariscotta.
E W Stetson,
M C Ames,
Abner Stetson,
Gen J A Hall,

work._

one.

that “Layman’s” objections
having
van.sn away before a careful examination, let
on
a moment tire advantage
to
consider
us-go
of tbe system under discussion
Every wise
man adapts his habits to his own character in
such a way as to have bis weaknesses hinder
him as little as possible from doing wbat he
means to do.
For instance, if his memory be
defective, he forms the habit of using a memorandum book; if he be impulsive he forms the
habit of taking a second and cooler view of a
question before deciding, in order that his impulsiveness may not hurry him into mistakes.
Those who Delieve in giving and intend to
give for religious objects, have taken this common sense
principle as the basis of the system
Their many cares have made
in question.
them fitful and careless about doing this duty
which they mean to do. And so to prevent
their good intention from being thwarted by
their infirmity, they have instituted a custom
which shall help them to be regular, and so
faithful. As in secular matters they adjust
their practice to what they recognize as the
needs of their character. And, in consequence,
they are giving far more (on the average) than
under previous systems.
Now in taking this course, they have no wish
whatever to influence the action of those who
(like “Layman”) have no interest in many of
the objects to which they contribute. If “Layman” prefers to give his money through other
channels he is no more obnoxious to criticism
and no more likely to be criticised for acting
out his preference, than a man who travels by a
over a railroad is likely to be blamed by
pass
bis fellow passengers for not giving »-• ticket to
tbe conductor, as they do.
If he will remember this while the collection
is being taken and will also remember that as a
result of it. the religion of Jesus Christ is to
carry its civilizing and life-giving power into
many a community now dark ana wretched iu
degradation and guilt, he will find it less “trying and wearing” to see a Christian assembly
carrying out the principles of its religion in a
judicious and efficient manner.
JtJSTITIA.

OPENED THIS

Religious Intelligence.

G O Payson,
R Anderson, Jr,
J F McKellor,
C D Jones,
A J Erskine,
E T G Rawson,
T J St Clair,
F W Smith.

LOT

HAMBURG EDGINGS AND INSERTIONS

|

Rev. O, A. Rounds was installed pastor of
the Universalist church at Bridgtou Feb. 5th.
Sermon by Prof. O. Cone of Canton, N. Y.
]
A Universalist Conference is to be held at
and
2(ith.
Feb.
25th
Pond
Bryant’s
church.
Tliere is quite an extensive revival of religion
(4) That it is better for one's self to give to in the Congress Street M. E. Society in this city
under charge of Rev. C. B. Pitblado. Numerpersons in whom one is interested than to have
ous conversions are reported.
I
one’s charities divided by ecclesiastical machinRev. Wm. Forsyth has resigned the pastorery.
Church
in Bucksport, to
ate of the Elm Street
(5) That it is better to give in secret than in take effect March 15.
the sight of men.
iuterest
continues in Rockland
The religious
The assertion contained in (1) could hardly and meetings are held through the week, afterin
and
some of the churches.
noon
evening,
have been deliberately made.
Surely “LayThe Pine Street M. E. church in Bangor has
man” does not believe that a church can find
recently received an accession of nine members.
in the expensiveness of its own worship an exOwing to contiuued illness, Rev. Arthur May
cuse for not giving money for charitable uses.
Knapp of the Unitarian church of Bangor, has \
He must see that a man who lived in sumptu
been obliged to ask the Society for a vacation
of six months, in which to recruit his health.
ous style might as reasonably give the expenHis physician has advised him to take a trip to
siveness of his living as his reason for his not
Europe, leaving this country in April.
relieving his aged parents from want. The reThere is a marked increase of religious interwould
in
as
in
that
one
case
ply
evidently be,
est at North Bridgton, several persons having
the other, the expenditure plead as an excuse
expressed their desire to enter the Christian
was really a sign of ability to give.
If “Lay- life.
The religious interest at North Castine and
man’s” assertion be well founded then those
South Penobscot continues; about fifty have obchurches of New York city whose current extained hope. Among the number are many
penses are twice as large as those of that one heads of families.
to which he alludes, should be expected to give
The receipts into the treasury of the Maine
Missionary Society during the month of Janubut half as much.
ary were $921,20.
(3) Would not nave been written if "LayRev. B. A. Sherwood has
accepted a call to
informed.
Under
the
been
man” had
rightly
the pastorate of the Free Baptist church at
were
contributions
the
meagre
previous system
Winnegance, and has already entered on his
as compared with those ot churches of similar
duties.
standing in other cities, or even as compared
Rev. James Morse, who has labored successwith those of this church iu previous years.
fully with the Free Baptist people at West Mt.
To discuss the truth of (3) at this time is obhalf the time for several years, has enviously out of the question. It is plainly un- Vernon,with the church at Dunn’s
Corner, in
necessary for our present purpose also. For if gaged
the preseut year, for the other
the same
(3) be true it condemns tbe principle of taking half of thetown, thus
all
his
time to
devoting
time,
collections in churches for missionary worn,
that town.
and cannot therefore be fairly urged as an obQuite a revival is iu progress at the Baptist
jection to a special method. It is proper to ask
“Layman” to remember that the obligation church, in Tbomaston, some fifty having expressed a desire to lead a Christian life.
resting on each church to help on tbe spread of
tbe gospel is a part of the Christian religion aud
The Advent Society in Berwick are having
of
tbe
that he cannot reasonably complaiu
religious services each Sabbath in Higley’s
church with which he worships for acknowlHall. Rev. Mr. Shattuck, formerly of Somersedging it to be so by taking np missiou con- worth, N. H., is supplying the pulpit, and the
tributions. He cannot expect Christians to
meetings are said to be increasing in number
cease giving for the spread of the Gospel on
and interest.
the ground that he does not think it their duty
Rev. Mr. Dickerman accepts the invitation to
He may disbelieve in prayer, and
to do so.
the pastorate of the Pine St. Congregational
think the portion of time given to it in tbe
in Lewiston, unanimously extended to
public service to be unprofitably spent, hut church,
him by the church and parish.
surely he would not write a communication to
Rev.
D.
H. Stoddard of Athol, Mass., has
tbe Press complaining that the church with
which he worships, by maintaining a useless accepted the call from the High Street Baptist
exercise deprived him of a portion of valuable
society in Great Falls and will enter upon his
duties about the first of April.
time aud so inflicted on him a weekly grievance.
He must recognize the right of a ChrisThe Trustees of the Maine Baptist Missiontian organization to embody the principles of
ary Couventiou will hold their next quarterly
Christianity in its worship. Besides“Layman” meeting at the vestry of the Baptist Church
in
should have known before writing his article
Augusta, Monday evening, Feb. 23d.
that by no means all of the collections taken
A religious interest prevails in Waterville.
in the church to which he evidently refers are
Meetings are held every evening and new indevoted to the general work of the church,
come forward daily.
but, that, on the contrary, a fair proportion of quirers
Rev. O. J. Hancock is at present supplying
the weekly contributions are separately devotthe pulpit of the High St. Christian Church,
ed to local charities, and that of each of these
notice is duly given.
Skowbegau, and will no doubt settle there as
its pastor. A deep religious feeling is prevailis
also
irrelevant.
If
be
it
is
(4)
(3)
true,
true, of course. If ;3) be not true, then it has ing in the church and society, aud the prayer
and
social meetings are of more than usual inno more weight than
saying that it is better
terest.
for a man to pay his debts than to keen amiable. It is highly important that he de both,
There has been no such religious interest in
Christianity regards both giving money for New York since 1857. It is nearly universal.
the spread of the religion of Christ (which has
There is hardly a chnrch of any prominence
to be done through some sort of machinery)
that is not maintaining nightly meetings.
and to one’s poor neighbors as essential. No
The largest churches of the great denominaone is expected to give so much for the spread
tions are thrown open, and united meetings are
of the Gospe1 as to render himself unable to
held during the week. At one of the large
assist the poor, and no one who believes in and
meetings this week it was proposed by a promproperly understands the gospel will allow his inent clergyman to open the Academy of
gilts to his poor neighbors to prevent him from Music on week afternoons, believing that it
contributing towards its advancement.
would be crowded. Additions to the churches
(5) Is quite true, but a gift whose amount is are made daily. All denominations share in
unknown is to all intents and purposes a secret
the
Now

NEW

Temperance Mass Meeting.

a

EDG ARTOWN—In port nth. wh* Mary B Retrttt,
Williams, New York for Portland; Amelia, Bullock
Philadelphia for do; Pilot a Bride, Brewster, for Bo»^

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

To the Temperance Men of Maine.
While it is conceded by the people of the State that
prohibition has become the settled policy of legislation, and that the dram shop has been outlawed, and
while the advocates of prohibition have and do still
c ntrol the executive offices of State and connty, it
must be admitted that in many localities intemperance, with its attendant train of crimes, is rapidly on
the increase. The public sentiment, which through
the elective franchise, enacted the prohibitory laws,
and in almost every municipality dictates the executive officers, would seem to be sufficiently potent to
secure their thorough ana impartial enforcement.

laborer upon the P. &
O. Kail road extension was blown up and fear*
fully injured by the premature discharge of a
blast. His arm was broken in two places and

Thursday

ditional burden.
(2) That when contributions were taken less
often they were sufficiently large.
(3) That it is better to give to one’s poor
neighbors than to the missionary work of the

the

The Centennial--Hon. C. P, Kimball
of Portland, one of tbe Centennial Commissioners for Maine, delivered his able and instructive lecture upon the proposed National
Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876,
at Gibbs’ Hall, under the auspices of the

Sews and Other Items.

Systematic Beneficence.
To the Editor of the Press:

Fwruishcd

aid

Whipped
®

deOdistf

(«as

Notice to Builders

by

CRAM.

and Own-

era.
of the Company, regulating the size of
THEGasRule*
Pipt in building*, will be enforced in all

work. Copies of
few
the office.

the Rules

can

be obtained at

If varied from, except in special cases
with the consent of the Company, gas will not be
fel3dlw
furnished.

ANOTHER

MILE

HAMBURG

OF

EDGES

received and lor sale this day at

6,10,12 1-2,16,20 and 25 eta. per yard
COVELL A COM FAN V, Agents,
Car. Cngiwa and Brawn Sireela.
fill
iwsl

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY MORNING, FEB. 14,1874,

CITY~AND VICINITyT
Advertisement* To-Day.

New

Agents—Lorient Chemical Works

Publications.

Dog Lost—C. P. Mattocks.
United States
Digest—Dresser, McLellan & Co.
Relief Association.

Technology.
History of France—Coffin.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Carpet Sweepers—W. C. Sawyer & Co.
The gentleman who exchanged hats.

City

Portland

of

_

ss.

To the Electors of the City of Portland,
Febraary 9, 1874.
Aldermen of the City of Portland have preli-its
of such inhabitants as
Alphabetical
pared
api>ear to them to be Cousitutionally qualified to
vote in the election of Municipal Officers in and for
the several Wards in said City, and that they will be

THE

in open session at the

Aldermen’s Rooms

on

Friday, the Twentieth Iuataat,
from nine to twelve o’clock A. M., and from three to
six o’clock P. M., for the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualifications of persons claiming the
right to vote on such election, and for correcting said
lists.

Given

under

our

hands

written.

the day aud

vear

J. S. YORK,
WILLIAM GOOLD,
Z. A. SMITH,
EDWARD H. DAVEIS,
MICAH SAMPSON,

EDWIN CLEMENT,
F. W. CLARK,

felO

_

rehearsal

at

above

Aldermen
otthe

City
of

Portland.
dtd

City Hall

into tho

brought

The offi-

Bliss.—Thursday afternoon

op

about forty years of age, who gave
her name as Mrs. Bliss, came into the City
Clerk’s office with a petition for aid,saying that
she left her husband because of his drunken
habits, that she had a young child to support,
and that she was in needy circumstances. Mr.
woman

Robinson thought her to be the

OF MAINE.

STATE

a

Police Station last night, who declares she is Capt. James
A woman was

Queer Sort

I. O. O. F.—Mutual
Mans. Institute of

Guizot's Popular

The Old Folks had
last evening.

a

same

who a year ago came to him with a
pitiful
a trunk held for
charges at the East
era Express office.
This, however, she strenuously denied.
It appears that the woman is an iinposleo,

traveling about from place
the

public—without

to

an

place, and living
appointment too.

In Boston she represented herself to be a widow of a comrade of the Grand
Army, and so
got mouey to reach this city.
Arrived here
she went to the United States Hotel and sent
word to Mr. John Yeaton of Besworth Post,

telling

the story she told in Boston, and saying
her way to Montreal.
Mr. A, M.
Sawyer, who is a member of the relief Committee for ward four, called upon her and
promised aid. That, Thursday, evening, Brainball Lodge K. P., received a note from her saying she was a widow of a member of the Order.
It happens that Some of the Kuights are comrades of Post Bosworth. So an imposture was
she

was on

suspected,and

a committee visited her
prepared
find out the truth of the matter.
She told
her story to the committee and solemnly declared that her liusbaud was a member of no

to

Religioni Notices.
St. Luke’s Cathedral. State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely, bishop of the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
St. Lawrexce St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
Pastor.—Services at 10) a. m. and 3 p. m.
Williston Church.—Preaching services at 10) a.
m. and 3 p. m.
Sabbath School at 1) p. m.; Social

eeting at 7

p.

m.

State Street Church.—Rev. E. Y. Hincks,
Pastor. Services at 10) a. m. and 7 p. m. Sabbath
School 3 p. m.
Bay Side Parish (Union).—Rev. B. F. Pritchard
Pastor. Sabbath School at lp. m.; Preaching at 2 aud
6 p. m.
Preaching at Knightville at 10) a. m.
Sabbath School at 11) a. m. Social meeting 7) p. m.
Bethel Church—Services 10) a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
Prayer meetings on Thursday evenings at 7) p. m.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.
Second Parish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carruther*,
Pastor. Services at 10 1-2 a. m. and 7 p. m. Sabbath
School at 3 P. M.
High Street Church—Rev. W. H. Fenn, pastor. Services at 10) a. m. and 3 p. m, Sunday School
at the close of the forenoon service. Prayer meeting
at 7 o’clock.
Portland Spiritual Association, Temperance
Hall. 35U Congress st. Election of officers at 2 P. M.
Conference 3 o’clock P. M. A full attendance is earnestly requested.
St. Stephen’s CnuRcn.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 10) a. m.; and 3 p. m. The
sittings m this Church are free to all.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ol Congress and Locust street.—Services at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. Rev.
Dr. Pise, Rector. Seats free,
Plymouth Church.—Rev. C, F. Dole will preach
to-morrow at 10) a. m. and 3 p. m. Prayer meeting
at 7 P. M.

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics* Building, Constreet, comer Casco.—Religious Meeting everv
Wednesday aud Saturday EveniDgB at 7) o’c’k P. M.
Deering’s Bridge Chapel.—Sunday School at
3 pm. All are cordially invited.
First Second Advent Church, 353) Congress
street. Elder J. F. Chamberlin of Rochester, N. H.
Seats free.
will preach Sunday at the usual hours.
The Spiritual Fraternity will meet at Arcana
Hall, at 3 P. M., Subject continued:—“The evidence of consciousness after death.’’
Speaking free
to all. Children’s Progressive Lyceum 1) P. M. All
invited.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church—Rev. S. F. Jones*
pastor. Rev. C. H. Zimmerman of Gorham, will
preach at 10) a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School 1) p.
m.
Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p.m.
B3F“Rev. George F. Steams will occupy the pulMr. Hayden of the New Church Society next
of
pit
Sabbath.
Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, 87 I^ree
St.—Social meeting next Sunday at 10) a. m. Preachgress

at 3 and 7 p. m. by Elder S. S. Brewer.
Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
"treets. Sunday Scho >1 at 2 p. m.
Preaching at 3
p. m. A Temperance meeting at 7 p. m. Free to all.
First Parish.—Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill, pastor.
Dr. Hill will conduct the services to-morrow, morning service at 10); Vesper at 7 o’clock.

ing

St. Church.—Mr. George Offen, late
Portland Company Works, will preach afternoon
and evening. Prayer meeting iorenoonat 10) a. m
Mountfort Sr. A. M. E. Church.—Pastor, Rev,
C. W. Moasell. Love Feast at 10) a. m. Preachng
at 2) and 7 p. m. by Rev. Wm. T. Dickerson of BosNewbury

ot

ton.

St. Baptist Church.—Rev. A. K P. Small,
pastor. Preaching 10) a. m. Sunday School at 12
m.
Young Peoples’ meeting at 6 p. m. Social
Free

meeting at

7.

India St. Uniyersalist Church.—Bev. Geo. W.
Bicknell, pastor. Sunday School 10) a. m. Preaching
at 3 and P. M. by M. H. Houghton of Bath. Collection in aid of Widows’ Wood Society will be taken
up in the Afternoon.
Swe ibb Services, at the Y. M.C. A. HallPreaching at 10) a. m. and 3 and Ip.m, All Scandinavians are invited to attend.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. W, Johnston
pastor. Preaching at 10) a. m and 3 p. m. by the
pastor. Sabbath School at 1) p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 P. M.
WE8T Cong. Chapel.—Sunday School at 11 a. m.
Preaching at 3 p. m. Evening service at 7.

prayer meeting will be held at the Methodist meeting house at Woodford’s Comer to-morrow
evening at 7) o’clock.
Allen* Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Public
School at 3;
prayer meeting at 2.15 p, m.; Sunday
Sunday School Concert 7) p. m. Temperance meetfree.
Seats
invited.
All
evening.
Monday
ing
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. C. B.
m.
PreachPitblado, Pastor. Praise meeting 10) a.
ing at 3 p. m. by the Pastor. Prayer meetings as

usual.__
IT. 8. District Court.
BEFORE JUDGE

FOX.

organization except the

Knights of Pythias.
Sawyer then “interviewed” her, and ordered her to leave town on pain of arrest.
She
Mr.

left

yesterday

It seems she has imposed
upon Posts of the Grand Army in other sections of the State.
noon.

North School.—In common with the other
schools of the city, the North School resumes
its sessious Monday, and the new Master, Mr.
Thomas Pennell, takes charge.
Mr. Pennell
has had a large experience in school teaching,
and his heart is thoroughly in the work. Be-

ginning

to teach in his native town, Harpswell
at the age of twenty, he taught successfully in
that town and Brunswick and Topsham, for
fourteen years. In 1800 he was elected Sheriff
of the County, and after a service of four yea s
he returned to Harpswell, and to school teach-

ing.

In 1800 be came to thiscity to assume the
duties of County Treasurer. While in Harpswell he was supervisor of schools, and since be-

ing here he has been a member of the school
committee. For the last two years he has been
on the suh-conimittee of the North
School, and

is familiar with its general
workings.
Miss tiira»A, Hafl. will act as clerk in the
office during the term of Mr. Pennell’s absence.
so

A Popular History.—Mr. Francis H. Coffin, at 120 Middle street, is the General Agent
for Maine for Guizot’s Popular History of
France. The work will be issued in semimonthly parts, and will be comprised in not
more than forty-eight nor less than forty parts.
It will be printed at the University Press and
will contain forty steel engravings and two'
hundred of the finest wood-cuts ever printed in
this country. The reputation of Guizot is a
sufficient recommendation to the work. Chas.
Sumner says: “AT. Guizot’s History of France
should be read by all who are not indifferent to
historical studies. To a most interesting subject be brings the experience of a statesman,
the study of a professor aud the charm of an
accomplished writer. I am glad you are to put
this recent work within the reach of all American readers.”
Personal.—Hon. J. H.
Drummond has
named Mr. W. H. Looney of this city, a member ef the Freshman class at Colby University,
as the recipient of a $1000 scholarship held
by
him. The generous donor could not have found
a more deserving young men to remember in so
substantial a manner.
Kev Dr. Hamlin’s physician has sent him to
Florida for his health. It is feared he he has a
tumor forming which may incapacitate him
for further work.
Edward Jenkins, esq., the author of “Ginx’s
Baby," arrived in the city with his family last
Mr.
evening, and is stopping at the Preble.
Jenkins has just received information of his
election to Parliament from Dundee, and will
sail for home in the Polynesian this evening.
The friends of Mr. Eben Cram, of the United States Hotel, will be pleased to learn that
he is recovering from his illness.

An Abuse.—Two young giris came into the
police station last night and complained of being insulted by some of the “hoodlums” who.
infest the streets and lurk about the corners,
accosting every womau who glances their way.
The matter deserves more than mere mention,
for the abuse is an intolerable one. The young
despicabies, who have neither the brains to be
good nor the courage to be bad, think they have

accomplished wonders

Friday.—United States vs. Henry Hudson and
Charles Foss.
The jury came in this morning with a verdict of
guilty against Hudson and not guilty against Foss.
Mr. Hudson's counsel gave notice that they should
file exceptio. s and were given until Monday to do so.
He was bound over in $2000 for appearance from day

of wickedness by inwoman, and fall down and worship
themselves as the “fastest” of boys and the
gayest of Lotharios. The weak minded fel-

imprison-

Old Folks’ Concert.—We would invite
particular attention to the advertisement in an-

to

day.

penalty

The

in

cases

like this is

six months nor
fine not to exceed $1000.

ment not less than

years,

or a

more

than two

Crosby.

■Webb.

Dr ummond.

uel Winslow, which was an action for malicious prosecution, the Jury disagreed, standing seven for the
plaintiff and live for defendant.
Mattocks & Fox tor plaintiff.
Motley for defendant.
Action
Samuel D. Tebbetts vs. Bernard Daly.
annexed for the use of certain
upon an account
for several months,
horses, carts and harnesses
amounting to $436. On trial.
Hale for plaintiff.
Howard & Cleaves for defendant.

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Friday.—William T. Murray and Patrick O’MalPaid.
ley. Search and seizure. Fined $30 each.
Search and seizure. Three
William H. Dyer.
months. Appealed.
James Holland. Search and seizure.
■with coBts. Appealed.

Fined $50

Motley.

Brief Jotting*.
Tlie city team9 were removing the big banks
of snow from the sides of the streets yesterday.
Could the ice be cleared from the sidewalks
profanity would be materially decreased.
The last lecture in the Union course at Stev-

Plains, will be given on Monday evening
next, by Hon. Sidney Perham.
ens

The sale of the Schooner Mary D. Wilson
has been adjourned till to-day at IX o clock,
unless
when she will be sold without reserve
redeemed. Sale at Union wharf.

previously

The Portland Company have just completed
the
the largest snow plough in America for
Portland & Ogdensburg.
Quite a number of people went up to Boston

yesterday to attend the Opera.
The Overseers of the Poor from Portland,
Pownal and Gorham held a meetiug yesterday
over a pauper case, and arranged the matter

satisfactorily.

by

his enter-

tainment Thursday evening.
The county deputies were about town making
seizures yesterday, and called at the United
States and got some jugs and bottles.
Should it be pleasaut this afternoon, Robina chance to take a
son will give the children

sleigh ride in the “Champion.

The weather seems to be in a melting mood,
Valentine.
probably out of compliment to St.
The labors of the letter-carriers will be about
double to-day, and all on account of the ridicnlous missives of the 14th of February.
They say winter has reolly “broke” this time.
Bnt this season is like the white man, “mighty
onsartain.
Last evening was noticeable for snow slides,
and heads ran great danger of being smashed.
The ladies of the United States gave a hall
last evening, Chandler furnishing the music.
It was rather leaky yesterday.
We are promised a rigid enforcement of the
prohibitory law. If necess try a deputy will be
stationed at the door of every rum-shop.
The hotel-keepers of this city are contemplating sending a delegation to Augusta to secure
the repeal of the inn-holders’'bond law.

big sdow slide took place from the Canadian Express Office yesterday afternoon, starting a horse standing near. Gen. Mattocks
A

promptly seized the horse by the bridle, and so
spoiled a first-class runaway.
Produce dealers in this city tell their customers that the export of butter, etc., to Liverpool
in steamers from this port is raising the price
of produce.

brought before Judge Mor-iis, or
better still, consigned to an asylum for idiots.

lows should be

other column of “The Old Folks’ Concert” at
City Hall this evening. This concert is given
in behalf of “Ths Martha Washington Socieot which many of the singers have long
been members. The benevolent work of this
society is too-well known to require commendation. For two substantial reasons this concert
deserves public patronage: because it is in aid
of public charity,—and it is also in itself, a
most uniqife and interesting entertainment.
Let these philanthropic workers be encouraged
with a full honse.
Haydn Association.—The r.nnual meeting
of the Haydn Association was held last evening at Congress Hall. The following officers
were elected for the ensuing yearPresident,

Coyle, Jr.;

Vice President, Samuel
Thurston; Secretary, Geo. C. Burgess; Treasurer, Frank Noyes; Librarian, W. P. Jordan;
Couduetor, H. Kotzschmar; Second Conductor,
J. L. Shaw; Pianist, Mis. G. O. Gosse; Coun-

J.

muuicipnl Cuurt.

Mr. Marshall cleared about ®150

a

ty,”

Superior Couri.
FEBRUARY CIVIL TERM, 1874, BEFORE JUDGE BYMOND8.
Friday.—In the case of Daniel B. Soule vs. Sam-

C.

suiting

B.

sellors, S. H. Libby, J. E. Noyes,H. H. Lowell,
Mrs. H. N. Wetherbee and Mrs. G. Norcross.
The meeting adjourned until Monday evening,

important

when
them.

business

will come before

_

Land Clearing.—Mr. Daniel I. Deland of
this city, and Mr. Charles Robinson of Scarboro’, have purchased a lot of land in Scarboro
near Pleasant Hill, containing 140 acres. They
land.
are now engaged iu clearing the
Fifty
The
men and sixteen teams are busy at work.
land is on the line of the Boston & Maine and
the timber, amounting to 100,000 feet of pine,
is carried on the railroad to Saco to be sawed.
About 1500 cords of firewood is to be taken to
Boston. All the timber is under contract to
Boston

son

of Warden Rice

left for Thomaston at noon yes erday as escort
for nine prisoners—one from Biddeford, viz:
Harkins, for murderous assault on his wife;
Burke, for burglary; Smith, for assault and

robbery; George H. Brown, for stealing a boat;
Anthony Brown, for arson; Pinkhamof Harpswell, for murderous assault; Littlefield and Ida
May Bell, for adultery. Terms vary from oue
nine years.

Dramatic Entertainment —Next Wednesday evening, is the date which the Woodford’s
Corner Dramatic Club have fixed upon for the
presentation of their two new plays “Who
Speaks First,” and “The Spoiled Child.” The
entertainment will be given in the School
House where a stage will be erected. A pleasant evening’s entertainment
may be expected

by our friends

in

Deering.

Woodford s Corner.—The entertainment
given by the “Oak Lodge Rhetorical Club” on
Thursday evening, was a decided success. The
house was crowded, and many were obliged to

The entertainment itself was more
than expected, both plays being acted in a
manner which surprised both the audience and

stand.

the actors themselves, and though the price of
admission was but 15 cents the proceeds of tlie
The Lodge
evening amounted to about $50.
We hope
has reason to be proud of this Club.
and can assure the
the
will be

plays

Send your orders for Oyster at Hatch’s, 307
40 cents a quart, delivered to
nov8Stf
any part of the city.

Congress street,

BY TELEGRAPH.
FIFTY-THIRD LEGISLATURE.
[Special to the Press.l
SENATE.

Augusta, Feb. 13.

Papers

disposed

from the House

of in

con-

currence.

Bill to repeal the law giving bounties on
bears and wolves, on its passage to be engrossed, was laid on the table
Orders Passed—Relating to legislation for
the protection of the rivers and harbors of the

State.

Reports of

Committees—Leave to withdraw,
on petition for the repeal
of the free high
school law. Legislation inexpedient. 6n an order relating to life insurance companies doing
business on the note plan. [It wouid puzzle a
Philadelphia lawyer or any other man to determine what the author of the order was driving at.] Ought not to pass, on act to amend the
charter of the Bangor Bridge Co.
Bills Reported—To incorporate the Searsport
Savings Bank; to incorporate the Bangor and
Brewer Steam Ferry Co., in a new draft and
the corporation to a life of 20 years; to
amend the charter of the Piscataquis county
Savings Bank, the amendment authorizes the
location of the bank in Dover or Foxcroft.
These bills were read and assigned for to-mor-

limiting

row.

A
of a

large number of bills and resolves, mostly
private character, passed to be engrossed.

Au act to
Among them was the following:
exempt farm products from taxation.
Passed to be Enacted— Bill an act to incorporate the Palermo Cheese Company; the
the
North Monmouth
Che9B0 Company;
New Gloucester Cheese Company; the Corinth
Cheese Company; the Livermore Cheese Company; the Kennebec Valley Butter and Cheese
Company; the Waldo Dairy Manufacturing
Company; the Winthrop Cheese Company;
the Chebeague Land Wharf Company; the
New England Bolling Stock Company; author
izingthe building of a wharf at Bowdoinham;
to increase the capital stock of the Earl Slate
Company; in relation to the aseessment of
School district taxes; to amend Section 8,
Chapter 136, B. S., relating to fines aud costs
in criminal cases; authorizing B. F. & 6. L.
Bucknam to build a wharf in Pleasant river;
to amend Section 57, Chapter 2, B S., for the
further security of the sinking funds; an act
additional to Chapter 90, E. S., in relation to
the discharge of mortgages.
On motion of Mr. Emery of Hancock, the
bill to amend the Statutes relating to the liabil-

ity of innholders for goods and wearing apparel
of guests was taken up. The bill provides in
case of loss by fire or any overwhelming force,
innholders shall be answerable for ordinary
care, &c. The bill was amended by striking
out the words “or any overwhelmuiug force,”
and passed as ameuded.
The session to-day has been fine for private
corporations, especially cheese factories, but in
other respects uncsmmoniy dull.
An attempt was made to get up a little fuss
on the report of bounty on
woives and bears
but it was a dead failure, and relief came with
adjournmeut.
BOUSE.

Papers’from

the Senate

disposed

of in con-

currence.

The bill to incorporate the Lincolnviile BailCo., came baek from the Senate amended
and was tabled.

road

The bill to repeal secs. 52, 53 and 54, chap.
36, B. S., passed to be enacted by the House
came back from the Senate indefinitely postponed. The House insisted and appointed a
committee cf conference consisting of Messrs.
Crowell of Benton. Pierce of Embden and Foster of Newry.
A communication was received from the
Secretary of State transmitting the report of
the Bank Examiner.
Petitions etc., Presented and Referred:—Of
T. F. Houghton et als., for change of school
and pauper laws;
tor act to incorporate
the Kennebec Coal, Hay and Ice Co.’s.; resolve
fora
State
Board of Centennial
providing
Managers; of D. E. Parsons et als. :of Bingham
for a railroad from West Waterville to Augusta; remonstrance of D. S. Harrington et
als., to a bill protecting trout in Wilson pond;
of citizens of Eastport for protection of State
property in said town; for a bill to incorporate
the West New Portland Dairy Association.
Orders Passd—That the Committee on Legal
Affairs inquire into the expediency of amending sec. 49, chap. 80, K. S., so that service made
in fact, and that by reason of death, or other
lias not made
return
cause, Die officers
upon said process, that a return may be made
upoo the same by a Sheriff under the direction
of the presiding judge at the next term of
court holden in the county where such services
has been made; that the Committee on the Insane Hospital be, and is hereby authorized to
visit in Gorham the proposed location for a new
hospital buildings; that the Committee on Education inquire into the expediency of amending chap. 115, public laws of 1873. The point
of order is to enable trustees of academies to
turn over the academy funds to the town where
the academy is located; that notice shall be
served upon the town cleTks of Peru and Canton of a petition and hearing of certain parties
for separation from Peru and annexation to
Canton.
Read and Assigned—Bill to authorize S. P.
Hall et als., to extend their wharves into tide

waters; to incorporate the Bucksport Water
Co.; an act additional to an act incorporating
the property of the Bangor bridge, approved
Feb. 16, 1828; legalizing the doings of town of
Woolwich; legalizing the doings of the town of
South Thomaston; to amend the charter of the
city of Bath; to incorporate the Bagged Lake
Stream Log Driving Co.; authorizing D.Knowl
wharf into tide waters at Cam-

ton to extend
den.
Ought not to pass—Bill additional to chap.
91, B. S., relating to lien on horses for stabling; additional to chap. 18, R. S., relating to
juries: to revise sec. 2, chap. 63, laws of 1861.
Inexpedient—Bill regulating the place and
and edgings; tc re
manner of burning slabs
a

quire

the payment of

sessed poll

or

repeated

Club that they wili meet with the success they
Spectator.
truly and richly deserve.
niNCELLAItEU(I« NOVICES

The Welcome and Boston Carpet Sweepers.
The two best in use. At W. C. Sawyer & Go’s.,
22 Market Square.
s&w2t
The gentleman who exchanged hats at the
Fraternity Entertainment will confer a favor
by leaving it at the Press Office.

MATTERS IN MAINE.
_

The Lowell Murder Trial.
FOUTH

fe2eodtf

personal

the last previously astax requisite to a votiug

next Legislature—Bill incorporAllegash Dam Co.
ating
Under suspension of the rules, the resolve
providing for a statute of Gen. Knox, to be

Reference

in the National Statuary Hall at Washington was passed to be engrossed.
The bill authorizing the Maine Central Bail
road Co., to build a bridge -across the Kennebec
river was amended by a vote of 72 yeas to 27
part’cipated iu by
nays, after a discussion,

placed

Messrs. Connor of Fairfield, Kuowlton of
Skowhegan, Swasey of Canton, Morrow of
Bangor, Snow of Hallowell, Leavitt of Eastport and Corthell of Calais. The amendment

provides that the railroad company cause to be
paid to the Keanebec Log Driving Co., the cost
of keeping the piers and abutments clear of
logs; and be liable for all damage caused by the
Passed to be enacted—Bill to extend the time
for the Aroostook Steamboat Co., to begiu running steamboats on Aroostook river; to incorporate the China Cheese Co. ;to incorporate the
North Auburn Boot and Shoe Co.; to incorporate the Maine Sportsmen Association; to incoran act for the
ate the Imperial Slate Co.;
extension of the Someset Railroad Co.; 'o
amend sec. 4‘2. chap. 51, B. S relating to the
stopping of railroad trains at crossings; to
amend sec. 44, chap. 11, B. S., relating to the
school district taxes; to make valid the doings
of the inhabitants of No. 3, B. 3, Somerset
county, to amend chap. 11, sec. 7, B. S., relating to the apportionment of school money; to
incorporate the North Wayne Cheese Co.; for
an act additional to chap. 121, B. S
relating to
morality and decency; authorizing the Bangor
Bailroad
to
locate and
and Piscataquis
Co.,
construct braucbes; to make legal the doings of
the Livermore Falls Bridge Co.; to establish
the Auburn Aqueduct Co.; to legalize the do
ings of school district No. 18, town of Bristol.

Adjourned.

_

A Big Thief.
Sandusky, O., Feb. 13.—Rush R. Sloane, removed in October from the Presidency of the
Cincinnati. Sandu ky & Cleveland Railroad,
seventeen distinct
was arrested here to-day on
the
charges of embezzlement, preferred by
at $46,000 for his apcompany. Rail was fixed
that
is
understood
It
pearance next Tuesday.
further charges are to be made, civil suits for
about $150,000 had already been commenced.
Sloaue’s property in Chicago, Toledo, Boston
aud this city has bpen attacheo.
The Aar Cache Affair.
Philadelphia, Feb. la—In the District
Court this morning the report of Fdwin M.
Lewis, the receiver appointed in the bankruptcy of Jay Cooke & Co., was filed, toget ier with
the report of the Commissioner and that of the
Register endorsing the same. The report sets
forth that tbe receiver has received in the aggregate $1,445,583.65, and paid $1,371,782.68,
leaving on h.s hands a balance of $83,800.87.
The claim of the receiver of one per cent, on
the disbursements was not decided upon by the
Court
_

Hamilton, the thieving treasurer of Jersey
City, has escaped to Mexieo by the liberal use
of money.

sonally attended bis burial, his discharge pashowing bis honorable dtscharge from the
Second Massachusetts Regiment. The benevolent men would not give their names.
The New York Union Temperance prayer
meeting has a movement on foot to diminish
the liquor traffic. Many ladies propose to
join in it
Col. J. B. Fellows proposes to be one of a
hundred to raise $10,000 to enable Edwin Booth
to carry out his plan for
establishing the legiti-

Feb. 13.—The Court came in at
ten o’clock. There is no abatement of interest.
Lowell appears cool, as he has from the first
of
and shows no
at any of the

agitation

developments.
Mr. Holt, the Bangor expert was again put
Mr.
upon the stand and cross examined by
Ludden. He said that in the word Lowell the
l-s are similar in all tbo letters. The peculiarity consist in the first 1 being taller than the
second, and the loop of the second being wider
than that of the first. In the letter marked
(E.), the word Jim is commenced with a G.
The whole letter appears to be an attempted
disguise of the haud-writing.
Wm. Libby, cashier of Auburn Bank, testified as an expert. Have made a study ot haudwriting for seventeen years. Has examined
letters submitted to previous witness, and bis
evidence substantially agrees with that of Mrs.
Holt
On cross examination Mr. Ludden asked witness if letters E. and D. did not appear
to be written in a female band. Mr. Libby
so
pleasantly replied that perhaps he was not femuch accustomed to receive letters from
males as was Mr. Ludden.
E. F. Packard, President of the Lewiston
Bank, corroborated the evidence of Messrs.
Holt and Libby.
Matilda C. Sawyer of Lewiston, sister of Mrs.
Clark, a previous witness called—Saw Mrs.
Lowell at my sister’s house. She was makiiig
button holes on a black silk dress. Noticed
that she worked them rivht round instead of
up. Saw the buttons in her lap, and she sewed
on some while 1 was there.
They were covered
with silk. Witness is shown buttons found on
dress of skeleton, aad thinks they are the same
or just like them.
Is also shown the dress
found, and says the button holes are wprked
on Mrs. Lowell's dress.
as
those
tbe same way
Saw her working on the dress a shoit time before her disappearance.
Silas Harlow, of Portland—knew Lowell and
wife. Lived in Lewiston in 1870, keeping a
Saw
store on the east side of Main street.
Mrs. Burtou and daughters in my store iu
I
them
with
saw
don’t
kuow
that
August, 1870;
Lowell; saw Lowell pass by, and they went
out after him. Fur cap shown witness, and is
identified by him aa bought by him of Lowell
before Mrs. Burton’s visit. Traded a watch for
it; it was in warm weather; have owned it ever
since. Remember when Mrs. Lowell disappeared ; asked Lowell ouce where she was, and he
said she was in Lawrence; this was at about
the time of Mrs. Burton’s visit, or afterwards.
Mrs. Sophronia Blood recalled. I shown letter marked E. This is the letter handed to me
as picked up in the back yard; tbe part torn off
had on it—“Tell Jennie to kiss Jimmy three
times for me. Lizzy.” Gave Mrs. Burtou all
the things belonging to Lizzie that were in my
bouse to my knowledge; don’t remember all of
them; there was a silk sack.
Michael McDonald. Have a farm in Greene;
know Lowell; let my farm to him at the halves
in 1872. Letters marked L showD. Have seen
this before; wrote the body of it myself; and
it was signed by Lowell and his wife; it was
written and signed in my dining room in Lewiston; body of letter and signatures made in
same ink; this document is a lease and is of no
importance in the case except as to signatures.
Mrs. Clarice Willis of Bradley. Am wife of
William Willis and sister of Mrs. Lowell; saw
her last five years ago last September; she was
then at my house with the prisoner; she bad
two white pearl buttons with a brass centre.
Witness is shown some buttons found on the
remains, and thought they were much like her
sister’s. Prisoner, as they were sitting on the
piazza one Saturday night, told his wife she
wore a shaker she found in the shed to please
the men; he asked if there was any hotel in
the place; said he was going to Bangor; after
Lizzie went into the house she had a fit; Lowell said—“we have to use her pretty rough,”
and throwed a bowl of water in her face which
brought her to.
That night Lizzie called out to me that Jim
bad a knife and was pricking her; my husband
told him if he had a knife to throw it out of
bed; he at once threw a dirk about five inches
lougoutof bed, and my husband took it and
kept it till Lowell left, which was the following day; Lizzie showed me marks on her arm
which looked as if she had been pinched.
Heard Lizzie speak to my cousin, Charles
Paridy, and her husband said to her—“go into
the house and mind yonr business, God damn
you.” She went in. This was on the day after
the knife incident.
Dr. Wiggin called—Beside in Auburn, am a
surgeon and physician; have been in practice
about 26 years; examined the remains found
near the Switzerland woods some time in October; was asked to do so by the Coroner; examined them at the inquest, and have done so
since. The remains were those of a female;
belonged to a person 1 think between the ages
of ?0 and30 years; think it was exposed to the
The doctor
elements more than two years.
gave his reasons for all bis opinions in a clear
manner.

Dr. Thomas Dwight, Jr.—Beside in Boston,
Physician aud surgeon and professor of anatomy at Bowdoin. Have given attention to it for
ten years. I have examined the skeleton. Mr.
Dwight explained to the jury what parts of the
skeleton were missing and those parts that

The height of the skeletou was
wore found.
The doctor here exabout 5 feet 44 iuches.
to
the
plaiued
jury,'as an expert, the process
by which he ascertained the various facts con-

cerning the height, age, etc., of the skeleton,
The feet were a little shorter than the average
feet of a woman of that height. Think the
skeleton was exposed somewhere between two
years and ten. After a skeleton lays out two
years the change in the general appearauce of
the skeleton for the next five or seven years
would be very sliget. Think the person must
have been betweeu the ages of 25 and 35 years
William Willis—Live in Bradley. Knew J.
M. Lowell aud wife; his wife and mine are sisters; they were on a visit to ray place five years
Mr. Willis coroborated
ago last September.
his wife’s statement in regard to what took
at their
ace whi.'e Lowell and his wife were
Lc well once told
ouse. which is given above.
Willis that be bought a knife to stick a man on
the railroad who he had had trouble wth.
Buby C. Day—Am the sister of Lizzie Lowell, and wife of A. F. Day; live in Brewer;
Lowell and wife came to my house five years
ago and stopped three days; said she was going
to Bangor; had seen a girl there he knew from
Lewiston; she followed him to the door and
wanted him to stay; I went out and she went
into a bed-room; he asked me if 1 knew Lizzie
had fits; I said no; he says how do you know
she hasn’t one now; we went into the bed-room
and found her in a fit on the floor; we put her
he was rough and I took care of
on the bed;
her; saw a pearl button in herchemese; is
shown one aud thinks it the same.
William Gerrv called—Am son-in-law of
Mrs. Blood; lived in Auburn in 1870; Mrs.Lowell came to take care of my wife; her husband
took her to ride several times—once she didn’t
want to go, but went out to" the team; I was
sitting at the window; heard a scream; saw
Lowell strike her with a whip; she ran into the
house aud he after her; I stopped him and
asked what the matter was; he said “nothing.”
Mr. Gerry’s wife testified—When I was sick
Lowell came >n and wanted me to get his wife
to live with him; I told him he ought not to
draw a pistol on her; he said he only did it to
scare her.
Sumner D. Wnght,Lewiston—Known Lowell
eighteen years; k iew his wife by sight; after
her disappearance I asked him where she was;
he said tne d—d fool has gone off with that circus fellow; also said he was glad he had got rid
of her; I am going to get one X can have marital
rights with without a quarrel every time.
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MASSACHUSETTS.
memorial to Agaiais.
Boston, Feb. 13.—A meeting of prominent
citizens was held to-day at Wesleyan Hall,
C. Winthrop, to take
presided over by Robert
in*o consideration a memorial to Agassiz. Addresses were made bv Robert C. Winthrop,
Theo. Lyman, Trot. W. B, Rogers, Ralph Waldo Emerson Geo. B. Loring, and Prof. O. W.
Holmes. It was proposed to make the museum
of zoology at Cambridge, to which lie devoted
the best years of his life, a memorial monument. In order to do this, it was resolved to
raise the snm of 8300,000 to complete its endowment. A committee of thirty, with exChief Justice Geo. T. Bigelow as chairman,
was appointed to receive subscriptions and before the close of the meeting announced that
$65,000 had been subscribed.
Suspected Firms.
The Traveller says that for some time past
there has been reasons for suspecting that tho
firm of Cutter, McLean & Co., have been implicated in irregularities concerning the U. S.
The firm do business as comrevenue service.
mission merchants and ship brokers at No. 17
State street, and have borne a good reputation.
Government officers, however, believed that
there had been some transactions of the firm
which, to say the least, were slightly irregular
in their character, and on representing the case
to Judge'Lowell were granted a warrant for
the nnrpose of seizing such books and papers
The firm
as might apply to those transactions.
received the officers courteously and interposed
books.
the
theirexamination
of
to
no objections
The work will occupy all day.

NEW YORK.
Tnim Matters.
T. B. Brockway, proprietor of the New York
Hotel, died to-day.
Two burglars were surprised while crackiag
the safe of E. R. Ware Sc Co., last night, and

captured.

Isaac H. Bailey, receiver of the Commonwealth National bank has paid the creditors
now
one dividend of thirty per cent, and has
received permission from Judge Shipman to sell
the building occupied by the bank.
The holders of the first mortgage bonis of
.the Atlantic and Richmond Air Line Railroad
resolved to foreclose them, the company having failed to pay the interest.
It was stated before the Legislative Committee yesterday that one-third of the receipts
from emigrant head money are expended by
the Emigration Commissioners for salaries,
while large amounts aie also sunk in illegal
expenditures, including forty thousand dollars
illegally speut for a Catholic Church on Ward’s
Island
The job of purchasing a portion of the Battery for a Custom House is again being advocated.
It is reported that a large portion of bonds
and certificates of the city of Brooklyn have
been privately sold on advantageous terms by
Controller Schroeder to the Germania Bank of
that city, of which the Controller iB President.
Four gentlemen yesterday weut to Park Hospital, paid all the expenses of the undertaker,
and had the body of John Thompson, the poor
who died of starvation in
one legged soldier,
our streets, respectably buried in Cypress Hill
to the funeral and per.
went
Cemetery. They

Eighty

Workmen Buried

repo ted that great destitution prevails
,ersey aJ°ng the route of the suspended New Jersey
Southern Railroad. This road
is still
inoperative, the strikers being determined that no trains shall be run till they are
guar
anteed the money due them.

1H

iu the

Ruins.

40 rescue

the

The President has*approved the joint resoluauthorizing a eourt of inquiry concerning
Gen. Howard.
Gov. Woodson of Missouri, offers a reward
°f 820C0 a piece, dead or
alive, for the men who

robbed the passenger
express and mail train at
Gads Hill, Jan. 31st.
In addition to this, it is
understood the Governor of Arkansas offers
and
the
Post
82500,
Office Department 83000,
making an aggregate of $17,500.
The lower mill at Rocky Brook, South Kingston, R. I., owned by the heirs of N. B. Durfew, was destroyed by an incendiary Are Thursday night. An attempt was made two nights
previous to burn one mill.
Total loss $50,000;

unfor-

insurance

supposed

tions.

How many millions?
Postmaster General Cresswell was before the
House Committee on Appropriation to-dav, advocated the establishment on all railroads of
the United States of a special mail train to l>e
run at a high rate of speed for the purpose
of
transmitting mail matter.

<.eso^°M°

Priso^for ?Ae

FINANCIAL AND

adjourn.

PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS

Mr. Connor moved that the Senate proceed
to the consideration of executive basiness.
Mr. Cameron accepted the amendment.
After executive session the Senate adjourned
to Monday.
HOUSE.
Mr. Foster of Ohio, from the Ways and
Means Committee, asked leave to offer a resolution in reference to the Sanborn Contracts,
directing the Secretary of the Treasury to furnish copies of all the contracts, schedules, correspondence and orders of the Department, also a statement of the amounts paid in under
each contract, by whom paid and under which
contract.
Mr. Butler of Massachusetts, said that he objected when that resolution was offered before.
The effect of it would be to bring before tne
country tbe names of a great many gentlemen
who had been accused on ex-parte testimony.
He now withdrew his objection, trusting to
have such discussion as would be necessary on
the bill to be introduced on tnat subject.
There being no objection the resolution was

agreed

Wab

on

The Electieas—Lw «f Life.
London, Feb 13.—Fifteen Conservatives and
eleven Liberals were elected to Parliament yes-

terday.

The bark Cardrose has been lost at sea. Many
persons were drowned.
Npaaiih News.
Madrid, Feb. 18.—The investment of Bilboa
the
Carlist
forces
continues.
Gen. Morian
by
is concentrating troops in Santander, and will
soon advance to the relief of the city.
m*h Dispersed.
Havana, F»b. 13.—A mob of several huns
dred marched toward the Captain General’place last evening with the intention of de
mending that the government send into the
field the entire battalions of volunteers with
their own officers, instead of one-tenth of a
battalion as ordered in Jovellar’s recent decrees.
The mounted police met and dispersed the riotNo casualties.
ers.
The police have arrested Saturnio Martinez,
editor of the Union, a workingman journal,
and a priest named Castro.
They are known
to be strong Republicans, and are reported conThe
nected with yesterday's demonstration.
city is now quiet but the people fear further
trouble.
Tarim .'flatters.
The Consular Agent of the United States at
Baracoa officially denies the truth of the report that the United States steamer Kausas
took soundings off the harbor while recently
lying at that port.
The Ironclad Arapiles is leaking badly and
will probably go to Martinique to be docked.
Ex President Santa Anna arrived in Havana
yesterday from Nassau en route to Mexico. He
says be returns to Mexico under President
Lerdo’s proclamation of amnesty but is firmly
resolved to take no part in Mexican politics.
Destructive Eire.
Halifax, Feb. 13.—A fire broke out to-night
in Ward & Brown’s
store, Water street, and
rapidly communicated with the building adjoining, occupied by Precourt’s saloon and
Egan’s gun store. The buildings were of wood
and situated in a crowded part of the city. At
11 o'clock the fire continued to spread. During
its progress an explosion occurred in Precourt’s
saloon, by which a numberof firemen were severely injuied, one probably fatally,their bands
and faces being badly burned.
Four buildings
were completely gutted.
Loss about $25,000.
VsrisnH matters.
The steamer Alhambra arrived from Portland this morning.
Uneasiness is felt here at the ron-arrival of
the brigantine Thalia, which left Boston twelve
days ago for Halifax.
MINOR TELE«RAin.
The National Grange has declared that the
Boston Grange shall not be recognized and Us
charter will be demanded.
William S. Hillyer has been appointed apof merchandise at New York.

Ipd iua—M ■ rder.

Omaha, Feb 13.—Tbe reported attack on
tbe wood party at Fort Fetterman Wednesday,
proves false.
Preparations already made for a quick movement of the trooks into the Sioux couutry, and
forts are to be established at Whetstone aud
Red Cloud Agencies. Tbe force will be large
enough to hold their ground and protect the
agencies. The weather fot military movements
is good.
Wm. MeWalter. who murdered a man at
Nebraska City about a year ago, shot and killed Rudolph Worth and wounded two others in
a fight here to
day. MeWalter, with his partThirty
ner, John Crank, has fled southward.
armed men are in pursuit.
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SATURDAY EVENING. Feb. 14.
|y Tickets 95 cts.,to be obtained at SUtckbrldge'st
Lowell’s, Fessenden Bros., and the members of the
M. W. Society, and at the Door.
Doors open at 6}. Conceat to commence at 7$,
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DAILY DOBEATIC RECEIPT*.

Receipts of

NIGHTS

THREE

FI ear.

EASTERN RAILROAD.

AND

—

—

Consiane.es.

Bbls. Consignees.
Bbls.
Norton,Chapman &Co.. 100 Church, P & Co.100
DW Coolidge.100 WHMUliken...
99

Saturday Matinee

at

half-past 2.

Total.399
Receipts

drain,

el

Ac.

Thursday,Friday,Saturday

EASTERN R. R.

Consignees.

No. cars.

Consignees.

No.

car

Waldron & True, corn.. .i
John Dennis & Co, 70 bbls beef.
L Redlon & Co, 45 bales broom corn.

Feb. 19th, 90th and 91st.

By

water conveyance 1,000 bush cornmeal to Geo
True & Co.

Howard, Langrishe & Carle

Beaten Sleek Elat.

[Sales at the Broker's Board. Feb. 13.1

WITH

Boston & Maine Railroad. 1064
Eastern Railroad.— @ 7#
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R R.122
Boston

2

per cent,

and flat for

borrowing.

redemption of 5-20

The

day’s

business

bonds.
at tae Gold

COMPANY.
—

IN THEIR

—

Exchange

New great Spectacular Play

Bank

as followsGold balances, $1,120,737; currenbalances. $1,251,881: gold cleared, $28,968,000.
Imports of foreign dry goods for the week $3,959,113; amount marketed $4,032,137; imports for corresponding period last year $5,093,845, and for 1872,
was

CROOK

BLACK

The customs

receipts to-day were $523,U00. The Assistant Treasuter paid out to-day $61,000 for interest and $61,000
in

OUOIKiL

YORK

NEW

Second Call.
and Maine Railroad 7s.103

New Yark *teck and Raaey Racket.
New York. Feb. 13— Moming.—Money at 4| per
cent. G~>ld at LI24* Sterling Exchange, long, 4 8M:
do short. 4 89.
New York. Feb. 13—Evtnina.— Money easy at 3
@ 6 per cent., closing dull at 4 @ 5 per cent.
Foreign Exchange quiet and hrm at 4 85 for prime
bankers 60 days sterling and4 88 @ 4 884 for demand.
Gold firm and advanced from 1124 to 1124, closing at
1121 @ H24. The rates paid for carrying were from 4

THBIK

THE

—

—

cy

$4,454,783.

Government bonds strong this afternoon with an
improvement in the inyestment demand. State bonds
quiet and steady. The Railroad and miscellaneous

speculation was
prices advanced.

tame to-day, but in many cases
Indiana Central rose from 834 to
and
Delaware
& Lackawana from 1104 to 112A.
85*,
In the remainder of the list the changes were only
4 @ t P«* cent. North Western was the feature but
force the price below 884. The
I evaded all efforts to
general market closed firm.

[

The balances in the Treasury were, currrency, $4,042,310; special deposit legal tenders for the redemption of certificates of drposi $48,895,000; coin, $78,-

589,801; including coin certificates of* $44,275,300;
standing legal tenders, $381,539,147.

out-

The following were tue quotations ot Government
securities:
United States coupon 6’s,1881,. 1204
United States 5-20’s 1862.117*
United States 5-20’s 1864.119*

United States 5-20’s 1865, old.119*
United States 5-20’s I865,newex-int
.119
United States 5-20’s 1867. 119
United States 5-20’s 1868,. .119
United States .Vs, new.
113
United States 10-40’s.,ex-coupons.■
....115
Currency 6*s.
116
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 761
Pacific Mail. 434
N. Y. Centra1 and Hudson River consolidated.... 104*
Erie. 48*
Erie preferred.76
Oaioa O—■took...
SO*
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

TALISMAN,

MAGIC

Far surpassing in Beauty, Grandeur and Talent
their famous production of the BLACK CROOK
last winter; more Gorgeous, Costly and Elegant
Scenery, Ward Robes and Mechanical Effects than
ever before produeed in New England.
Admission, Reserved seats $1.00; Parauette 79
Gallery 50 cents; tor sale at Box Office, commencing Tuesday morning.
C. W. MITCHELL. General Agent.
fe!38t

sent*:

GRAND VOCAL

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds. 9$
Union Pacific do.
gg
Union Pacific land grants..
Union Pacific income
bonds......834

|

PrevMence Friat iletk Rarket.
Providence. Feb. 13 —The printing cloths market
is quiet; sales at 5. @ 5|c tor 56 and, 60s and
5* @ 9c
for 64 squares.

—

Instrumental Concert.
Misses

Alice

A.

Annie

and

Leavitt

....

—

AND

—

take pleasure In announcing a Concert to be (Iren by
them at

CITY

HALL,

—

ON

—

Thm** Etc., Feb. 19th. 1874,
on

which occasion they will be assisted by

mum. -If, A. GOODWIN, of Montreal,

as

Pianist,
and mu. 3. HPNT, of England? as
iels Csrsetisl,
their first appearance before a Portland audience;
also by the following Vocalists:
MR. C. H. McLELLAN, Baritone,
MR. S. THUItSTON, Tenor.
MR. J. L. SHAW, BaM.
9#ls

■ismsuc flarkein.
York. Feb. 13—Evening.—Cotton is doll and
nominal; sales 528 bales; Middling uplands at 164c.
Flour 10 @ 15c lower: sales 16,000 bhis: State 5 80 3
7 00; Round Hoop Ohio at 6 60 3 8 00; Western 5 80
37 80; Southern at 6 75 3 11 00. Wheat dull and 1
3 2c lower; sales 148,OOu bush; No 1 Spring at 156
3 1 60; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 54 3 1 56; No 2 Chicago
1 52 3 153; White Michigan 1 90. Corn is heavy and
13 2c lower; sales 53,000 bnsh; new Mixed vVestern
at17 3 80c afloat, the latter for choice; old 85c afloat.
Oats dull and lower closing heavy; sales 34,000 bush;
Western Mixed 61 3 62c; State do 61 3 61)c; White
at 61 3 63c. Beer firm; new pain mess at 10 50 3
13 00. Pork heavy; new mess 15 75 3 16 124.
Lard
Is firmer; steam rendered at 94 3 94c. Butter firm;
Ohio at 25 3 35; State 32 3 48c. Whiskey is steady;
Western 1 ol. Rice 1b dull. Sugar very qnist; fair to
good refining 713 8)c; prime 81c. Coftee nominal.
Molasses is in limited request; New Orleans at 68 3
72c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine heavy at 49c;
Rosin heavy at 2 55 for strained.
Petroleum—crude
easier at 7) 3 7)c; refined at 14)c. Tallow quiet at 74
3 7 13-16c.
Freights to Liverpool are doll: Cotton per steam

Tickets 50 cents each, to be obtained at the usual
places. Concert to commence at 8 o'clock.
felddtd

Chicago, Feb. 13.—Flour is dull and nominal and
lower to sell: shippers not buying.
Wheat is doll,
unsettled and lower; No 1 Spring 119) 3 1 20; No 2
Spring at 117) caah; seller for March 1186; do April
121); No3 Spring at 113)3114; rejected at 107)
bid. Com in talr demand and lower closing quiet;
No 2 Mixed at 56) 3 68c caah: 56) 3 57c seller Mar;
56)c do May; rejected 52) 53c; old 52 3 52)c; new
413 48)e. Oats lower anil in fair demand; No 2 rejected 32{c. Rye Is steady; No 2 fresh at 82) 3 83c.
Barley is higher with a fair demand; No 2 Spring at
1 75 3 1 78; No 3 Spring 1 58 3 1 60. Pork in fidr
demand and firm at 14 00 cash; 1410 seller Mar; do
April 14 35. Lard Is in talr demand aud firm at 8 874
cash; 8 95seller Mar; 912) for seller April. Bulk
Meats are steady; shoulders at 5)c; snort rib middles
at 7 45; 7 52) for short clear loose on spot.
Bacon
steady; shoulders 64c; clear rib 8)c; clear shies 84c
packed. Whiskey firm at 96c. Dressed Hogs firm
at 6 25 3 6 30.
Receipts—10,000 bbls floor, 129,000 bnsh wheat, 86,000 bush corn, 26,000 bash oats, 6000 bush rye, 19,000

Rev. W. H. H. Murray,

New

Y. M. C. A. COURSE.
The Last Entertainment
of th<9 Course will be given at

CITY

Thursday

HALL.

Evening,

Feb.

LECTURE

BY

19th,

at 5-16d.

clouds and vain.

Mr. Kasson of Indiana, gave notice that he
would on Monday next, report and ask action
on the bi’l restricting the refunding of custom
duties and prescribing certain regulations for
the Treasury Department
The House proceeded to the consideration of
private bills.
The bill for ascertaining the losses sustained
by the citizens of Southern Oregon and Northreason of Indian depredaern California, by
tions in 1872 and 1873, provoked quite an exin
which
Mr. Shanks of Indicited discussion,
ana, defended the memory of Capt. Jack and
his Modocs, and stated it was a fact that when
Gen. Cauby was bolding his conference with
Capt Jack, the military lines were being closed
around the Modocs.
On tbe other side of the question, Mr.
Nesmith of Oregon, and Mr. Luthrell of California, stood forward as defenders of tbe frontiersmen and denunciators of the Indians.
The bill itself was opposed by Mr. G. F.
Hoar as establishing a dangerous precedent
that the government is responsible for the reimbursement of citizens damaged by war.
The same ground was taken by Mr. Garfield
who argued that the losses resulted either from
private marauders or from public enemies, and
that in neither event could citizens look to the
government for restitution. If this bill were
passed it would open tbe siuces of the treasury
to claims from Ohio and Indiana arising out
of the Morgan raids, and from Pennsylvania
arising out of Lee’s invasion and there would
not be a cent left in the treasury.
The principle of this bill was defended by
Mr. Avetill wno had reported it from the Committee on Claims.
Finally on motion of Mr, Garfield the enact
ing clause was stricken out in Committee of tbe
Whole 79 to 68. The Committee thereupon
rose and reported its action to the House and it
was concurred in.
Yeas 105, Nays 85. So the
bill was defeated.
The following bills were passed:—For the relief of the heirs of Aubury Dickens, George
S. Wright, C. C. Spaids, C. J, MoKenney and
also for the relief of the heirs of Seth Lamb.
The House at 5 o’clock adjourned. To-morrow’s session for debate only.

Crap Bcports.
Jacksonville, 111. Feb. 13.—The National
Crop Begister says 57,000,000 bushels of wheat
and 61,000,000 bushels of oats, of the crop of
1873, remained in the hands of producers in
Illinois, Fowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Ohio aud
Wisconsin on Feb. 1st. The estimates of the
damage to growing crops are increasing somewhat, although the prospect still favors a much

Dbp’t,
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Foreign Experts.
ST. JOHN. NB. Schr J W Scott—cargo machin-

an

_
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Portland Wholr.ulc Market.

W

ed. The last liquor-seller tried to obtain terms
but the ladies were immovable and demanded
unconditional surrender. He finally acceeded, and a meeting of thanksgiving was held.
At Athens, the iiquor-sel !ers tried to hold a
meeting in a church, but could not get a quomarks relative to the habits and customs of the | mm. One
druggist sent in a pledge, which
Chinee in California, he said that out of one
was not aecepten,
One saloon keeper agreed to
hundred thousand, not one has yet applied for I
stop. The ladies spent the day in the suburbs.
naturalization.
The most interrsting case is that of Xenia,
Mr. Hamlin reported adversely on the amendwhich is the largest town in which the move-'
ment to the rules, saying that no Senator could
meat has been attempted.
It is claimed if it
now be interrupted unless by his own consent.
succeeds there it may succeed in other large
The Committee were discharged.
towns.
a
Yesterday
message was received
A resolution was offered a few days ago by
from
signed the
druggists, stating that they
Mr. Bayard calling on the President to inform
pledge. Encouraged by-this, the ladies went
the Senate as to the conditions of Major Lewis
to the saloons and found most of them closed.
Merrill, an officer of the army on duty in South
At last they surrounded one and made a proCarolina, was discussed by Messrs. Bayard and
tracted effort, but no capitulation was effected.
Scott till the morning hour expired, and Mr.
At Dayton, the ladies are quietly watching
Sherman insisted on the regular order in the
for a favorable time to commence operations
bill to equalize the distribution of currency.
against
liquor dealers.
Mr. Merriman of North Carolina said his
At McArtbnr, Vinton County, one saloonsubstitute of yesterday, having, been prepared
keeper engaged music to be played while the
hastily he deemed it expedient'to make some
ladies are abont his place.
changes in the phraseology and with the perWork has begun in Canton, South Charlesmission of the Senate be withdrew that and
ton and Greenville.
offered a new substitute which provides for the
At West Jefferson, in five days two saloons
issue of $45,000,000, National Bauk Currency,
out of six closed.
in addition to that now in circulation to be isAt Shelby a hundred ladies were grossly insued to the banks now organized or hereafter to
sulted on the street by a saloon keeper.
be organized and distributed to the several
At New Holland they were assaulted by a
states in accordance with section 1, of act July
saloon keeper with a poker. He was arrested.
12, 1870.
The temperance uiovemeut presents no new
Mr. Saulsbury reviewed the general financial
features to-day except the women kept at
consideration of the country and said the exwork in the rain. In Xenia they visited a
penses of the government must be curtailed.
house of prostitution where liquors were sold.
The people were already taxed too heavily and
The proprietress knelt in prayer With her visithave bent their necks to the yoke long enough.
ors, signed the pledge and promised to induce
He deprecated any increase in volume of the
the girls to attend prayer meeting to-morrow.
currency and agreed that such increase would
The work is still extending and the zeal of the
not relieve the west and south but would seek
workers and abettors is increasing.
the money ceutres of the country.
The question being on Mr. Wright’s amendRaak Rabbed of 9100,000.
ment or yesterday to strike out “twenty-five
millions” as the amount of currency to be
Chicago, Feb. 13.—Great excitement was
withdrawn from those States having an excess
created at Quincy, 111., this morning by the disand insert “fifty miliions.”
covery that the First National Bank had been
Mr. Sherman appealed to the Senators to
entered and the vault robbed of about 8100,support the bill as it came from the Committee. 000 in currency, belonging to the bank, besides
Mr. Gordon said he with others from the a
quantity of bonds and valuable papers, and
south and west believed that New England had
it is said quite an amount of special deposits.
no more currency than she wanted and they
The bank was entered by catting through the
did not want to take away from their New
hall floor of the second story immediately over
England ftiends, but the South and West
the vault. The burglars than uiada a bcaaah
should have more. The amendment (Wright’s)
through three feet of masooary. They then
placed Senators from these sections in a posicuttherivits of a sheet of boiler iron with
tion they did not want to be (that of
which
the vault is lined, and descended
taking
into
money away from New England).
the vault.
The safes Inside containing money,
Mr. Sherman said there seemed to be an imbonds and valuable papers were charged with
pression that this bill would be the last and powder and by means of small rubber hose a
would end the financial question as to whether
train was carried to the top of the safe where a
or not there would be an increase.
He assured
small pistol was screwed to an old ledger and
the gentlemen that so soon as the Naval
so
arranged so as to set it off. A string attachappropriation bill (which comes up next) should ed to the pistol was let out of the window to
be disposed of, he would call up the resolution
the street below from the second story.
from the Finance Committee declaring it to be
The clock in the bank stopped at 2.17 a. m..
the duty of Congress at the present session to
at which time it is supposed the burglars fired
adopt definite measures to redeem the pledge th'irtrain. The door of the safe was wrenched
made in act of March 16th, 1869, for the earli- fron- its hinges. There is no cine whatever to
est practicable redemption of United States
perpetrators, bat one McCoy, recently connectnotes in coin and would press a vote on it.
ed with a variety store, has been arrested on
Mr. Cameron said he desired to offer an
suspicion.
amendment but was not prepared to do so now,
and therefore he w ished the Senate would adThe Indian Troubles.
journ. He could not vote for the bill of the
Feb 13.—No reliable informaCheyenne,
Committee, as it would give no relief, or such tion is received to-day in regard to the Indian
as it would give would be of a very temporary
troubles.
Gov. Campbell has made a requisicharacter. It was inten led to relieve the pain
tion on the War Department for a quota of
of the patient but would result in deatb. He
arms due this territory, aod
to-day received a
thought the Natiouat Banking system would
telegram that arms and ammunition will be
correct all the evils of the gold banking sysforwarded immediately from Leavenworth arHis proposition was to extend the Natem.
senal for the use of oitizens, should it become
tional Banking system and take away the
necessary to proteot themselves against the Innow
it
which comexisting against
prejudice
dians.
pelled it tc be called a monopoly. Not having
bis amendment ready now he moved theSenate
fflETBOROLOfilCAL.
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FRiDiY, Feb. 13.—Flour la dull and price, are un- I
changed, but sales are confined to small lota for lm- Irish American Relief Association
mediate use. Grain is steady at previous rates. Pro,.TWet* admitting Gent anti Ladies, 91; Genta
visions are firm. Sugars are steady at 10*c for granGall-nr tickets, so cents; Ladies admitted to Gallery
Member, tickets at Miiehell Bros., 115 Federulated. Produce is quiet with great firmness for poal,e2:
Street.
tatoes, the receipts recently haviug been light. Rais“Haste
by Ckaadter’a Crack BU.”
ins are firm at the advanced rates quoted yesterday.
SyClothmg Checked Free.
Beans are dull fbr pea and medium, while yellow
Grand March at 8 prompt.
eyes are very firm.

Pregrew of the Reform io the West.
Cincinnati, Feb. 13.—At Washington Court
House, the second place where the temperance
movement began, a complete victory is record-

SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 13.
The bill restoring Ensign William Kilburn
to the Navy was passed.
Mr, Sargent presented a petition of 16,638
citizens of California, asking the Senate to have
the treaty with China modified so as to prevent
an influx of Chinamen to this country.
Mr.
Sargent favored tne petition and in the re-

building $10,000.

on

The brigauliue Florence made the passage
trom Halifax to
Kingston, Jamaica, in twelve
ua>'s, the quickest time on record.
,Iuan wa3 Friday convicted at Worarso" °f the Eagle block at
WMhnm wi".
Ue’anJ wa8 8H“U‘uc«i “> S‘are

THE TEMPERANCE CRUSADE.

Session

GRAND

8281,133.

After working severs1 hours in
the ruins the
men exp<»e the head and part of an
arm of one
of the unfortunate men
undoubtedly dead but
from the mass of bricks, ice and wood-work
about him, it was evident that it would be seme
hours before the body could be exhumed. In
to be the bodies
close proximity are
of two other men who, when the building
side
side
with the mau
by
fell, weie working
whose hand was exhumed by the rescuers.
These three men are unknown and belonged to
It was
a body of new workmen just employed
discovered that of six men sti.l mibeded in the
is a
The
not
one
was
living.
following
ruins,
list of the wounded as is possible to
complete
obtain:—Win. Sturgis, married; Gottleb Lieb,
leg broken in two places; HeuryStar, marrried,
(this unfortunate man bad been lying on the
He was
ice over three hours when rescuee.
badly frozen); Patrick Morley, Jas. Deacon,
Wm.
Allen, Henry Newman,
slightly injured;
Patrick Lee, and John Reynolds were in the
building when it fell but managed to safely
crawl out of the ruins. The following are toe
runames of the men known to be still iu the
ins:—Otto Shubert, Wm. Hopiug, Jacob Lirnback. Charles Burke and three others unknown.
The building bad been
recently
erected and the pressure of ioe is supposed to
have caused its destruction.
At seven o’clock to-night, Jonathan Murpby
was taken out of the ruins alive, only
slightly
injured. Jno. Shane was taken out this afternoon with both legs masbed.
Tbe body of Jacob Bearke was recovered, masbed almost flat
The body of Kelly, a laborer, was also recovered in tbe aftennoon.
Tbe hunting for bodies
was suspended about nine o’clock this evening.
Half an hour before that time another accident
occurred. A citizen, name unknown, who was
aiding in rescuing bodies, fell into an excavation and bis head striking a piece of tim ber in
the fall, be was instantly killed. Policeman
Stinson and Carby were also seriously injured
by falling into the same excavation.

Tbe Indian Troubles.
The officers of tbe Indian Bureau state that
the cause of the present Indian outbreak is the
fact that the Interior Department has been unable to provide the Indians with their annual
supplies, owing to the inadequacy of the appropriation. The fund for the curreui fiscal
year is entirely exhausted, and thare is a deficiency of one million dollars. The Interior
Department has no means of relief until Congress shall have made additional appropria-
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incitement prevails in the neighbor
—of Po|ice are at the scene,

ttmate*workmen? Clt,zeus

vr

The Great Western Railway freight sheds
and contents at St. Catherines, Canada, were
burned Thursday night.
The internal revenue receipts Friday were

Philadelphia, Feb. 13.—This morning the
walls of a new building on Thompson street,
fell in, burying, it is reported, twenty workmen under the ruins.
Second Despatch.
Between nine and ten o’clock this morning a
terrible accident occurred at Mitter’s Brewery,
corner of 31st and Thompson streets.
The icehouse attached to the brewery fell, burying in
the ruins some
was taken
One
eighty employes.
out dead.
Two are in sight, one alive, but fast
in the ruins.

Violation ot Revenue I.swi,
Washington. Feb. 13.—In the statement
furnished by the Secretary of the Treasury of
the amounts paid in settlement of suit and
judgments for claims in violation of the revenue
laws at New York and Boston, from March,
1860 io November. 1873, it appears that there
were 3500 cases in New York.
In several of the larger cases B. S. Jayne, a
custou house detective, was the informer, and
with the sum of $65,718 received as an informer in the Phelps-Dodge case, this one
man received nearly $200,000. The Collector of New
York received during the time stated a total of
$407,245, tbe naval officer, $324,058; the surveyor, $391,213; and informers, $1,838,766. The
share left to the United States was $1,914,746.
The Secretary of the Treasury also transmits
a statement of the fines, penalties and
forfeitures in the District of Boston and Charlestown
from March 1st, 1869, to Nov. 3d, 1873. Among
the larger cases are the following:—S. A. Way,
$100,000, of which B. S. Jayne as informer, received $23,925: Richard Baker and others,
$100,000, and Richard Baker, Jr., and others,
$200,000; N. W. Bingham, B. S. Jayne and K.
M. Kimball as informers, receiued $72,848.
The gross proceeds were $652,692; duties,
$21,831; costs and expenses, $21,660. Tbe net
amount covered into the Treasury, $609,401.
The oollector received $50,816; naval officer,
$50,817; surveyor, $50,817; informers, $152,789.
Total amount distributed, $303,249. United
States share remaining in the Treasury, $304,-
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are selling best Black
Cashmeres and Alpacas at splen165 Middle street, opposite H. H.

Brilliantines,

did bargains.
Hay & Co.

woman

story of
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Just Received—one case of our Regalia
Britanica Cigars. Surpass all previous lots.
febl3-2t
A. G. Schlotterbeck.
Rines & Robertson

soon.

Smith of the 7th Maiue R»giment.
cers do not credit her story.

AUCTION COLUMN.
Adjourned Sheri# Sale—Matt. Adams.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Don't go with cold, wet feet_Hall
Loring, Short & Harmon- Recent

Sleighing is beginning to look down.

It is reported that Mr. Walcott of North
Conway, will take charge of a hotel in this city

A census just completed makes the population of Japan 33,000,000.
Gen. It. H. Melroy, Indian Superintendent in
Washington Territory, has been returned to
his positiou, from which he was suspended,
having been exonerated of the charges preferred.
The Emperor of Austria is visiting the Czar
of Russia.
A Dublin despatch
says that the Irish Rifle
Association of that city have accepted the conditions on which the American riflemen are
willing to compete.
A boiler exploded in a saw mill at Mutual.
Ohio, Friday, killing two persons and injuring
two others.
The National Grange has adjounied to meet
in Charleston the iirst Wednesday in February,
1875.
The dissection of the bodies of the Siamese
twins began at Philadelphia Friday.

OF BOSTON,
Sskj«i-Mj Creed.

3

Evening Tickets 90 cents; tor sale
places, and at the door.
Doors open at 61 o’clock.
Lecture to commence at 7J o’clock.

THIRD

5,000 bush rye, 7,000

Cincinnati, Feb. 13.—Provisions—Fork Is nominal
at 15 00 3 15 25.
Lard dull; steam at 8)c; kettle 9c.
Bulk Meats quiet and steady; shoulders at 5);; clear
rib sides at 7)c loose and 7Jc packed; clear sides at
7) loose aud 8)c packed. Bacon easier; shoulders at
7c; clear rib .-ides offered at 8)c packed; clear sides
sold at 8)0 loose.
Live Hogs dull and unchanged;
light at 5003560; heavy at 5 85 3 5 90; receipts,
2600 head; shipments 1500 head. Whiskey steady at

Milwaukee, Feb. 13.—Flour quiet and unchanged; extra Spring at 6 00 3 6 50. Wheat steady; Not
Spring 1 32; No2 Spring at 1 19)cash; 1 20) seller

March; 1 22) do April. Corn is dull and lower; No 2
Mixed 56)c. Oats steady at 40)c for Mixed. Rye firm
and In fair demand; No 1 at 78c. Barley—No 2 Spring
at 1 75. Pork at 14 50. Hams In pickle firm at 9) 3
10)c. Dry salted meats at 5)c for loosec shoulders;
boxed middles nominally at 7) 3 8c.
Lard nominal
at 9c for steam; kettle at 9)c. Dressed Hogs dull at
6 25.

Keceipts—7,000 bbls flour, 76,000 bush wheat. 0,000

IklldM

Ball !

AT

Shipments -12,000 bbls floor, 86,900 bush wheat, 11,8,000 bnsh oats,

the usual

GRAND

Masquerade

hash barley.

000 ousb com,
bush barley.

nt

CITY

HALL,

Friday Evening, Feb. 30th, 1874,
—

BT

—

Portland Mechanic Bines.
Chaadler’a

hr

fls.ic

light.

IJaappraaehakle

Costumes can be obtained at Wheelock A Sargent’s
Sewing Machine Rooms, 331 Congress street. These
costumes hare been obtained from a first-class costumer in Boston, and are new and of various
designs.
They can be procured at a reasonable pries. They
will be ready for delivery on and after the 17th last.
Floor tickets hi 39; Gallery tickets 80 cents each;
to be obtained at Wheelock A Sargent's and of tbs

Committee.

fefidtd

hogs.

Shipments 7,000 bbls flour, 58,000 bush wheat.
xoLEDO. Feb. 13.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat dull and lower for Amber Michigan cash; do
seller Febl47; do March 1 48; do Aprill53; No3
Red 145. Corn Is dull and lower; high Mixed 64 3
64)c seller March; do May 07 368c: do June 68c;
low Mixed 62)c; new 57)c; no erode 56c. Oats doll
and upward. Clover seeds at 5 12); Mammoth 5 40.
Dressed Hogs dull at 6 05.
Receipts—0,000 bbls flour, 12,000 bush wheat. 47,000
bush corn, 0,000 bush oats.
Sblpments-OdlOO bbis floor, 3,000 bush wheat, 3,000 bush com. 0,000 hash oats.
Detroit. Feb. 13.—Flour dull and unchanged at
7 50 3 7 55. Wheat steady at 1 62) 3 1 53 for extra;
155) 3 156 for Not White; Amber Michigan 147.
Corn is dull and lower at 61c for No 1 old. Oats are In
good demand at 40) 3 47c.
Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bash wheat, 4.000
hash com, 3,000 bash oats.
Shipments—1,000 bbls tiour, 5,000 bash wheat, 1,000 bush com, 0000 bush oats.
Charleston,Feb. 13.—Cotton Is steady; Mldling
uplands 15) 3 15ic.
Savannah,Feb. 13.-Cotton firm; Middling unlands at 15jc.
MOBILE, Feb. 13.—Cotton quiet and firm; Mid Ring
•
uplands 15)c.
Middling uplands

at

OFFICE OF THE

Coal Company.
NO. 18 KILBY STREET.
BOSTON, February IO, 1ST4
This Company controls, by purchase or lease the
operated by

mines heretofore

THE

LEHIGH COAL &
NAVIGATION CO.,

THE

WILKES-BARRE

COAL AND IRON
—

16c.

Markcb.

London, Feb. 13-12.30 P. M.—Console at 91 i @
92 for money and account.
American securities—United States new 5s, 103J.
Erie preferred €9|.
Liverpool, February 13—1.00 P. M-— Col*0® *•
do Orquiet and steady; aiirblling uplands at 8d; 2000
lor
leans 8|@6Hd; sales 12,000 bales, including
and
speculation.
export

spring
School will

MONDAY,

And, is now prepared to receive orders and make
contracts for C*'al to be shipped in about equal
monthly proportions during the season of 1874.
sheet will close March 10th.
Prices can be obtained and orders received at thi

g^Contract

office.

Bangs
P.

O. BOX 678.fc!3d2w

Jan.

Circular to

g-

fel3dtf

of

Parties intending to purchase Sales ot any
or style of finish, will find it tor thetr In->o. 421
Exchange Street, bMbre
and examine a sample ana price
puichasiug,
list, of the celebrated “Briggs Safe." the meet
highly approved of any Sale now in the mar
6

Ja2Teod3wiJ, II. HEATH.

the line of the

a

or

at Stable

8TROUT,

the
address
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO..
Wholesale Druggists, Portland, Me,

business,
proprietor. Enquire ot

harness.

seen

size

Grand
flourishing Village
INTrunk
E. R. Established five years and doing
Reasons for selling ill-health of
on

Sound and kind.
open buggy and
leave town. Can be
CLARK A 80N,
13 Tyng St„
Portland. Me.

OS tercet to call at

3L 1874.Ie9dlt&w2t

a

new

febli -lw»

Drag Sloi e for Sale
tine

SALE.
anew

Secretary sf Tiaatees.

Limington,

Horton,

Mare weighing
BLACK
A good reader. Also
Owner about to

FEB. 23, 1874,
L. J.

&

SALES AGENT FOR THE EAST.

800 lbs.

tf.ru

or

BROOK

COAL CO.,

FOR

commence on

Apply for further information

COC,

—

HONEY

THE

LIMINGTON ACADEMY,
of this

AND

13.—Cotton steady and Ann;

Birspeu

the

Wilkes-Barre

and

Lehigh

KENDALL * WHITNEY'S

Illustrated SeedCatalogue for 1874
New Ready far Frca Oi.trihw.f—

Portland, Pah. 11,1*14.
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mate was standin’, in a way
to where the
that meant mischief. As for me, I’d made
that if he did go for to
hang the
up my mind
poor litt e chap, I’d kill him on the spot, and
take my chance.
‘Eight minutes!’ says the mate, his great
deep voice breakin’ in upon the silence like
the toll o’ a funeral bell. ‘If you’ve
got anything to conless, my lad, you’d best out with

POETRY.
Sweetheart’s Valentine.
BY M4RY

E.

C. WYETH.

‘I’ve told you the truth,’ answers the
boy very pale, but as firm as ever. ‘May I
say‘‘ my prayers, please?’
‘The man nodded, and down goes the
poor little chap on his knees (with that infernal rope about his neck all the time,) and

aoddewy-"^

<

ones say,
A» the wise

Sweetheart called out gaily,
“Keep ill, Bess and Nell;

puts up his poor little hands to pray.

“To Hose,—» y Sweetheart.
“:there’ll be strife amony the beaux,
When you are blown, my pretty
soul!” and Sweetheart
Heaved a little sigh.
is
veil*/ splen’id—
“Yut
Most it makes me twy.
*
little K*«y»
you
Why,
Ten* ier Bess replies.
“Valentines should make you laugh;
No one ever cries.”
“O my

youngster every voyage as reg’lar as can be;
and to see the pair on ’em together—the lit
tie chap so tond o’ him, and not bearin’ him
a bit o’ grudge—it’s ’bout as pretty a sight as
ever I seed.
And now, sir, axin’ yer parding, it’s time for me to be goin’ below; so
I’ll just wish yer good night.—Wood’s House-

“Ah!” quoth Sweetheart, gravely,
“S’ou’d n’t laugh ’bout mnie:
lause, you know, me never ’fore
Dot a wallintine.”
—St. Nicholas for February.

hold

Magazine.

Young Hero.

330,000 COPIES SUED !
—

“Ay, ay, sir, they’re smart seamen enough
no doubt, them Dalmatians, but they hain’t
it as
got the seasoning of au Englishman, put

follows:
“
’Bout three years ago, afore I got this
berth as I’m in now, I was second-engineer
aboard a Liverpool steamer bound for New
York. There’d been a lot of extra cargo sent
down just at the last minute, and we’d had
no end of a job stowin’ it away, and that ran
us late o’ startin’; so that, altogether as you
may think, the cap’n wam’t altogether in the
sweetest temper iu the world, nor the mate

the chief-engineer, he was an
o’ chap as uothin’ on earth
coula put out. But on the moraiu’ of the
third day out from Liverpool, he cum down
to me in a precious hurry lookin’ as if somethin’ had put him out pretty considerably.
“
’Tom,’ says he, ‘what d’ye think ? Blest
if we ain’t found a stowaway.’ (That’s the
name, you know, sir as we gives to chaps as
hides theirselves aboard outward bound vessels, and gels carried out unbeknown to

neither; as for
easy-goin’ sort

everybody.)

‘The dickens you have !’ says I.
is he. and where did yer find him?’

‘Who

‘Well, we found him stowed away among
the casks for’ard; and leu to one we’d never
ha’ twigged him at all,if the skipper s dog had-

n’t sniffed him out and-began barfclug’.-Bitch
little mite as he is t -o! I could a’most put
him in my baccy-pouch, poor little beggar!
but he looks to be a good plucked for all
a

that.’

pin drop,

is hereby given that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executor of the will of

IRA HILBORN late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and has taken upon himself that trust
by giving bonds as the law
directs. All persons having demands
upon the estate
of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
same;
and all persons indebted to said estate are called
upon to make payment to
BYRON D. VERBILL, Executor.
Portland, Feb. 3,1874.
fe7dlaw3wS*

Star Lamina Ware.

Table Shields, Pl\te,

Water Pitcheb, Tea

Coffee Pot Stands, Ac. Send one dollar
and receive prepaid a sample of this
elegant and useful Plated Table Furniture, • und or oval.
Every
family needs and will buy these goods. Agents are
Mote wontrd—tmlien and gentlemen.
SI AR LAMJN A WARE, 80 Beekman
SL, N. Y.
Ja22
t4w

Dr.
I guarantee

ingus.Rcv.Tho9.Mu^)hy.p.D.,:FTn^kfnr<^,Phila.ReT.C.H.

Ewing,Mftdin_Pii.Re..,T.S.Bachanan.ClareneeJowa.ReT.
O
G.Smlth Pittaford, N.Y. Rev.Joa.Raggn, FahaChnrch,
Phils., Ac. Afflicted ahonld write

But Few

aco

Physicians

Professor Reeder,

a

Dimple.

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF,
A Vegetable Compound, which alway has cured,
and ne>er in a single instance has failed to fully satisfy those who have used it. Please bear in mind it
is not a coir nound that will Snefee youb Head off
bnt in a roila and gentle wav penetrates the secretions ot the Head, and removes the disgusting mucous which have clogged jour nose, throat and even
your lungs. Try one little box, costing but 35 cents,
nd you will bless the day you used it.
Remember
that as a Preuentative you must always have a Box of
«

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF,

GERMAN

save

SNUFF;

A. BAD GO.L3D.
Who is free from them in this, our changing climate.
A few applications and you are freed from this common bat severe complaint.

SNUFF

sauSeWki'nd <!’a'vk!

giveZo!,’ tl

hfs watS,

all stared at one another as
if
they couldn’t believe their ears (I didn’t believe mine, I can tell
ye,) and then a low
growl went among ’em, like a wild beast
awakm out of a nap.
crew

?h°uts the mate,
rS1!n?°e,i.tbere!”
voice
like the roar of nor’-easter

in a
a
“Stand
by the run for’ard 1” and with bis own bands
he put the noose around the
boy’s The lit’
tie feller never flinched a bit; but ihere
were
some among the sailors
(big strong chaps as
could ha felled a ox) as shook like leaves in
the wind. As for me. I bethought
myself o’
my little curly-haired lad at home, and how
it’ud be if anyone was to go for to hang
Aim: and at the very thought on’t I
tingled
all over, and my fingers clinched theirseives
as if
was
they
a-grippin’ somebody's throat.
I clutched bold o’ a
handspike, and held it
my *>ack.’ad ready,T,om>’ whispers the chief-engineer to
•il? tn1,nk he really means to do it?”
“but If be an °?’’ 8ay3 I through my teeth;
°e»,fte

if I swing

time;Vbuteine?e“fi!it ?anrtug,y
then. Every minute

»craPe in my
“ 1
seemed
,did
en; and the tick o’ the mate ?3 onc M a doz"
pricked my ears like a pin Ti!Patch
reS’lar
'e ™en were
very quiet, but there wak a
look on some o’ their faces
V8,y
anH r
that three or four on ’em

forc'd

Carl

Capital
Surplus

...
....

muorntScrofulous Swellings and Sores
Sore Ybroat caused
n,id or
«1.®?°
mercurial treatment.
ii^1oi1?ou.ii,*f1?od
lce*or«l pro|icrties it will
euro the most severe rcccut or the
worst lingering
C°tigb in half the time rciinired by any other"
Perfectly
safe, loosening congb.
Boottime Irritation, and relieving soreness.
Sold
«•

SNUFF

anythin? more disgusting; and yet thousands^!

■E&JSV"?

A MAN OP A THOUSAND

When death was hourly expected from CONSUMPTION, all remedies having fail d, and Dr. H. James
raade a preparation
of INDIAN HEMP, which cured bis
only child, and
now gives this receipt
free, on receipt of two stamps
to pay expenses.
HEMP also cures night-sweats,
nausea at the stomach, and will break a fresh
cold in
24 hours. Address Cradock d
Co., 1032 Race St.,
Phil., naming this paper.
le4flw

ARE YOU in SEARCH of EMPLOYMENT?

THE NEW YORK TOMBS
da^

rs™I?Tr?*report

publisned, Inexperi"ubscribers per

sfnii* ““sT^^™™™00'1'™0'”

nlted*States!

Partial

Gross Assets

$275,937.15

Losses Unpaid
Other Claims

Nett Assets

n,.

gravings Super,or Paper.

Expels every wan and
teems to Agents. Outfits Free
particulars of this and great success of

seUsqrKk. B,g

‘_EDEOGHAI*H Y>’ A new book on the art of
Writing by Sound: a complete system of Phonetic
Snort-Hand, the shortest, most simple, easy, and
comprehensive, enabling anyone in a short time to
report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
The Lord’s
Prayer is written with 49 strokes of the pen. and
140 words per minnte. The unemployed should
learn this art. Price by mail AO cents.
Agents
wanted. Address T. W. EVANS &
CO., 139 S.
Ttu st.,
Phila., Pa.
ie4t4w

A*d® yTS WAWTE®’-»*
ples mailed free.

N.
Newark,
-J

j

••

910

N. H.

made

WHITE,

fe4<J4wt
_

$78 articles*

ten cents.

J.

fe3

GARDINER, Agents,

PORTLAND.

"av, N- V.

OP NEWARK, N. J,
16th ANNUAL STATEMENT, Jan. 1,18T4
Capital
£400,000.001
Assets.
684,141.44

LIABILITIES:
Losses nn paid.$15,989.74
Other liabilities, including unpaid Dividends, Interest, &c. 15,870.00—$31,859.74

SILAS MERCHAMT, President.
HENRY POWLES, Secretary.

BARNES & O’BRION. Agents,
30 Exchange Street, Portland, He.
Je30.eod3w

Authorized Capital
Capital Paid Up
Surplus

try
IT
TR1 IT.

„e.v

MEDICINE

Household.
T'mc-,r?,r„,,le
BOTTLE,

KEUBEIY

25 Cl-NTS

"OYT.P^f8
A
(ForsalebyallDruggto)iUleem^“
A WS?Ent s“?s

INSITRR

1

Marine

Risks

SNUFF

produced,

performed upon the

Will Cure

ford.
Shares First National Bank, Haitford.
Shares Charter Oak National Bank,

tlon.Ac No pulicity required. No charge until u
hi
vorce granted.
Address,
M. HOUSE, Attorney, 191 Brodway. N Y
Do22
d6io

droooi'nS!iny a ^,le due who, with palid face and
and fla^hv a01’ ,c,mI,laln8 of being all “stufled up,’
With Cat»y
■7 ls grrrwing worse, Is often troubled

Warni"S

Catarrh Causes Croup

•

tbls cnmP,aint (ban
then 9ee

attempt to cure
that you alwayB have a
Do not take any other
preparation bt,.•*
obtain the abovt. Price 36
sure to
cents
v
ior 8ale
dealers. Or, Bend 50 cents to
by all

supply'^"hano

100

&

6,375 00

Hartford.

6,000.00

ford.

6,000.00

Shares American National Bank, H

Cash in hand and in Bank.
Cash in course of collection from
Agents..

Interest accrued on Loans.
Miscellaneous Items, Non-Resident Tax,&c

course

PORTLAND TO BOSTON
VIA.

!

Old Orchard Beach, Maco,
Biddeford,
Keanehunk,
Welln.
Dover,
GKat Valls, F: voter. Haverhill and Lawrence.

Dividend to

Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1872,

W&S&wOm

6TT CARS.

PARI

13.496.99
32,209.60
3,262,00
4,451.98

50

PER

CENT

A. M.,tl2.30,7.3.30, "6.00 P.M.
Train, from Boston nre due at Portland
at *12.30 t5.00.t8.10, *9.55 P. M.
F«r Mnoekc.ter and Concord, N. H., via
A.* P. B. B. Junction, t6.15 A, M., *3.10 P.

Policy Holders in this Company obtain, perfect security, costing far less than to insure in anv ther

company in this country.

Por Lowell—All trains connect at Lawrence
with trains for Lowell.
Por -Tlnnchr.trr and Concord via Lawrence
T9.10 A. M.
®oche*,er Bnd Alton Bay t6.15, A. M.,

OFFICE
166 FORE

STREET, PORTLAND, •3^*P
•3*10>,p™i,,*"*"d

John W. Tinnier,
CORRESPONDENT.

SFRAGUE, President,
E. B. HUNTINGTON, Secretary.

dlmeodl 1m & w6w

once Nn. 33 Trumbull Street, Hartford.

BARNES &
Ja28

WING

O’BRION, Agents,

v*'lngc 6.15 A.M.,

Por Old Orchard Beaeh, Saco and Biddeford 11.23 A. M.
Returning, leave Biddeford at tll.20 A. M.
For Scorboro, Old Orcbard, Saco, Biddeford und Kennebank t2.30 P. M.
Returning, leave Kennebnnk t7.30 A. M.

of settlement.. §16,656.51

For New York, Albany,

&

Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington,

SON’S

AND ALL

30 EXCHANGE STREET,
FOBTLAND, HE.

POINTS

SOUTH AND

WEST.

eod3w

NEW

PIANOS!

The t6.15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.43 A
M., connecting with train lor New York via Shore
Line at 11.19 A. M.
The t9.10 A. M. train arrives in Poston in s ason
to connect with the 3.00 P. M.train for New York via

*

Springfield;

(Saccessors

to

DOANK, WING A CUSHING.)

...
...

9200,000.00
62,093.97

rains,)

by either route.

$116,133.00

119,000.00
3,730.00
8,030.11

•

Accrued Interest,

9 304 IN

Unpaid Premiums,

10.(Ul!ss

(3S040? #*3 M

WM. K. LOT DROP, President.
WJI. A. SCOUT, Secretary.

7. S. PALMER,
AGENTS,

DOW &

STATEMENT

OF

FIRST

THE

MANUFACTURERS’
Fire & Marine Ins. Co.
OF
Capital Stock,

fVRBIMlXnvia.

Illinois State Pair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.

M.

Family package Tickets between Portland and
Boston for sale at 25 per cent, discount.
Freight station in boston, Causeway street.

Ohio State

Fair, 1871 & 1872
Texas State Fair, 1872.
Numerous County Fairs.

tAccommodation.

•Fast Express.

IAS. T. FURBEB, Gen. Supt., Boston,
PAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland
Boston. Dec. 6.1873.
tf

From Mr. Edward
Hoffman, the celebrated Piauier
conscientiously bc'leve that your Piano I. to
In
respect a moet magnificent

“1
every

deservedly
beennw-1
y oecome|

Purchasers’ testimonials from all
parts of the U. S.

OGDENSBURG R. R.

Bank,

Boston,...$17 oka nn
National City Bank, of Boston, 22*600 00

fPVfc.

localities

and 1.30

Quality.

Real Estate—Office Building.80,OOo!(JO
Cash on hand and in Bank,. 55.108 47
Premiums in course ot collection,
42,566.20
Bills receivable for Marine Premiums,.107,484.06
..

Interest accrued,.

lo.94n.23

wanted for

unoccuDied terriwhere agencies are not yet esiab-

$¥89,618.S6 |
$25,000.00

S AMU EL GOULD,
President.

RUFUS W. DEERING, Agent,
5 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
d3weod
ja3Q

_iy_

ILL!AM

BROWN, late of Portland,

Camberlanrl deceased, and has taklVnl<?U>.nty
hcrBellthat trust bv
bonds
the

faUHoLr
estate

giving

as

having demands upon
cCt9‘iPer90ns
said deceased, are
to exhibit

of

the
the

required
®ll persons indebted to said estate are
called upon to make
payment to
CHARLOTTE BROWN. Executrix.
Portland, Feb. 3,1874.
fe5dlaw3wTh
_

Steamship Company

CALIFORNIA.

$1.00,

$50.

Elm

New aud elegant Iron Steamers with magnificent
Take this route to San
passenges accommodations
Francisco ami avoid the snow and cold of the overland Route. For Freight ard Passage and full information apply at the Company’s Office, New York,
or to the New England Agents.
C. ■
BART.
LETT A Co., Ifi Broad At.. Ronton. Rofus
Hatch, Y’ice Pres, and Managing Director. Agents

AUBUBN
Honse, Conn. St. W. S. Sc A. Young,

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.

n

tors.

Portland,

W. 1). LITTLE & CO..

BANGOR.

49 I.* EU BANCE RTREET.

Jal0tl3m

FOR BOSTON.
-—.

BATH.

Sagadahoc House, John S. Hlilliken, Pro
prietor.
Bath Hotel, C. HI. Plummer, Proprietor

FOREST

CITE

A STD

FILHOETH,

Having commodious Cabin anil State Room accommodation., will run alternately, leaving

BOSTON.
American

Honse, Hanover St. L.Hlc
Proprietor.
Parker Honse, School St. H. D. Parker &
Co., Proprietors.
Square,Balflncb,
Bl'V‘r‘'.,,on“«''Howdoin
Bingham, WrisleyA Co.. Proprietors
St. James Hotel—J.P. HI.
Stetson, Propri
etor.
Trrmont St.
T?°""eWrisley dk Co. Proprietors.

SUPERIOR SEA GO
ING MTEA.TIKRM

THU

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O’CLOCK T». M.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, aami
davs at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50.
Through Tickets to New York via the variotw
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken at low rates.
J. R. COYLE JR.. General Agent.mch30tf

Bingham

BETHEL.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler A Co.

Proprietors.
Chapman Bouse,—Andrews Sc Record,
Proprietors

BOSTON

BOLSTER HULLS.

PHILADELPHIA

—AWD—

Hancock House,—HI. Hancock, Prop.

Steamship Line.

BRUNSWICK. HIE.
Rooms, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.
K- Bining

Leave each port every

No

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, PropriCALAIS.
W.

Hotel,

Proprietor.

D.

&

Sat’d’y

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3r.ni
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one hall the rate
sailing vessels.

etor.

International

WedVj

Simpson, !

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by eon nee tin j lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS,
For Freight or Passage, apply to
E. B. NAMPMOH, Agent,
TO Long Wharf, Boston.
jn23-ly

CANDEN.

Bay View Honse, E. H. Demntb, Prop.
DANVILLE JUNCTION,
dark’ll Dining Hall, Grand Trank Bailway Depot, M. W. Clark. Proprietor.
DIXFIELD.

Maine

Androscoggin Honse, J. Jackson, Proprietor.

steamship Co.

NEW ARKANfiEUENT.

ELLSWORTH.
American House.—8. Jordan A Son, Prop
Ctty Hotel.—N. H. Higgins ASons, Prop-.

SEMI-WEEKLY

FOXCROFT.
Foxcrofi Exchange. D. Sarage, ProprieGREAT FACES, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost, Proprietor
HIRAM.
Mt. Cotier House,—Hiram Baa tan, Pro

prietor.

j

LEWISTON.

House, Waterhouse
Proprietors.

A

Mellen

CIMERICK.
Cinserick House, Joseph G.
Harmon, Proprietor.

UTTLE TOW, W. H.
Thayers Hotel, H. IThayer, Proprietor.
WACHIA8.
Eastern Hotel.-E. E. Stoddard, Prop.

WJS"ke‘

follows:
Leave east side of Franklin
Wharf
MONDAY and
every
mURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R.,
New York, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4
P. M.
The Franconia, leaving hear
every Thursday, is
fitted up with one accommodations tor passengers,
making this tne mosi convenient and comfortable
route for travelers between New Yorkj*nd Maine
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra,
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax St. John, and all parts of Maine
Shippe
are requested to semi their freight to the Steamers aa
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
at-

tor.

DeWitt

HENRY FOX, Portland Franklin Wharf,
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
May 9-<ltf
oc21dtf

ALLAN^
Montreal

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Daniorth Honse, D. Danforth.
Proprieto
NORTH ANSON.
Br,1,n* Hilton, Propri

8etors***

OCD ORCHARD BEACH.

Proprietor.
Ain's?
*I0,?iB' Seary,
Old Orchard
E. C.

Staples, Propri-

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard Honse, C S. Bailey A Co. Proprletorso
PARIS HICC.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Habbard,

Ocean Steamship Co.

Canadian and Vailed Slate. Mail*.

A<°- *

Adam.
Si. J. a Perry*

,0di“ »*•

"

»•**«•’

t:jr k.*S&,®”; ftSKr"- 0ree""*•
**• *•
Wheeler, PropriFelS*U,fc
Preble
House, Congress St.Cib.on A- Co.,9
Proprietors.

H\l.JuXiaS
Cw. K. VfU!,J
WaPlt.

The Steamship
Polynesian, Vapt. Brawn,
Will leave this port for Liverpool on

-44TVRD4Y, Feb. 14th,
Immediately alter the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).SJO io WMI
Payable in Gold nr its e«)nivalent.
For Freight or Cal in Passage, applv to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. I India St.
For Steerage Pas age inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England lor small amounts, npnlv to
JAMES L. FARMER,
Portland. Nov.

Middle and Plum

Ppanuiol..

D. C.

India Street.

Steamship

no'Sdtt

Washington

Line.

CSSSSKP-"—°

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House-W. T. Jones.
Proprietor.

SACCARAPPA.
Central Houie-Alyiu Allen,
Proprirto
SOUTH CHINA.
Lake House, J. Oarage, Proprietor*
RICHMOND
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer. Proprietor
SKOWHECAN.
Turner House, T. H. Hussey A Co. Pro
prietors.
Elm House. M. H. Hil on. Proprirto

of Central

Wharf, Boston

Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK

and

BALTIMORE.

Steamships :—
Lawrence," Capt. F. M. Howes.
‘‘William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“Georye Apjwld," Cant. Winslow Loveland.
Btackslone,” Capt. Geo. U. Hallett.
•‘John Hopkins,” Capt. W. A. Hallett.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to W ashineton
Steamer Lady ol the Lake.
Freight forwarded irom Hot folk to Peters'iura and

Richmond, by river or rail: and hy the Va. A Tenn
Air Line to all
in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and (leorgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke B. 11. to all points in Xor III and South Carolina
by the Balt. A Ohio R. R, to WashinglmO aud 11
places nest.
Through rates given to South ana West.
Fine Passenger accommocations.
Fare including Berth ard MeaL to Norfolk *1" v)
W'
time 48 hours; to Baltimore $ 14, time 03 hours:
if or further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.

points

)me2tt_M Central

IVhard. Boston.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport,

Bridyhani J»., Proprietor.
s“Wt’ * «•••

Providence

No. 3

__

13,197.3._

Norfolk and Baltimore and

Proprieto

PORTLAND.

A^ion
Proprietor.

Ketnm U'iskels
grante at Reduced Rates.

Steamships of this Line sail from

PHIEElPS.

A-ESSST’Trn,p,r
Ho.m,1I7 Federal

Passengers booked to London-

derry and Liverpool.

end

PITTSFIELD.
‘‘""I House—Fletcher A Bale, Proprie-

^ProprietorT**’

LINE.

rSDER COHTR ’XT FOB THE CABRTIXG OF THE

NORTH WINDHAM
IlBaW’ W- W Stanley, Propri-

NORWAV.
Beal’s Hotel, O. H. Green,
Prop.
Elm Honse, Main St. W. W.
Whitmarsb
Proprietor. _,
NAPLES'
Elm Honse, Nathan Cbarcb A
Sons, Proprietors.

IJNE.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia will, until further notice, run

Cnlnis and Ml. John,
Digbyj
Windsor and Ilnlifnx.

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!

—,-.—

and St John.
Returning will

Thrrsday.

On anti after MONDAY, Dec.
22d the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. S. H. Pike, will leave Railroad Wharf foot ol State St.,
every
Monday at 5.00 p. m., for Eastport

leave St. John and Eastport every
J

Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John f< r Digbv, Annanolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac^*
Am bets'j
KP^Frcight received on days of sailing nnK 4
o clock, p.m.
A. It. STUBBS,
Agent
<Ic2Udtf

Wringer. Book, Card and Jolt
Moulton

ROLLS,

Moat

Durable;
Double

Spinal

PRINTING

COGS,
| Kdaiesl

for

Comiah, Porter,

^

Portland. Oct.

Curved

I

St Vve°
Annfeton.nd0^1*!?’
Satnrda^4

Union, daily.

Wednesday"and Fridays"

Whltefl«ld, Mondays
Ndrth Wa'doboro-, Washington

and Pemaqnid, dally.
pluShT-iP*?*1® for Bristolfreight
taken at .owrates]

i-SSJEv ^^Jaily and

C. A.

COOMBS, Sup’t.

Daily Press Printing House

Providence, R. I.
J.

II.

WORK, Altai,

44 Brond atreot, Boston, Mniw.

Mra‘

N° Cha"g® °f car8 between
Portland
and Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all
points on the Pe"
i>„
nobscot river, Mnchias, Mount Desert
vin!i
'lnal u
Hurricane and Dix Islands
H»wn,
Leave Maine Central
Depot, at 7.0 a. m., and 1.00
^
Staves connect at Rockland, for Camden
ville, Northport. South Thomaston and
daily. At Rockland for Union,
Wa8l“
Inzton. Tuesdays. Thursday, and
>BAt Thomaston tor St. George daily
aUy‘
At Warren tor

Holds
Firmest1

PROVIDENCE TOOL CO.,

---—------aug3ftti
KNOX &

jy29dtf

109 EXCHANGE STREET

CLAMP,

18."is7^MILT0N’ SHP(™ttr,drnt.

JwSS&SKf

Worbino;

^Adj uatable

Kezar Falls and

Brid ton
North Lovell

and

NS; ahM«.^M^fhM
■W

P.

■*

45rent Keduetion in Freight and Pannage
Rale nlwaya Lower than bv any
other Rente, to
IVrt, Mafely
nnd Kcouoray combined.
R
tes: Cabin
Passage
These rates inSteerage
clude SLEEPING ACCOMODATIONS,
AND MEALS THEREBY AVOIDING

tor.

P;fOT

LiNCoSrimROm
imm&Z
:»p-^Warren B~**aTl8CwM®ltockland.

417 Broome St., New York
-pn-

Saturday at

M., (weather permitting) for
HALIFAX, dir. ct, making connections with thi Intercolonial Hallway, for Windsor,Truro, New Glasgow and Ptctou, and steamers
foi Prince Edward Island; a»so at New
Glasgow, N.
8.. with Lindsey's Stages for Cape Preion.
TEST RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 P. M.
For freight and other inlormation apply to «J. B.
COYLE, »Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtf
JOHN PORTEOUS. Aecnt.

ALFRED.

4! Brownfield for Denmark and

W1WG & SOW,

cured,.447,600 00

WEEK.

Portland every

County House, Edmund Warren, Proprie-

Portland for Upper Bartlett at 1.30 P. M.
Upper Bartlett for Portland at 7.00 A. M.
AK<SWiay/or Portland at 8.15 and 11.30 A. M.

Freedom

200 Shares
150 Shares
250 Shares
200 Shares

Shawmut Nat. Bank, o’ Boston, 17 700 00
Sscond Nat. Bank, of Boston,.. -as 260 An
Shoe & Leather National Bank.
of Boston,.. 26.600 00
City of Fall River Bonds. 25,100 00
Loan* on Stocks & Mortgages, amply se

TRIP”PER

The Screw Steamship ALHAMBRA, Capt. Angrove, will leave

DIRECTORY,

On and after Monday, Oct. 20, 1873,
JT:""until further notice train* will
fw —-^aras follows:
NOtth C°nWay St 7-45 AM.

,for Bovel] and

In

ONE

Embraciugthe leading Hotel? in the State, at which.
the Daily Press may always oe found.

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) TEARS

Responsible Agents

of

DIRECTI
With connection!! to Prince Edward faland and Cape Breton.

Pacific Mail

Th?7

Prices Low for the

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,

TO

CHANGE OF TIME.

$889^698.96

A88ET6:

JAMES J. GOODRICH,
Secretary.

PORTLAND &

LINK

MAIL

a=.-

389,698.90

150 Shares Hamilton National

|

in,“rumen™

“llie American Piano has
?ery popular instrument.”

$500,000.00

Snrplas,

All Trains stop 10 minutes at Exeter for refreshments at First Class Diutoff Rooms.
Passenger Station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Passenger Station in Portland, Commercial street.
Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. passenger trains arrive at and depart from this station.
Freight received at Portland
Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight Station, West Commercial street, until 5 P.

Form the “Independent"

eod3w

trains

The *3.10 P. M. train arrives in Boston at 7.10 P.
M., connecting with trains lor New York via Springfield at 9 00 P. M., and Shore Line at 9.30 P. :*i.
Passengers ticketed and Baggage checked through

The American Piano.

ASSETS, JANUARY 1st, 1874.
U. 8. and tlcy Bonds, (mark-

Unadjusted Loves,

(steamboat)

Fall River,
Stouingtou and Norwich Lines.

January 1, 1874.
Capital,*
Surplus,

also with 5.3J P. M.

tor New York via

YORK,

Unpaid Losses,...

SMITH,

BOSTON,

alla20 0l'lTC a ,Box by re,um*!ail

6,750.00

Hartford.
Shares Mercantile National Bank

50

liabilities:

SMITH, DOOLITTLE

ASSETS:

Manager,

Philadelphia.

HOTELS.

MECHANIC FACES.
Union Hotel, P. R>
Cobb, Proprietor.

BOSTON", MASS
JANUARY 1, 18»4.

PARENTS*

H?^'oi'^o<iireilt

31,920.00

50
51

lcbll)_

A most acute and
annoyiDg trouble, which many are
now afflcted with, but
by the use ol the German
bnuft the noises are soon removed, and
bj its slight
use are never again troubled with them.

I

Panwnser Train, leave PorlO&miSD,land
fnr Boston t6.15. t9.10 A M
“"TIN1
•3.10 (Parlor Cars), "6 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at *8.30 (Parlor Cars)

PORTLAND.

HEAD/

BACHELDER,

Agent Eastern & M. C. It. R., Portland, Me.

1873. Winter Arrangements. 1873.

NO. 1, EXCHANGE ST.,

lKf0rel‘

GEO.

General
de8

Cargoes, Freights & Vessels
BOSTON & MAINE
by the Tear.

on

SNUFF

NOISES IN THE

—OA-

Mortgage

on

J. E.

GERMAN

200,000.00
119,002.10

Bonds and mortgages,
Demand Loans,

be

Only

ASSETS:

et

SOBE and WEAK EYES.
might}

morning.
t Accommodation train
gFast Express.
J. PRESCOTT,
Snpt. Eastern Railroad,
l U LINCOLN,
SuDt. First Div. M. C, R. R.

ot Real Estate.§106,750.00
Stock Collaterals. 50,233.47
Loan to Comity of Hartford.
10,000.00
Loan to City or Hartford.
10,000.00
United States Bonds (Coupons ol ’67),. 11,550.00
532 Shares National Exchange Bank, Hart-

Loans
Loans

Cash,

cure as

AGAINST

—OF—

fe7t4w

PRICE pKR

OF NEW YORK,

$15,571,200

$1,000,000.00

•

....

HEADACHE,

°* testimonials
nh??i”i,r!k* w™,1«rftd

The 7.20 A. SI. train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. & O. Railroad.
The 8.30 A. M. train fro
Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway lor Montreal, Quebec and
all narts of Canada East
Through tickets are sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, HMifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, Ac,
•Pullman Bleeping oar express train. N. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Monday
*

Company,

Total Assets,

CAMPHORINE,
UNIVEBSAL

The

Conway Railroad.

ASSETS.

Beal Estate.§86,500.00
Loans on Bond and Mortgage. 342,705.00
Interest due and accrued on do.
8.039.10
Newark City Improvement Bonds. 100,006.00
JNew Br.mnwkik Water Honda.
2,660.00
U. S. 5-20 Bonds, Interest and value. 23.275.flp
Loans on Collateral. 53,455.00
Cash and Cash Items. 37,119.35
Interest due and accrued on Loans, etc....
2,588.07
Gross Preminms in course of collection.... 25,544.92
Bills Receivable.
150.00
Rents due. 1,965.00

.

6
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COMPANY

Ridgewood Insurance Co.,

Children have Catarrh

debilitated®
S
v“a,bSTeLtrt°i?e
and
°’lstnl<:tions
directly
the nveJ™H^2iCi
^SSygf ffKit a
York!*®*
on

eod3w

STATEMENT OF THE

Will Cure

te4t4w

JURUBEBA
acts

SNUFF

GERMAN

Anthori."-

It arrests decay of vital
forces, exhanaHm,

INSURANCE

MERCHANTS’ INSURANCE COMPANY,

And|because, in nine cases out of ten, all headaches
their r rfgin In a diseased state of the nasal or
Many people keep a supply of the Snnff on
Bns.
nd simply for troubles of thfe nature.

*Th*?®^®' .fastest selling;
BRIDE, 7C7 Broln. able„ "amP>e* for

fligbcmt Medical

MUTUAL

No. 7 EXCHANGE STREET,

J. H.

m

---

The

$271,600.62

have

For Ml
HUBBARD BROS.
f.'*'OHY,addrcss,
Pubs. 53 Washington
St., Boston.
fe4t4w
I

ATLANTIC

WM. M. BYRNES, President.
EDMUND B. WHITNEY, Secretary.

UPHAM &

Chas. Platt, Vice Free.
C. U. Peeves, Ass’t See

49 Exchange Street, Portland.
ood3v

f«2

$2,955.00
1,381.33

liabilities;

Will Cure
A BAH

35,000.00

DOW, COFFIN & LIBBY, Agents,

LIABILITIES.

Losses in

Deafness,

GERMAN

telt4w

man

Arthur G Coffin, Pres.
Matthias Maris, Sec.

§319,002.10

Caused only by the passages being filled with matter, which the Snuff penetrates as if by magic. «.nd
in a short time you feel like a new
being.

gf ^asabswa sr* jrag
MAGNIFICENT
"Mlft18
One
just cleared 990 in 4 dows Mtlino
COJ1W.E1E DOMESTIC
Sibi!*?
out New type and Takim; features.
900 En-

SNUFF

Will Cure

r!™the'^n<lcrful

from 8 10 20

delphia.

$200,000.00
75.037.15

Fassenger trains leave Portland dai”Tly, for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun-

sdaya excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.15 A.
M.. t9.10 A. M., 113.15 P. M„ t6.U0P. M.
Leave Bangor for Portland, Portsmouth and Boston at 118.00 A. M., *7.00 P. M.
Leave Boston tor Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30.
(8.30A. M. 112.30, 13.15. *8.C0 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *8.00 P. M.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
and St. John at 118.30 A. M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OO. 1110.35
A. M.; 112.55 P.M.,t5.40P.M., *10.05 P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland. Bangor, Houlton.
Calais and St. John at *10.05 P. M.
Leave Portland for Lewiston, Bath, Rockland and
Align Ja at t7-00 A. M.
Leave Portland (via Danville) for Lewiston, Farmington, Waterville and Skowhegan at tl.00 P. M.
Leave Portland for Balh, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta. Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor at
1.05 P. M.
Leave Portland lor Bangor, via. Augusta, (Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 12.15 a. m.
For Lewiston, Bath an.: Augusta at 15.20 P. M.
For Lewiston via Danville at 15.15 P. M.
Leave Biddeford lor Portland at t8,00 A. M., returning at 5.15 P. M
The 6.15, 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. M. trains from
Portland, and the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New Vork by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed through by either route.
The 6 15 A. M. train arrives in Boston at 10.40 A.
M„ connecting with train for New York via Shore
Line at 11.10 A. M. The 9.10 A.M. train arrives in
Boston at 1.40 P. M. in season to connect with the
train for New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P. M.
(steamboat) trains for New York via Fall River,
Stoningtorr and Norwich Lines. The 3.15 P. M. train
arrives hr Boston in season to connect with trains
tor New York via Springfield at 9 P. M
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P. SI. trains from Portland
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and

Pirst Semi-Annual Statement Ann. 1,1874

people,

GERMAN

TRAL RAILROAD.

13,581.00

or

WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Oen'l
Janll ly 12 So. Delaware Avenue

oc6tc

Biggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and net subject to Custom House examina-

EASTERN & MAINE CEN-

30,200.00
43,831.64

rent

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Newfield, Par
souslield and Ossipee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

®“rr*,n®“ House, J.E. HarrimnuSc Co.
Proprietors
Franklin House, Harlow St., H. tfninby,
with HE D HEcl.nughlin Sc Son., Prop.

BRYiKlES,

Premiums. 561,112.55

«

Jr., Portland.

Llmington, daily.

Augusta nouse, State St. Harrison Bak
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G. A. Sc H. Cony. Proprie

I'OmilENClNG DEC. 8, 1873.

Loans on Collateral Security.
Book balances due Company, ail good.
Accrued Interest.
Beal Estate, Office ot the Company, Phila-

1874.

Southwest.

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value(and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at tho rate of
oue passenger for every *500 additional value.
C. J.
Managing Director.
H. BAILEY. Local Suprentendent.
Portland Sept. 12. 1873.

transmission.
121,723.41
Total Cash. 611,966.45
Notes Receivable and unsettled Marine

in the

*°
Uommii^tr
WALDOA.'PEAKCE.
Devonshire
29
A
'SZtt
X
St., Boston,
Agent,
J. B. COYLE,

Wharfage. No

trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.30 A. M., and 1.30 P. 31.. making
direct connection at Rochester with traius for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Kastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Palls and Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.20 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Kastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.45 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River a» 0.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

THE GRAND THUNK RAILWAY is In splendil
condition, Is wen equipped with lirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West,
r&“PU;.LMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all through

ir1.'"

the

given to
*''«

are

ANY EXTRA CHARGES.

trains.

233,728.97

rates

Passenger

17 94.

—

,.lirTTrr^.air^t

r,,,n

Phila.!e.1..!KX??ndlhyi
'"’T T >,alDe.- wl5h
Philadelphia «V„iSi01™• "ur'iugh
o^isStbppa^iiysy.j
reniii
principal ciiie*
Snnth^L^i
}°

for Dover,

ARRANGEMENT,

Providence

Running between

ami Philadelphia every WEDN ESDA Y and SATURDAY gives
communication
to aim

Portland

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

HOTEL

Rates!

J C.FURNITAL Agt.

other

Clyde’s Iron Line of Steamers !

feDdtt_J. PRESCOTT, Superintendent.

joints in the

Northwest. West and

#256,514,07

OF HARTFORD, CONN.

common to
who at times find it so very
troublesome that they are unfit for all business purin
it
is
caused
poses ;
reality
by an excess of mucous,
which can be removed.

GERMAN

and all

and

Cash in Bank and in Bankers'
hands and Office (Currency)..
Net cash Premiums in course of

Franklin Insurance Co.,
1,

North

Railroad Companies Bonds and
Stocks. 181,050.00
Sundry Steamship, Canal and
other Securities. 162,700.00
Cash in Banks and Bankers’
hands (Gold).#233,181.61
Premium thereon @ 10 per cent 23,319.46

*2,255,937.08

p.m.
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and
at 7.45. 10.45 and 4.25 p. in.
A freight train wiil leave Portsmouth
and Dover for Portsmouth
daily.

_

T. Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Hilwan.
her. Cincinnati, Bt. Lob», Omaha,
tiaginnir, 81 Paul, Ball Lake City,
Denver, Ban Francisco,

$500,000.00.

Pennsylvania

--“-'3.15

AND

Tickets sold at Reduced

STATEMENT OF ASSETS JAN. 1, 1874.
#678,190 First Moitgages an City Property. #876,190.00
300.000 United States Government Loans 340,450.00
254.000 Pennsylvania and otherState
200,540.00
364.000 Philadelphia and other City
365,210.00
North

Passenger trains leave Portland

PHILADELPHIA.

.^lor Portsmouth and Dover daily
ftrip^-^ii^fSmidays excepted,) at 6.1 a. m. and

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

933,000,000.00 Latte, Paid in Cash since
its Organisation.

*171,081.95
CYRUS PECK, Sec’y.

Atlas Insurance

Heaviness in the Head,
So

—

CHARTER PERPETUAL.

ANNUAL STATEMENT OE THE

renowned German

Chemist, devoted his entire attention to the study ol
this singular complaint; after years of research he
was at length rewarded, and presented to the world

and Aivcr Com£iit?.,»C8,Ri,:Tysip>?,if*
-?ix to twelve bottles, warranted to euro

ever

FOLLOWS. VIZ:

Commencing IHonday, Feb. 9,1874.

FALL

AJTD

—

urdays, returning alternate davs.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, ParsonsMeld
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Offices

74 EXCHANGE ST.

dtf

Company of

Cash Capital

$4,336.53

Wbfefe Will by its use PREVENT disease and
you hundreds of dollars.

"

INCORPORATED

on

Understand Catarrh.
Years

Passenger

PHILADELPHIA.

1,255.937.08
-99.955,937.08
AS

~

stations*,^

’ratal AmU Jan 1, 1874, 93,987,831.64

allow this disease to continue until at
people will
last
they have Consumption, which cannot be cured
cures an Humors from the worst
Scrofula to
a common Etlotcli or
From two to
Bly bottles are warranted to cure Suit
Hbcum
or
on

'r-cr*^ Mail train for Gorham and acconimndation train to Island Pond, 7.15 A. M.
Mail train 1.20 P. M. ^topping at all
Island Pol<1.) connecting with night mall train for
Quebec, Montreal anti the West.
Accommodation train tor Gorham and way stations, 5.25 P. M.
Trains will arrive as follows.
Mail train from Gorham and intermediate Stations
8.50 a. m. Through mall train from Island Pond
Montreal, Quebec and the West -.50 p. m.
Accomidation train from South Paris and way
Stations 6.15 p. m.
t-rtTv'
“■

Agent,

after Monday, Sept. 15th,

ami

flTraine will run as follows :

NO, 939 WALNUT STREET,

1874.

1,

JANUARY

But they have obtained no relief, and why ? Because
in the first place the remedies given them were worthless, and in the second place

Is

fastest selling Book

131,313 19
17,771 20

TRAIN*.

OF

ARRANGEMENT.

Cm

---.--.-r,

America.

W. D. LITTLE & CO., Agents,
d3w
Ja30
PORTLAND, ME.

Dollars

ot

Will Cure

is the

December.
by Agents,.

Insurance

YORK,

GEG T. HOPE, Pres.,

DROPPING IN THE THROAT.

tl,e mate>in a hard,
8ayl
square kind o vol<-e,
that made everv WOra
word
like fittin a stone into a wall
o
“
that ’ere rope? Well, I’ll
-ee
utes to confess; (he took out
held it In his hand) and if you don’t
urn
tooth afore the time's up, i’ll hang
you like a

NEW

Dr.Fitlor,lTiila.,for expla-

natory Pamphlet A guarantee-gratia. if BO Reward for an incnrable case.h ocurt, no charge,!! rcality.Sold by druggie*

Face, Boils,

1,097,011 98

General

scrip interest, unclaimed,. (14,711.16
Losses unpaid. 126,370.79

it»nlnTaUibl.«nreforN«rTe, Kid-

Tetter, Dlmplcis

L.ITTJLE,

LIABILITIES;

Tablets.

_•

024 934 g4
87

’923 572

deferred, quarterly and
semi-annually,.

$684,141.44

BOXES.

o

RICHARD A. McCURDY. Vioe-Prcsident,
WM. H. C, BARTLETT, Actuary.

Dividends due stockholders and scrip aud

Will Cure

Rhaumatu diacaaei. Sworn to, this 2Cth April, 1871.
P. A..OSBOURN, .Votary Pvbtie, Philo.
wonsrCTmsn WoCnrsllyit, and w^]laatil'fyan70new^if-

noy and

interest.

—

tor

WINTER

j65,009,837 67

-$365,347.39
Loans on Bond and Mortgage (on Beal
Estate, worth *1.328,950). 469,000.00
U. S. and other Stocks aud Bonds,. 622,375.00
Beal Estate owned by the company,. 650,000.00
Premiumsdue and unpaid and balances in
hands oi agents,. 127,727.31
Interest (due this day and unpaid).
15,987.38
Rents due and accrued,.
5,500.00

DISEASES,

Carbolic

67!

4298,770). 222,078.00

_

For

2,539,403

Balance due

Continental Insurance Co.

ASSETS

Robert A. Bird, Manager,

and

I>.

o

w43tt

York State

Premiums In transit, principally for

j

hand and in Banks, *143,269.39
Loans on U. S. & othg r stocks
and Bonds, (market value

DEPOSIT8 of ANY ARTICLES ofVAE-

COIdldECTION and REMITTANCE
Interest and Dividend* attended to.

00
36

at

STATEMENT Of THE

TO CUBE CATARRH,

UE RECEIVED at rate* varying acto the size of package and val
nation

Stocks,..5,967,888

AND

PORTSMOUTH & DOVER R. fi.

OTHER*.

dlv

ALTERATION

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Cash

as

jiffy.

W.

A 1.1.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA,
17

Interest accrued.

OF BOSTON, MASS.,

cording

23

Mortgages,.$52,707,912

Real Estate,...
Cash in Banks and Trust Companies

To

President,

fell

Street.

oct24

and
United States and New

JNO M. STUART, Secretary,

Surplus,

How great the change; how improved your nasal
organa have become. There are thousands ot people
who have spent

safes to KKIVT inside the Vanita at
from 815 to 850 per annum
SPECIAL DEPOSITS of Stocks, Boh.i,
and other valuable* received.

Syrup.

men all looked at each
other, as much
to say, “What on earth’s a cornin’ now
ai*°ard sh‘Pi o’ course, when you’re told
♦ Ua
to
do a thing,
you’ve got to do it; so the rope
*

kep’ edgin’

Exchange

59

GroBB Assets, Dec. 31,1872,.$63,609,837 67
Increase in Ke« Assets for the year 1873,.87,039,778 93
Receipts for Interest over Death Claims and Endowments,. $ 463,448 26
Income from Piemiumsand Interest,. 21 662 002 "6
New Policies issued in ls73.'
16 415
Policies in force January 1st, 1874,.j
.66*416
From the Undivided Surplus a Dividend wiil be apportioned to each Policy which shall be in force at its
anniversary in 1874.
NOTE—Bv tecent act of the Trustees the membership of this Company is limited to one hundred thou-

JANUARY

Deposit Vaults, Hundreds

No. 97

3,727,785

Bonds
By
‘r

82
84
95
93
01
03

Cash Capi’l,91,000,000.00

.Ksa.-ffa-sass.'.gsssss
porfected
Fitter’s Vegetable Rheumttio

The

8hallSo first,

convince you of its wonderftil merits in
curing this vile disorder; a disease which,when seated, produces Consumption, from which there is no
escape; one little box oi the German Snuff will cure
your Catarrh, and then the foul matter will disapear
from your throat, and you will again breathe without trouble; in fact you will be cured, and then and
not till then, will you look like the following:
soon

Will Cure

dead; “smait now!”

forRP

d&w2w

80
28
66

-.—-1

Raeder’s GERMAN SNUFF,

OF

—

Seamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Detx>t daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegMonday,
ant ana popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York a'lways in advance of all other lines. Baggage
checked through.
Tickets procuied at dejKtts of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Exchange St., and W. 1>. Little & Co., 49* Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS.
D. S. BABCoCK.
Gen. Pasenger Ag’t. New York.
President.

$77,736.486*57

57

865,609,837

GERMAN

m

f'he

Safe

Surrendered Policies and addi-

j

sand insured lives.
F. S. WINS TON,

PORTLAND

YORK,

__

Premiums

quickly

EASTERN RAILROAD

NEW

_____

Undivided Surplus.

Let any one suffering from this nasty and foul dislook at the above picture of his nasal organs—
behold the inflamed passage—view the throat filled
to repletion with the mucous, which
passes
to the lungs and stomach; how disgusting the
1 bought, and yet thousands day by day neglect to nse
simple remedies, which will certainly cure them. A
short trial of the remedy.

STOSOGTOW USE!

1 his is the only inside routfe Avoid]
ing Point Judith.

ASSETS

To Reserve at four per cent.861,148,784
Claims by Death, not yet due.
633,825
Post-mortem idvid’ds due on dem’d
>3,316
Premiums paid in advance,.
29,904
Surplus accrued on Tontine Policies,.
26,220

ease

STEAMERS.

YORK,

By paid Death and Endowment Claims $3,379,664
Annuities.
21 535
Dividends. 5 405 474

LIABILITIES

New York.

&TR1EOAND HIKE REMEDY.
Sold by Druggists.
Ja27t4w

f’

seem

B’dway,

PUT UP ONLY IN BE.IT 12

he won’t have no brats about eatin’ up his
wages; and he stowed me away when nobody warn’t lookin’, and guv me some grub
to keep me goin’ for a day or two till I got to
sea.
He says I’m to go to Aunt Jane at
Halifax; and here's her address.”
“And with that, he slips his hand into the
breast of his shirt, aud out with a scrap o’ paper, awful dirty and crumpled up, but with
the address on it, right enough.
“We all believed every word on’t, even
without the paper; for his look, and his voice,
and the way he spoke, was euough to show
that there wan’t a ba'porth o’ lyin’ in his
whole skiu. But the mate didn’t seem to
8waller the yarn at all; he only shrugged his
shoulders with a kind o'grin, as much as to
say:‘I’m too old a bird to be caught with
that kind o’ chaff;’ and then he said to him:
‘Look here, my lad, that’s all very fine, but
it won’t do here—some of these men o’ mine
are in the secret, and I mean to have it out of
’em. Now you just point out the man as
•towed you away and led you this very
minute; if you don’t it’ll be the worse for you
“The boy looked up in his bright, fearless
way (it d;d my heart good to look at him, the
brave little chapl) and said quite quietly:
Tve told you the truth; I ain’t got no more
to say.’
me mate says nomin, nut looks at liim
for a minute as if he’d see clean through him;
and then he faced round to the men, lookin’
blacker than ever.
“Reeve a rope to the
yard!” he sings out, loud enough to raise the

a

711

PORTLAND

Wells’

“Well, you young whelp,” says he in his
grimmest voice, “what brought you here?”
“It was my step-tather as done it,” says
the boy in a weak little voice, but as steady
as he could be.
“Father’s dead, and mother's
married agin, and my new father says as how

was rove in

To balance from last account,.$50,074,484 31
premiums re eived.17,818 889 20
Interest and Kents,. 3,843,113 06

RAILROADS.

AHEAD

DISBURSEMENTS 1873

$77,736,486

C. H. DITSON & CO.

Jell

NEW

Expenses and taxes,.
1,063,884 64
Balance to Eew Account,. 62,363,157 3g

A NEW EDITION .TUST ISSUED CONTAINS
“SCHUMANN'S MAXIMS” AND THE FAMOUS
“CZERNY’S LETTERS ON THE ART OF PLAYING THE PIA'O.”
"RICHARDSON’S NEW
METHOD," THUS CONTAINS OVER 260 PAGES
.•ULL MUSIC SIZE, AND IS .JUSTLY CLAIMED
TO BE THE BEST PI ANO METHOD EXTANT.
PRICK, S3.T5
IjyUSED BY THOUSANDS OF TEACHERS
AND SOLD BY ALL BOOK AND MUSIC DEALERS.
PUBLISHED BY.

OLIVER D1TSON & CO.,
Boston.

OF

tion»,... 4,667,369
Commissions (payment of current and exiinguishmentlof future
835.400

Use

all in a ring on the f ’c’stle, and
in the middle stood the fust mate, lookin’ as
black as thunder. Right in front ot him,
lookin’ a reg’lar mite among all them big
fellars, was a little bit o’ a lad not ten year
old—ragged as a scarecrow, but with bright
curly hair, and a bonnie little face of his own,
if it hadn’t been so woful thin and pale.
But, bless yersoul! to see the way that little
chap held his bead up, and looked about
him, you’d ha’ thought the whole ship belonged to him. The mate was a great,
hulkin’ black-bearded tellar, with a look that
’ud ha’ frightened a horse, and a voice fit to
make one jump through a key-hole; but the
young un warn’t a bit afraid—he stood
straight up, aud looked h!m full in the face
with them bright, clear eyes o’hisn, tor all
the world as if he was Prince Halfred himself. Folk did say artei wards, (lowering his
voice to a whisper) ‘as how he corned o’ better b'ood nor what he ought; and, for my
part, I’m rayther o’ that way o’ thinkiu’
myself; for I never yet seed a common street
Harab (as they calls ’em now) carry it off like

spoke.

Behold It As It Is !

THE PAR EXCELLENCE OFALLPIANO

THIS,

AKD ALL THROAT

was

the mate

COMPANY

RAILROADS.

FOR

(ESTABLISHED IN 1843.)
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1873.

OF

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

“I didn’t wait to hear no more, but up on

deck like a sky-rocket; and there I did see a
sight, and no mistake. Every man-Jack o’
the crew, and what few passengers we had

a

THE

LIFE

BBtENVE 1873

METHODS, MAINTAINS THE FR jNT RANK,
AND ITS SALE ECLIPSES THAT OF ALL OTHERS—FOREIGN OR AMERICAN-COMBINED.
THE PUBLISHERS CLAIM ITS ANNUAL SALE
OF 25,000 COPIES IS INDISPUTABLE PROOF OF
POSITIVE AN1) INTRINSIC MERIT, AND ITS
SUCCESS IS NO MYSTERY, BUT
DUE TO
THOROUGH EXCELLENCE IN ALL ITS DEPARTMENTS—HUDIMENTAL AND INSTRUCTIVE: TO ITS VALUABLE EXERCISES AS
WELL AS ITS CHARMING RECREATIONS.

was

mences as

—

PIANOFORTE !

at all.”
he then ?~a woman ?”
“No, nor that, neither; though, mark ye,
I don’t go for to say as how women ain’t got
pluck enough too—some on ’em at least.
But this un as I’m talkin’ on, was a little lad
not bigge’n Tom Thumb, only with a speri it
of his own as ’ud ha’ blowed up a man-o’-war
a’most. Would yer like to hear about it ?”
1 eagerly assented; and the narrator, knocking the ashes out of his pipe, folds, his brawny arms upon the top of the rail and com-

OF

FOR

..

You might ha’ heerd

CATARRH!!

Will

Richardson’s New Method,

your will.”
I am standing on the upper deck of the
Austrian Lloyd steamer, looking my last upin tetrace
ou pyramidal Jaffa, as it rises up
after terrace of steam gray masonry, against
the lustrous evening sky,with the foam tipped
breakers at its feet. Beside me, with his
elbow on the handrail, and his short pipe
between bis teeth, lounges the stalwart chiefhe had
engineer, an Englishman though and despent iwo-thirds of bis life abroad,
(as he
lighted to get hold of a listener who
”
phrases it) “bas been about a bit
*
“No, they ain’t got an English seasonin’,”
what’s
more,
they
he continues, and
ain’t got an Englishman’s pluck, not when
a
real
to
scrape.”
it comes
“Can no one but an Englishman have any
?”
asked
laughing.
I,
pluck
“Well, 1 won’t just go for to say that—of
course a man as is a man ’ull have pluck in
him all the world over. I’ve seen a Frencber
tackle a shark to save a messmate; and I've
seen a Rooshan stand to liis gun arter every
man in his battery, batrin’ himself, had been
blowed all to smash. But if yer come to that,
the pluckiest teller ever I seed want a man

him.

INSURANCE

I
my
ha’

the mate's hard grim face
broke up all at once, like I’ve seed the ice in
bis
the Baltic. He snatched up the boy iu
burst out a cryin
arms, and kissed him, and
like a child; and I think there warn t one of
I know I did, lor one.
us didn’t do the same.
“God bless you my boy!’’ says he. smoothhis great hard hand.
with
in’ the child’s hair
‘Vou’re a true Englishman every inch of you;
you wouldn’t tell a lie to save your life! Well,
if so be as yer father s east ye off, III be
yer
tattler from this day forth; and if I ever forget you, then may God forget me!’
An’ he kep’ his word too. When we got
to Halifax, he found out the little un's aunt,
and giv’ her a lump o’ money to make him
comfortable; and now he goes to see the

“O ye b eased letter!”
Cried our tiny elf;
“Make it open, Bessie,
Yead it to mysell,”
From the filmy missive.
Sweetheart’s valentine,
Slowlv, genile Bessie
Head each written line:

aboard,

MUTUAL

ready!’
“And, then, sir,

Sweetheart^—1

“What

STATEMENT OF THE

couldn’t make out what he said (fact,
head was in sitch a whirl that I'd hardly
knowed my own name), but I’ll be bound
God heard it, every word. ‘Then he ups on
his feet feet again, and puts his hands behind
him. and says to his mate, quiet quietly; ‘I’m

Finks 1 hear ze postman
Yiugiu' ai ze bell.”
Quickly, at the summons,
Gentle Bessie sped.
Here’s a lot o' letters—
Valentines!” cried Fred.
“Two for for Sue and NellieThree, yes, four for Blair,—
One for—oh! my senses!
declare!”

A
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CATARRH^

it, “for time’s nearly up.’

Sweetheart te our baby
Btwe hod, four yeas oW.t DCj
Sunny -haired
In g®"'Worth her weight
Playing in the parlor
that niBfO day.
mating,
When the bird- go
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TV'OTICE is hereby given that the subscriber hae
^
duly appointed and taken upon himself the
♦

Every

description
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Work
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promptly and carefully executed

trust of

Administrator of the estate of
SAMUEL ROSS, late of Cumberland,
the
County of Cumberland, deceased, and given and uf the Lowest Prices.
[n
bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased are required I
to exhibit the same; ami all Iversons indebted to said I
estate are called u|»on to make payment to
SAMUEL U SS, Administrator.
Cumberland, Feb, h l.‘<74.leCsMawMwF*
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PATENTS OBTAINED-for Invent^
No charges unless successful. Pamphlet sent free.
C. A. 8u aw, Solicitor, 110 Tremont 8t., Boston.
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